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Abstract
Kissing bonds (KBs) refer to the situation where two surfaces are only partially
bonded or are debonded but touching or in very close proximity. This may be the
consequence of poor adhesion, environmental degradation or impact damage. This
defect is not visible macroscopically and because of their intimate contact which
makes it more difficult to detect using a non destructive technique (NDT) than
conventional defects such as voids or cracks etc. The success of NDT evaluation and
widespread use of adhesive bonding rely greatly upon comprehensive knowledge of
morphology, surface chemistry and mechanics associated with KBs.
Two approaches were successfully taken to produce reliable and repeatable KBs: by
surface contamination using a mould release agent (Frekote®700-NC); and by
weakening the electrically-debonding adhesive, ElectRelease™, with a low voltage.
Significant changes in morphology and elemental distribution of the contaminant
at/near the Frekote contaminated interfaces were found. Some morphological and
chemical changes at/near the anodic metal/ElectRelease™ interface were also evident.
Additional information about chemical interactions at/or near the contaminated
interface due to the presence of Frekote and the application of the electric field
confirmed the changes in morphology and elemental distribution.
Double-lap joints with KBs were tested in tension with local strains captured by
strain gauges and extensometer. Significant reduction in failure strength was apparent
when using Frekote and ElectRelease™ subjected to the electric field. The tests were
simulated using finite element analysis. Cohesive elements were introduced along the
predicted failure interfaces taking into account the adhesion loss associated with KBs.
The experimental failure load and local strain results were in good agreement with the
finite element predictions.
The ways that KBs were produced and the understandings in morphology, surface
chemistry and their failure mechanisms contributed to the modified criteria of KBs
and the development of the non-linear ultrasonic technique investigated by the NDT
group at the University of Bristol. The morphology, surface chemistry and failure
mechanisms of KBs in adhesive joint are now better understood.
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1 Introduction
Adhesive bonding lends itself to a wide range of applications including structural
engineering applications. By 2015, it has been predicted in the global strategic
business report that the world market for adhesives would exceed 25.4 billion pounds
[1]. In engineering applications, bonding technique offers some greater advantages
over traditionally mechanical fastening methods like welding and riveting. These
include uniform stress distribution, enhanced fatigue life, lighter weight and joining
dissimilar materials. However, there are some disadvantages when using adhesive
bonding. One of the most significant issues of using adhesive bonding is the
occasional presence of a bonding defect namely “kissing bonds (KBs)” or “lowstrength bonds” or “zero-volume disbond [2]” in which the adherend surface and
adhesive are in intimate contact and only weakly forming a bond or contain a thin
layer of contaminant. Kissing bonds are thought to arise either from contamination of
the surfaces during manufacture or environmental degradations such as water
ingression and corrosion. This can dramatically alter the failure strength of the joint
causing premature failure. As a result, adhesive users particularly aircraft designers
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have been reluctant to use adhesive bonding in primary or flight critical structures,
despite the advantages of this joining technique.

1.1 General Introduction
Although it is still unclear whether KBs really exist and what their exact nature is, it
is widely agreed that it is crucial to be able to detect weak bonds e.g. slip bonds,
smooth bonds, partial bonds, zero-volume disbonds which are potential types of KBs
[3]. In addition, there is a requirement for new non-destructive methods capable of
detecting weak bonds that cannot be detected using classical non-destructive
techniques due to lack of separation at the interface. To do this, possible and/or
acceptable criteria to define KBs must be established. There are existing criteria of
KBs proposed by Marty et al [4], however these criteria are general and exclude
information about surface chemistry.
There are only a few previous studies about how to simulate and detect KBs in
adhesive joints using a non destructive technique (NDT). One approach, carried out
by Brotherhood et al [3] was to apply the use of various ultrasonic techniques which
were longitudinal wave ultrasonic inspection, shear wave ultrasonic inspection and
high power ultrasonic inspection with their dry contact and liquid layer KBs. Nield et
al [5] with a non-linear dynamics background carried out their study involving
preliminary modelling and experimental investigation of KBs in adhesive joints. The
experimental results revealed that KBs in an adhesively bonded joint in which the
surfaces were compressively loaded against one another caused considerable
nonlinear distortion of a transmitted ultrasonic waveform. These experimental results
were validated by finite element (FE) simulation using a bilinear spring model.
The success of non-linear NDT ultrasonic interaction models depends greatly upon
the profound knowledge of morphology, surface/interface chemistry, and mechanics
of KBs. Firstly, a literature review on adhesion and adhesives, fracture mechanics and
stress analysis of adhesive joints including defects in adhesive joints with some
previous relevant studies on KBs are presented in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, details of
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materials used in this study and the specimen’s preparation are described. Two
approaches were taken to produce KBs; (1) by surface contamination and (2) by
weakening an electrically debonding adhesive (ElectRelease™) with a low voltage.
KBs require careful microstructural assessment in order to gain fundamental
understanding of their surface physics and chemistry. The weakened interfaces or
KBs were investigated using various characterisation techniques including Field
Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM) with Energy dispersive X-ray
Spectroscopy for Elemental Analysis, EDS, Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
(FTIR) and Raman Spectroscopy. Chapter 4 describes the experiments with results
and discussion of the total surface free energy of the contaminated substrates,
morphology and surface chemistry of KBs produced by surface contamination.
Chapter 5 presents the experiments with results and discussion of the morphology and
surface chemistry of KBs produced using ElectRelease™ adhesive. The
characterisation techniques used in Chapters 4 and 5 provided essential imaging,
analytical and chemical information about KBs quality in terms of physical surface
features, type and distribution of contaminants and the chemical interactions at/near
the contaminated or weakened interfaces. The experimental investigation in
detectability using C-scan, failure strength, failure mechanisms and local strain
responses of double-lap joints (DLJs) associated with KBs which were produced from
the two approaches under quasi-static loading in tension, are included in Chapter 6.
The three-dimensional finite element models with KBs taking into account the
adhesion loss and the results and discussion are described in Chapter 7. Cohesive zone
with traction separation constitutive law was used to simulate the failure in DLJ
models. In Chapter 7, the numerical predictions of failure strength, failure initiation,
failure mechanisms and local strains have been correlated with the experimental
measurements from Chapter 6. Further numerical investigation in local surface strain
responses of KBs on the bonded area above the weakened interface was also carried
out. In Chapter 8, better understanding of KBs was obtained by combining all the
results from Chapters 4 to 7. Finally, the conclusions and suggested future work are
presented in Chapter 9.
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1.2 Project Aims
The overall purposes of this study are listed below:
-

Produce reliable and repeatable kissing bonds (KBs) in adhesive joints. These
joints will be used for the development of non-destructive evaluation
techniques capable of detecting KBs.

-

Define KBs and understand their morphology and surface chemistry.

-

Evaluate the failure strength and failure mechanisms of the adhesive joints
with KBs under static loading conditions.

-

Establish reliable criteria of KBs which distinguished them from other weak
bonds found in adhesive joints.

-

Develop finite element models of KBs which can be used to predict the failure
strength, failure initiation and failure mechanism as well as the surface strain
profiles for future detection which may be compared with a digital image
correlation (DIC) technique e.g. Aramis strain measuring system etc.
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2 Literature review

This chapter explains the relevant theoretical background in adhesion, fracture
mechanics of adhesively bonded joints including fracture tests under different modes
of loading and joint efficiency. Some studies of defects in adhesive joints including
kissing bonds and their detectability will be mentioned in this chapter. Finally,
relevant theory of materials and fracture modelling in finite element analysis will be
discussed at the end of this chapter.

2.1 Review of adhesion
2.1.1 Introduction
To obtain good adhesion, the substrate and adhesive are required to be in intimate
molecular contact so that the adhesive spreads and wets the substrate surface. The
degree of wetting or spreading depends greatly on the physical and chemical
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properties of the substrate surface which can be altered through different surface
treatments.

2.1.2 Rheological aspects of adhesion
The term “adhesion” can have different meanings depending upon which field has
defined it. In physical chemistry, adhesion means the attraction between solid surface
and second (usually liquid) phase. There are three processes involved in making an
adhesive joint which are flow, wetting and solidification. Separation is unlikely to
occur in systems where a liquid has wet a solid and solidified in contact with it. The
magnitude of adhesion is determined by equilibrium or quasi-equilibrium
measurements of contact angles of liquids on solids.

γ1

θ
γ2
γ12
Figure 2.2: A sessile liquid drop on a solid surface at equilibrium [1].

Considering a cross-section of a liquid drop resting on the solid surface in Figure
2.1, wetting can be quantitatively defined. The Young-DuP e equation 2.1 [2, 3]
shows the relationship between all interfacial tensions which, when they are in
equilibrium, determine what contact angle, θ will be.

γ2
where: γ 2 is solid-vapour tension

γ 12 is solid-liquid tension
γ 1 is liquid-vapour tension
θ is the contact angle

= γ 12 + γ 1 cos θ

(2.1)
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When θ

0 o the liquid is not spreading but in reality the adhesive is usually forcibly

applied onto the solid surface and hence can attain intimate intermolecular contact at
the interface. When θ = 0 o the liquid completely wets the solid surface and spreads
freely over the surface. The degree of wetting depends greatly upon the liquid
viscosity, the adherend surface energy and roughness or even bonding environments.
The reversible interfacial work of adhesion between a liquid (1) and a solid (2) can
be defined as in equation 2.2.

W ADH = γ 1 + γ 2 − γ 12 = γ 1 (1 + cos θ )

(2.2)

Normally liquids with low viscosity wet the surface better than those having
viscosity greater than a few tens of centipoises [4]. As described before, the substrate
surface energy plays an important role in wetting too. For low-energy solid surfaces
such as polymers, the degree of wetting is considered to be less than those with high
surface free energy like metals or their oxides. Zisman [5] found that rectilinear
relationship between cos θ and γ 1 for a low-energy surface could lead to the
common use of critical surface tension ( γ C ) to characterise and compare the
wettabilities. An example of γ C for PTFE with n-alkane as the liquid series is shown
in Figure 2.2. By increasing γ C of low-energy surface by chemical treatment of the
polymer surface, the bond strength can be improved.

Cosine θ

Contact angle, θ (degree)

Surface tension (dynes/cm) at 20 0C

Figure 2.2: Critical surface tension for wetting γ C [5, 6].
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• Fowkes’ theory
Work of adhesion can be expressed by the geometric mean of the surface tensions
according to Good and Girifalco [7] with the introduction of the interaction parameter,
Φ (see equation 2.3) while Fowkes’ theory is based on two assumptions; additivity of
surface forces such as dispersion, polar, hydrogen bonding, induction (Debye) and
acid/base interaction force and the geometric mean.
W ADH = 2 Φ (γ 1γ 2 )1 / 2 , where 0.5 Φ 1.15

(2.3)

Additivity (γ ) = γ d + γ p + γ h + γ i + γ ab
where: d = dispersion force
p = polar force
h = hydrogen bonding force
i = induction force (Debye)
ab = acid/base interaction force
Geometric mean is applied for individual force (energy) and can be written as:
W12d = 2(γ 1d γ 2d )1 / 2 , W12p = 2(γ 1pγ 2p )1 / 2 , W12h = 2(γ 1hγ 2h )1 / 2 ,W12i = 2(γ 1iγ 2i )1 / 2 ,W12ab = 2(γ 1abγ 2ab )1 / 2

By using a liquid that only interacts with the surface through dispersion forces, work
of adhesion can be written as shown in equation 2.4.
W ADH = γ 1 (1 + cos θ ) = 2 (γ 1γ 2d )1 / 2

(2.4)

• Extended Fowkes’ theory
Surface energy of any substrate can be calculated by using two liquids (A and B)
with known polar and dispersive component of surface energy. Normally one liquid is
polar and another is non-polar. This method is known as two-liquid method which
takes into account the dispersive and polar component of surface energy [8, 9]. Two
equations (2.5 and 2.6) with two unknowns ( γ 2d and γ 2p ) can be solved simultaneously
yielding the total surface free energy of the substrate (γ 2 = γ 2d + γ 2p ) .
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W12 A = γ 1 A (1 + cos θ A ) = 2(γ 1dAγ 2d )1 / 2 + 2(γ 1pAγ 2p )1 / 2

(2.5)

W12 B = γ 1B (1 + cos θ B ) = 2(γ 1dB γ 2d )1 / 2 + 2(γ 1pB γ 2p )1 / 2

(2.6)

The effect of surface roughness was highlighted by Wenzel [10] that surface
roughness could change the apparent advancing contact angle, θ f , observed for a
given liquid on a rough solid surface, compared to the angle, θ s , observed on a
smooth surface. The contact angle can be expressed by equation 2.7.

cos θ f

= r f cos θ s

(2.7)

While r f is the roughness factor. If on a smooth surface θ s is less than 900,
roughening surface will result in θ f being even smaller. This will increase the
apparent surface free energy of the solid surface and subsequently raise the extent of
wetting.
In general, roughening surface for example by means of mechanical abrasion will
help to generate or produce controlled roughness or surface texture so that more
bonding area can be obtained. This controlled roughness surface should be created in
the manner that stress concentration and weak surface layer are minimised as shown
in Figure 2.3.

More surface area, interlocking
&tortuous path for interface crack

.

Adhesive

Adhesive

Adherend

Good

Stress concentration &
weak surface layer

Adhesive

Adherend

Better

Adherend

Bad

Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration of different surface topography.
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The bonding environment plays an important role especially when bonding metals
which are usually covered with oxide layer. High energy surface like metals can
absorb moisture from the atmosphere [11, 12] and other contaminants such as
nitrogen and hydrocarbons [13] delaying the spread of the adhesive and limit the
degree of interfacial contact.

2.1.3 Theories of adhesion
There are several theories which explain why materials can stick together and what
determines the strength of joints.

• Adsorption theory
This theory describes when one material is adsorbed on the other material
chemically or physically. The molecular forces in the surface layers of the adhesive
and substrate will govern the main mechanisms of adhesion. The molecular forces can
be secondary bonds such as van der Waals interactions or hydrogen bonds (up to 12
kcal) and/or primary bonds or chemical adsorptions like ionic (140-250 kcal),
covalent (15-170 kcal) or metallic interfacial bonds (27-83 kcal). Secondary bonds
which are normally present across the substrate-adhesive interface are considered to
be weaker than primary bonds. Despite weaker adhesion generated by these secondary
bonds, they are often found form stronger bonds than expected. Despite these weaker
secondary forces, they may be comparable with bond strength deduced from joint
testing [14, 15]. In some cases, secondary interactions are present with the stronger
primary bonds to enhance strong adhesion [16].

• Mechanical theory (interlocking)
Mechanical interlocking of the adhesive into the rough surface results in intrinsic
adhesion. In certain joint systems, roughness of the adherend surface does affect joint
strength due to influence of the micro geometry of the roughness on local deformation
and failure in the joint and the increase of total contact area between the adhesive and
adherend. In addition, roughening surface by mechanical and chemical methods may
remove interfacial weak layer hence increasing the joint strength [17-19].
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• Diffusion theory (for polymers)
The intrinsic adhesion of polymers to themselves (autohesion), and to each other, is
due to the mutual diffusion of polymer molecules across the interface. Both polymer
adhesive and substrate should exhibit sufficient mobility and have similar solubility
parameters [1, 18, 19].

• Electronic theory
The theory states that the joint is a capacitor which becomes charged due to the
contact of two different substances (adhesive and substrate). Its strength is due to an
electrical double layer at the interface. However, the experimental value of these
forces are rather smaller than other secondary forces for instance van der Waals forces
[1, 18, 19].

2.1.4 Surface chemistry and surface preparation
To obtain good adhesion between adhesive and adherend surface, the understanding
of nature and condition of these surfaces is crucial to the success of bonding process.
According to Edward [20], there are four general criteria for an ideal bonding surface:
cleanliness, continuity, stability and wetting of the surface by the adhesive.
Cleanliness is necessary so as to remove all dirt or unwanted weak boundary layers
such as absorbed contaminants or corrosion. Discontinuities on the surface/interface
like void or chemical inhomogeneity can cause localised stress or stress concentration
and lead to premature failure. Stability of the adherend surface is also important prior
to bonding and after bonding. For example, if the unwanted boundary layers occur at
the surface/interface because of the reactivity of the adherend surface with the
components in the adhesive, this can affect the joint strength. As mentioned earlier in
section 2.1.1, wetting is one of the key procedures in achieving good adhesion along
the interface.

• Nature of adherend surfaces
As we may see a surface by naked eyes as a smooth and clean surface, in fact this
surface can be rough and contaminated when looking at the microscopic level. In
terms of surface chemistry, no clean boundaries exist for real surfaces. There are
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always some constituents located on the adherend surfaces. For metal and alloy
surfaces, these surfaces may contain oxides and adsorbed gases while moisture,
migrating additives and adsorbed contaminants can be found on non-metal surfaces.
These outer boundaries can be tightly or loosely attached to the bulk materials and
they can have high or low cohesive strength.
To increase the surface energy, adherend surface can be mechanically or chemically
treated or both so that optimised adhesion can be achieved. When the chemical
constituents are present on the adherend surface due to adsorption of contaminants
from the environment or from segregation of bulk constituents at the surface, this can
cause discontinuities in the bond leading to stress concentration and resulting in low
failure strength and an inconsistency in failure values.
The idealised metal surface region may consist of different layers as shown in Figure
2.4. The layer adjacent to the bulk metal is still metallic but the chemical composition
might differ from the bulk region due to the segregation of alloying elements or
impurities. The next layer is oxide of the metals followed by hydroxide and water
layer. The outer layer could be other contaminants absorbed from the atmosphere. For
aluminium alloys, the formation of oxide layer as well as the porosity produced by
some chemical etching treatments also depend on the alloy nature [21]. Higher
strength in single lap joints of Al-Cu-Mg alloy adherends was reported compared to
those without such elements in pure aluminium adherends.

Other adsorbed contaminants
Hydroxide and water
Metal oxides
Segregation layer

Bulk material

Figure 2.4: Idealised metal surface regions [20].
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The available metal surface usually comes with hydrated oxide layer as shown in
Figure 2.5. The properties of the oxide layer will depend upon the type of metal
surface and the conditions that make the oxide layer to grow. For example, the oxide
layer of aluminium substrate is thin, strong and dense. This will help to protect the
surface from corrosion and environmental degradation. On the other hand, the oxide
layer of copper is cohesively weak and must be removed prior to bonding.

Metal atoms

Metal oxide
20-50 nm

OH layer
10-20 nm

Hydrated water layer
50-100 nm

Figure 2.5: Hydration of metal surfaces [20].

• Surface preparation
The aim of surface treatment is to obtain the highest possible bond strength by
eliminating the contaminants, controlling oxide condition and controlling surface
roughness etc. In order to choose what surface preparation method is suitable, there
are several factors that should be considered:
•

The required bond strength

•

Durability during service life

•

The type and nature of the adherend surface

•

The amount and type of the contamination already present on the surface

•

Economic factors such as cycle time, cost, environmental compliance etc.
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There is a wide variety of surface preparation methods and they can be used in
combination for instance; mechanical abrasion, chemical etching, plasma, anodizing,
vapour degrease and solvent degrease etc. These surface treatments can be put into
two categories; passive surface preparation methods and active surface treatments
[20].
Passive surface treatment does not alter the chemical nature of the surface, it can
only clean the surface and remove the weak boundary layer in the form of
contaminant. Examples of passive surface treatment are solvent washing, chemical
cleaning including vapour degreasing and mechanically abrasion. This can be used as
the only surface treatment or as one of multiple techniques.
On the other hand, active surface treatment does not only clean and remove the weak
boundary layer but it also changes the surface chemistry. This can help to improve
wettability, surface topography or modify the boundary layer to become stronger,
more stable and resistant to environmental attack. Active surface preparation for
metallic substrates include acid etch, anodization, alkaline etch, phosphate conversion
coating etc. While oxidizing acid and acid mixing, corona or electrical discharge,
plasma discharge and laser treatment are the active surface treatments suitable for
polymeric substrates.
A study on the surface state of aluminium alloy as a function of surface treatments
(chemical etching in aqueous NaOH/HNO3, etching followed by glass bead blasting
and etching followed by alumina grit-blasting) has been proposed by Possart et al
[22]. Some example of surface preparations used for adhesive bonding of aluminium
and their performances are shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Surface treatments for adhesively bonded of aluminium adherends
[20].
Surface treatment

Bond strength

Solvent wipe

Low to medium strength

Abrasion of surface plus solvent wipe
(sand blasting, coarse sandpaper etc.)

Medium to high strength

Hot-vapour degrease (trichloroethylene)

Medium strength

Abrasion of surface plus vapour degrease

Medium to high strength

Alodine treatment

Low strength

Anodize

Medium strength

Caustic-etch

High strength

Chromic acid etch

Maximum strength

In this study high carbon steel and aluminium alloy substrates were used. Surface
treatments used were grit-blasting, abrasion, liquid and vapour degreasing and
Chromic Acid Etch (CAE). These surface treatments are described in the following
sections.

• Grit-blasting and mechanical abrasion
Macroscopically rough surfaces can be obtained by grit-blasting or abrasion which
offers improved durability possibly by mechanical interlocking. Some studies have
shown that grit-blasting is either superior or inferior to other chemical methods like
CAE in high humidity environment [21-23]. However, residual debris left behind
from grit-blasting may be embedded onto the substrate surface and hence detrimental
to bonding [24]. Mechanical abrasion also changes the topography of the surface to
become rough. A study led by Bishopp et al [24], however, demonstrates that
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mechanical abrasion on aluminium alloy by using Scotchbrite performed worse than
acid etching or grit-blasting after a month exposure to 85% RH at 70 oC.

• Liquid and vapour degreasing
This method is common and considered to be the first stage to remove oils and other
organic contaminants from the substrate prior to other surface treatments. This
technique can be used alone or in a combination with other surface treatments. The
solvents used for liquid degreasing include acetone, methyl ethyl ketone or carbon
tetrachloride and the solvent normally used for vapour degrease are perchloroethane,
trichloroethylene or 1,1,1-trichloroethane. Liquid and vapour degreasing offer
reasonable initial joint strength but this is not the case when the joints are exposed to a
hostile environment [25].

• Chromic Acid Etch (CAE)
In spite of having good primary bond strength obtained from liquid and vapour
degreasing, chemical modification of the surface is usually considered as a method to
improve the long term joint durability especially under an aggressive environment.
Chromic Acid Etching of aluminium alloy surface often involves different steps:
degreasing by using acetone, vapour degreasing in trichloroethylene, etching in
dichromate/sulphuric acid solution known as Forest Product Laboratory (FPL) etch
[26, 27], rinse and subsequently submerge in running tap water and finish off by
rinsing with distilled water. It is reported by Wegman et al [28] that SO42- found in tap
water helps delay the formation of weak oxide layer on the aluminium alloy substrate.
This CAE procedure (DEF standard 03-2/1) is only an example of various Chromic
Acid Etching treatments currently used to prepare aluminium alloy surface and this
procedure has been used in this study. Some authors [29] suggested that the MgO
layer produced on the surface of 2024 alloys during thermal treatments which is
considered to be detrimental to joint integrity is removed during FPL etching but can
be reintroduced to the surface again when curing the adhesive at elevated temperature.
The results obtained from Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) by [29] suggest that
both dissolution of oxide and formation of new oxide take place during etching
process. As the etching progresses, the oxide surface retreats from the solution
interface and a certain mass of the alloy is dissolved. Sun, et al [29] also claim that a
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thin oxide is maintained on the surface during the process, thickening of the oxide
occurs during the rinsing step with distilled water. A model for the oxide structure
formed after FPL etching was proposed by Venables, et al [30] as shown in Figure
2.6.

Figure 2.6: Morphology of oxide layer produced from FPL treatment [30].

2.1.5 Structural adhesives and their chemistry
Structural adhesives are normally used in high strength, permanent applications.
They can come with some filler like alumina, silver or glass to improve their
mechanical properties, thermal expansion, electrical and thermal conduction.
Plasticizers are sometimes incorporated in the adhesive so as to provide flexibility
and/or elongation while some carriers such as nylon cloth, glass, cotton are used as
reinforcements and control the final thickness of the adhesive. The presence of the
carrier can significantly alter the properties of the adhesive layer and the failure
mechanism [31].
Structural adhesives are usually formulated from thermosetting resin which needs to
be hardened by chemical reaction involving polymerization and crosslinking with the
addition of curing agent and/or heat. On the other hand, thermoplastic adhesives are
not cross-linked and can be converted to liquid state at elevated temperature.
Elastomeric adhesives can be either thermosetting or thermoplastic. They are
characterized by high elongation and low tensile strength. However, thermoplastic
and elastomeric adhesives are not usually used in structural joints as they tend to
creep under stress.
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Polymers are created by combining a small group of atoms, and then become a large
molecule. This large molecule can be a very long chain-like molecule, branched or a
three-dimensional crosslinked structure. A wide range of the structural adhesives are
frequently used in different applications e.g. Epoxies, Phenolics, Acrylic, Urethanes
and Polyamides [1]. However, more attention will be paid to epoxies as they are
closely related to the adhesives used in this project.

• Epoxies
Epoxy adhesives offer the ability to bond with numerous substrates and their
modification (with organic or inorganic fillers) to achieve the required properties.
These make epoxies one of the most widely used structural adhesive in the aerospace,
automotive and marine industry. Epoxy resin consists of epoxide rings which each has
a three-membered ring with two carbon atoms individually bonded to an oxygen
atom. Another part is hardener or curing agent which will be incorporated into the
resin and produce crosslinked polymer. Epoxy adhesive can be either single
component or heat curing adhesive or multiple component adhesives that can be cured
at room temperature or elevated temperature.
The most common epoxy resins is produced by reacting the diglycidyl ether of
bisphenol-A (DGEBA) as shown in Figure 2.7 and epichlorohydrin which consists of
epoxy groups in its chemical structure.

(a)

(b)

O

O
O

Epoxide ring

O

=R

Epoxide ring

Figure 2.7: General structure of (a) diglycidyl ether of bisphenol-A and (b)
epichlorohydrin.

There are some polymer groups that are usually used as hardeners such as aliphatic
amines, aromatic amines and acid anhydrides. Curing agent affect cohesive strength,
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hardness and durability more than adhesion controlled primarily by surface energies.
Consequently, the resulting shear strength, peel strength and environmental resistance
may depend greatly upon the choice of curing agent or hardener.

Polyamide, for example, is one of the commonly used agents with general-purpose
epoxy resin as it can be cured at room temperature and bonds well with a number of
substrates like elastomers, plastic or glass. Polyamide cured epoxy provides flexible
adhesive with moderate peel strength, moisture resistance and thermal-cycling
properties. Aliphatic primary amine curing agents offer a faster room temperature
cure but have a low elevated temperature resistance. Common aliphatic primary
amine agents are diethylenetriamine (DETA) and triethylenetetramine (TETA).
Another hardener is aromatic amine which offers higher chemical and heat resistance.
Typical aromatic amines include m-phenylenediamine (MDA) and diaminodiphenyl
sulfone (DDS). Anhydride cured epoxy resin exhibits low viscosity, long pot life and
exotherm. The reaction between anhydride and epoxy resin normally requires heat to
complete the cure and results in lower cure shrinkage than most other epoxy systems.

The curing mechanisms and the cured epoxy network are one of the key aspects
which can lead to the understanding of the adhesion between the substrate/adhesive.
These aspects are also important when the adhesion altered by the presence of
contaminants is considered. There are two basic processes involving in chemical
reaction between epoxy resin and the hardeners; condensation polymerization and
addition polymerization. Some adhesives are cured by condensation polymerization
such as phenolics, epoxides, isocyanates, urea and melamine formaldehydes and
polyimides. Amine hardeners are mixed with resin in such a proportion that one
amine-hydrogen for each epoxide ring; a primary amine and an epoxide will react as
follows in a condensation polymerization as shown in Figure 2.8 [20, 32]. The
hydroxyl groups (-OH) that are produced after the epoxy adhesive cured are likely to
form good bonds with the hydrated oxide layers on metal surface. However, water
may compete with the adhesive forming the hydrated water layer leading to corrosion
in adhesive joint as previously illustrated in Figure 2.5.
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OH

- NH2 + CH2-CH-CH2-O- = -NH-CH2-CH-CH2-OAmine

Epoxides
Reaction of first amine-hydrogen

OH

O

-NH-CH2-CH-CH2-O- + CH2-CH-CH2-O- = N

OH
CH2-CH-CH2-OCH2-CH-CH2-O-

Reaction of second amine-hydrogen

OH

Figure 2.8: Condensation polymerization of typical amine cured epoxy adhesive.
Another multifunctional curing agent which has been used to cure epoxy resin such
as DGEBA at elevated temperature is dicyandiamide (DICY). At room temperature
this epoxy resin and DICY are stable but they will start to react at elevated
temperature. Mesomeric structure of DICY is shown in Figure 2.9. Detailed curing
mechanisms of epoxy and DICY were studied by some researchers e.g. [33-38].
Possible cross-linking mechanisms which would best represent the cure system are
illustrated in Figure 2.10. When DICY diffuses in DGEBA, the primary, secondary or
tertiary amine groups are added to oxirane rings in DGEBA yielding hydroxyl groups.
These hydroxyl groups will further react with oxirane rings producing ether groups at
elevated temperature and at the same time cyano groups from DICY will be
consumed. However, the exact reactions of these cyano groups are still not well
understood. Despite these uncertain reactions, it is generally believed that cyano
groups react with hydroxyl groups forming one or more different types of crosslinks
which results from an intermolecular addition of cyano and hydroxyl groups [34, 39].
Other authors [35, 40] suggested an intermolecular addition of adjacent groups which
lead to the formation of 2-amino-oxazolines and/or the tautomeric 2-imino
oxazolidines as five-membered rings.
H2N

H2N
N
H2N
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HN

H2N
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Figure 2.9: Mesomeric structures DICY.
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Figure 2.10: Possible crosslinks between DER332 and DICY due to (a) the
reaction of primary and secondary amines with oxirane groups (b) the reaction
of hydroxyl groups with oxirane groups and (c) the reaction of cyano groups
with hydroxyl groups [37].
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2.1.6 The use of FTIR and Raman Spectroscopy in the
study of adhesion
There have been numerous works related to adhesion using FTIR and Raman
Spectroscopy. For example, Pax et al [41] have studied the interactions of interphase
between the hybrid coating of epoxy-functionalised hyperbranched polymers (HBP)
combined with aminosilane (γ-APS) and galvanised steel substrate. They confirmed
that no chemical reactions occurred between the steel and pure HPS since the infrared
spectra from pure HPS and galvanised steel+HPS were similar without any presence
of new bands. However, further investigation of a hybrid γ-APS /HPS coating on
galvanised steel revealed the existence of some interactions between some part of the
organometallic complex, which was formed by metallic ion diffusion within the
coating, and γ-APS /HPS. The increase in adhesion confirmed the presence of these
interactions.
Interaction of epoxy/DICY adhesives with metal substrates has been investigated by
e.g. [16, 33, 42, 43] using Infrared Spectroscopy. For instance, Bengu and Boerio [33]
examined the interphases of aluminium/epoxy-DICY and steel/epoxy-DICY using
reflection-absorption infrared spectroscopy. They found a slight decrease in the nitrile
stretching frequency (2206 and 2165 cm-1) indicating additional back-bonding
interactions between aluminium or iron ions and nitrile groups from the curing agent.
The formation of carbodiimide product resulted from the slight back donation of
electrons from the metals to dicyandiamide. These reactions caused a decrease in the
concentration of nitrile groups in the interphase and altered the reaction between
epoxy and dicyandiamide. This was more significant when using electrogalvanised
steel substrates.
Aging behaviour of epoxy-DICY have been reported by Fata et al [37] and Gaukler
et al [44]. Fata and Possart [37] introduced the hydrolysis mechanism which took
place during hydro-thermal aging in the hot-cured epoxy-DICY system by using the
attenuated total reflection infrared technique. It was found that there was an increase
in carbonyl group frequency (1730 cm-1) which was associated with the presence of
carbonyl group in the ageing epoxy structure while there was a decrease in the two
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bands of imino ether group (1640 and 1680 cm-1) which were responsible for the
reduction in the number of crosslinks in the ageing epoxy structure.
Other researchers such as Greiveldinger et al [45] used FTIR to study the behaviour
of oil-contaminated substrates during the curing process. They claimed that crosslink
reactions of DGEBA-DICY started when the diffusion of the oil was almost
completed. This was confirmed by similar IR bands compared with the neat adhesive.
They therefore concluded that according to their model system, the presence of oil did
not influence the kinetics or the mechanisms of adhesive cure. Critchlow et al [46]
published a review and comparative study of different release coatings on nickel
substrates using FTIR. They assigned principal IR peaks of a mould release agent,
Frekote 710NC to different functional groups and also investigated the spectra after
dibutyl ether solvent contained in the Frekote had evaporated.
Hong et al [47] studied the cure chemistries of DEGBA–diethylamine and
bismaleimide which they obtained good agreement between FT Raman and NIR
absorbance measurement. They also found that the normalised Raman peak intensity
ratio of epoxide (1240 cm-1) to phenyl ring (1112 cm-1) was related to the
concentration of the epoxide group. Merad et al [48] investigated the curing reaction
of DGEBA by 4,4 -DiaminoDiphenylSulfone (DDS) by observing the decrease of
1275 cm-1 Raman peak (consumption of epoxide group by cure reaction) which was
associated with epoxide vibration. Merad et al showed greater consumption of
epoxide group during the first two hours and significantly decrease rate afterwards.
Farquharson et al [49] have developed time-temperature-transformation (TTT) phase
diagram which defined epoxy cure in terms of gelation and vitrification of different
epoxy resins e.g. DGEBA DER 331 and DER736 with different curing agents;
triethyletraamine (TETA) and ethydiamine (EDA) by using Raman Spectroscopy.
They found a good correlation between 90% cure time determined by Raman
Spectroscopy and gelation time determined by rheology over a temperature range.
From all reactions studied, 90% cure time could be used equally as the gel times to
define the phase transition from liquid to gelation state.
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2.2 Fracture mechanics of adhesively bonded joints
2.2.1 Introduction
Bulk adhesive or structural adhesive joints fail by progressive crack growth and it is
often inaccurate to consider failure criteria simply based on the maximum failure
stress. Fracture mechanics, however, combines the initiation and propagation of the
crack with the applied stress conditions. Propagation of crack in epoxy resins is often
studied using a linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) approach [50] because of
brittle behaviour of this adhesive (not yielding). However, LEFM has some
limitations when short cracks and sharp notches become singularities [51], the
presence of defects in the plastic zone [52] or if there is a large plasticity near the
crack tip [53] and under high rate testing [54].

2.2.2 Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM)
LEFM is a useful tool to understand how the crack present in the material propagates
related to the energy used to cause the fracture. Fracture mechanics was first proposed
by Griffith [55] who introduced that the energy released during fracture by loading
must be equal or greater than the energy needed to create the new surfaces ( γ m ). In
thermodynamics, this energy is assumed to be equal to the difference between the
external work and the internal stored energy that is strain energy in a material as
shown in equation 2.8.
dU e dU s
dA
−
=γm
da
da
da

(2.8)

where: U e = external work
U s = strain energy

a = crack length
A = the area of the new surfaces created

If the specimen has a constant width, B , equation 2.8 can be rewritten as equation
2.9 which is true for brittle materials.
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1 dU e dU s
−
B da
da

= 2γ m

(2.9)

However, Irwin [56] found that the work done to create the plastic deformation is
often much greater than the surface energy for ordinary materials. This means other
energy absorbing process such as plastic deformation must take place at the crack tip.
In case of epoxy resin, this plastic deformation near the crack tip is often ascribed as
shear yielding [57]. When considering localised plastic deformation at the crack tip,
equation 2.9 can be modified with the addition term of the energy dissipated by
plastic deformation, γ p , [56] as shown in equation 2.10.

1 dU e dU s
−
B da
da

= 2 (γ m + γ p )

(2.10)

The term 2 (γ m + γ p ) can be replaced by the term (G) which is known as energy
release rate. The stability of the crack growth is governed by the change of G ( ∆G )
with respect to the change of crack length ( ∆a ) and when the crack growth is
stable ∆G / ∆a ≤ 0 [56].

2.2.3 Locus of loading and crack features
When considering the joint geometry and loading direction, brittle fracture failure
modes according to fracture mechanics can be categorized into three different groups
[1] as shown in Figure 2.11. This brittle fracture involves crack formation and growth,
and the development of plastic zone around the growing crack tip.
•

Mode I

This is an opening or tensile mode where the loadings are normal to the crack.
•

Mode II

This is a sliding or in-plane shear mode where the crack surfaces slide over one
another in direction perpendicular to the leading edge of the crack. This is typically
the mode for which the adhesive exhibits the higher resistance to fracture.
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•

Mode III

This is similar to mode II but propagation of the crack by shearing in torsion around
an axis instead of across a plane.

Figure 2.11: The principal modes of fracture.

The locus of failure and the crack propagation behaviour were believed to be
dependent on the mode mixity of external loads [58]. These observations in Mode I
tests of double cantilever beam (DCB) using aluminium adherends and epoxy
adhesive led to four distinguishing types of failure according to geometry of the crack
path; cohesive, interfacial, oscillatory and alternating failure as can be seen in Figure
2.12.
•

Cohesive failure

This failure occurs either within bulk substrate or adhesive. In this case, both
adherend fracture surfaces will be covered with the remaining adhesive. This cohesive
failure could happen near the interface or in the centre of the adhesive. Cohesive
failure is normally preferred for good adhesive bonding.
•

Interfacial failure

Interfacial failure or sometimes known as adhesive failure occurs at the interface
between adhesive and adherend (visually). This mode of failure is undesirable as this
means the interfacial adhesion is weaker than the materials (adhesive and substrate).
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•

Oscillatory failure

The trajectory of the crack oscillates about the mid-plane of the bond but remain
within the adhesive layer.
•

Alternating failure

The alternating crack occurs between the two adherend/adhesive interfaces
These failure locations can be either within the adhesive layer (Figure 2.12a or
2.12c) or at/near the interface (Figure 2.12b or 2.12d). The crack paths can also either
be directionally stable (Figures 2.12a and 2.12b) or directionally unstable (Figures
2.12c and 2.12d).
However, in some cases mixed mode failure of cohesive and adhesive failure can
occur when the crack propagates at some spots in a “cohesive” manner and others in
an “interfacial” manner. Mixed mode failure can be characterised by a certain
percentage of adhesive and cohesive areas.

(a) Cohesive failure

(b) Interfacial or adhesive failure

(c) Oscillatory failure

(d) Alternating failure

Figure 2.12: Schematic illustration of failure modes [58].
Another way of looking at the crack growth behaviour is the brittleness or ductility
and the stability of the crack propagation. According to Kinloch et al [1, 59], crack
propagation can be divided into 3 categories as shown in Figure 2.13.
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(a)

P

(b)

P

(c)

P

Steady crack growth.

Unstable crack growth

Relatively small plastic

Relatively high value of

(stick-slip manner).

zone around the crack tip.

Gc.

Increase in plasticity

Sharp cracks.

Large plastic zone.

compared to type C.

Figure 2.13: Propagation crack (a) stable ductile propagation, (b) unstable
brittle propagation and (c) stable brittle propagation [1].

2.2.4 Fracture tests
Quantitative measurements of an adhesive joint performance subjected to various
modes of loading and test rates can be obtained from fracture mechanics tests. There
are some common fracture tests that are used to measure the adhesive fracture energy
or adhesive fracture toughness (Gc) in different modes (Mode I, Mode II and Mixed
mode I/II). For Mode I fracture test, a variety of geometries used to perform the test
includes double-cantilever beam, tapered double-cantilever beam, modified-single lap
joint [60], 90o fixed arm peel etc. Mode II fracture energy can be obtained from Endloaded split (ELS), End notch flexure (ENF) and Four-point ENF tests, while Mixedmode bending (MMB), Fixed-ratio mixed-mode (FRMM) and Mixed-mode flexure
tests can be used to derive the fracture energy in mixed-mode I/II. Until now, industry
relies on Mode I (tensile failure) fracture mechanics tests to obtain fracture toughness
of the adhesive but Mode II (in-plane shear) or Mixed I/II tests are not fully
established [61].
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2.2.4.1 Fixed arm peel test (Mode I)
Peel tests are widely used as a tool to measure fracture toughness of the adhesively
bonded adhesive for thin and flexible substrates. These peel tests include fixed arm
peel test, T-peel test, climbing drum test and floating roller test. The value of Gc is a
material parameter [62] which characterizes the fracture of the joint. It reflects both
the energy to break the intrinsic molecular forces such as interfacial bonding forces if
interfacial failure happens or covalent bonds along the polymer chain if cohesive
failure happens, and the energy dissipated locally ahead of the peel front in the plastic
zone at the crack tip. Therefore, if interfacial failure happens with only secondary
interfacial bonds forming across the interface, the value of Gc may directly reflect the
surface free energies of the adhesive or substrate. In the case of cohesive failure
within the adhesive layer, then Gc is equivalent to the toughness or crack resistance of
the adhesive [62].
The aim of the fixed arm peel test is to measure the peel strength and then convert it
into adhesive fracture toughness. The main issue in obtaining the value of Gc is that
some energy is dissipated during tensile deformation and plastic bending of the peel
arm.

Moore and Williams [63] have developed the ICPeel protocol capable of

determining the adhesive fracture toughness by taking into account the loss of this
energy into the peel arm. The protocol consists of fixed arm peel and T-peel methods.
However, due to the simplicity and reliability of this protocol, fixed arm peel test has
been chosen to obtain the adhesives fracture energy in Mode I, GIc under quasi-static
loading and will therefore be discussed in this section.
Recent work [64] has considered the various sources of energy dissipation in the peel
test in order to deduce the value of the adhesive fracture energy, Gc from the peel test.
The adhesive fracture energy, Gc can be expressed in the form of energy balance as
shown in equation 2.11.

Gc =

1 dU ext dU s dU dt dUdb
−
−
−
b da
da
da
da

where: dU ext is external work

(2.11)
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dU s is stored strain energy in the peel arm
dU dt is energy dissipated during tensile deformation of the peel arm
dU db is energy dissipated during bending of the peel arm near the peel front
b is specimen width
da is peel fracture length

The relationship from equation 2.11 has been applied to fixed arm peel test by
Kinloch [64] and Moore [63] so as to convert peel strength

P
b

to adhesive

toughness, Gc.

Figure 2.14: Fixed arm peel test [64].

Considering the peel arm with thickness h and width b which is peeling in a steady
state under a constant load P at an applied peel angle of θ as shown in Figure 2.14,
we then have the relationship in equation 2.12.
Gc = G − G P

(2.12)

where: G is the input energy (with the correction for tensile and plastic deformation
in the peel arm)

G P is the plastic work in bending the peel arm
The tensile corrections are often negligible, the energy input can be written as in
equation 2.13.
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G=

P
(1 − cos θ )
b

(2.13)

In the determination of Gc, it is necessary to carry out two separate tests:
(a) Tensile test of the peel arm material up to failure to obtain G P
(b) Peel test with a controlled peel angle to obtain

P
value
b

The measured stress-strain curve of the peel arm material can be modelled using a
bilinear form or a power law form depending upon which form fit best. With the upto-date version of ICPeel protocol proposed by Kawashita [65], digitized stress-strain
curve of the peel arm can be directly incorporated into the protocol to obtain G P . In
addition, the peel angle needs to be recorded and input in equation 2.13 in order to
determine G . A recent work in peeling of an epoxy-bonded aluminium substrate from
Diehl [66] has confirmed the reliability of Gc value which was obtained from the
ICPeel over the infinitely rigid spring formula which produced much higher value of
Gc.

2.2.4.2 Four point bend end notch flexure test, 4ENF (Mode II)
Four point bend end notch flexure test is one of the tests commonly used to
determine Mode II fracture energy of laminated composites and adhesively bonded
joints. This test was a modified version of the ENF test and was developed by Martin
et al [67]. The 4ENF test has some advantages over ENF and ELS tests. The
advantage of 4ENF over ENF test is that the value of GIIc obtained from ENF
specimen configuration increases as the crack propagates in unstable manner unless
very long crack lengths (crack length, a, to free length, L) are used (a/L 0.7) [68]. In
addition, the full resistance curve (R-curve) can be generated from both 4ENF and
ELS tests for adhesive joints. However, for relatively tough material systems, ELS
test seems to be superior to the 4ENF test method [69]. Both ENF and ELS tests
usually create a vertical shear force acting within the crack regions and at the crack
tip. This shear force results in friction that may affect the accuracy of the calculated
value of GIIc. Schematic display of 4ENF test configuration is shown in Figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.15: Schematic illustration of 4ENF test configuration [70].

The 4ENF test method requires that the load, load-point displacement and crack
length be determined at crack initiation and during subsequent crack propagation. The
initiation value of the crack can be taken from load-displacement plot via using nonlinearity point (NL) where the onset of deviation from linearity, 5% offset or
maximum load (5%/MAX) where the compliance has increased by 5% of its initial
value, and first visual crack from the tip of the insert by observation (VIS). Since it is
very difficult to observe initiation visually, the values are generally unreliable. The
value of GIIc can be obtained from a compliance calibration method as shown in
equation 2.14.

G IIc

=

P 2 dC
2b da

(2.14)

where: P = applied load
b = width of test specimen
dC
= Change in compliance respect to crack length
da
This compliance calibration method of data reduction is preferred because no
assumption need to be made via the applicability of beam theory and no precise
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geometric and material properties are needed. However, the value of GIIc obtained
from 4ENF test is often greater than the calculated values of GIIc from ENF and ELS
tests due to the sensitivity of the 4ENF test to the fixture stiffness [71] and friction
between the substrates [70]. In some cases, the difficulty in defining the crack tip can
lead to a big scatter and inconsistency in obtaining the value of GIIc.

2.2.4.3 Mixed mode bending test (Mixed-mode I/II)
Engineering bonded structures usually fail under a combination of different loading
modes while Mode I may be responsible for over 50% of the total fracture energy at
failure [72]. It is important to consider how the bonded structures behave under mixed
mode loading (Mode I and II). Mixed mode bending (MMB) test equipment was
proposed by Reeder and Crews [73] and later was redesigned to minimise nonlinearities which yielded only 1-3% error as displayed in Figure 2.16 [74]. The
analysis was based on beam theory and fracture toughness in mixed mode (mode I
and II) can be calculated using equation E2 (see appendix E).

Figure 2.16: Schematic illustration of MMB apparatus [75].

This MMB procedure has been widely used to determine a parameter ( ) in the

mixed mode fracture criterion which was proposed by Benzeggagh and Kenane (B-K
criterion) [76] to account for the variation of fracture toughness as a function of mode
ratio in composites and adhesive joints. Mixed mode envelope (mixed mode fracture
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toughness over the range of mode ratios from mode I to pure mode II) can be created
by using a semi-empirical criterion or a least squares fit in Gc and

G II
curve (see
GT

equation 2.15 and equation 2.16).

Gc = G Ic + (G IIc − G Ic )(

n −1
j =1

(GT ) j − G Ic − (G IIc

G
− G Ic ) II
GT

G II η
)
GT

η

G II
GT

j

(2.15)

η

ln
j

G II
GT

=0

(2.16)

j

where: GT = GI + GII
G Ic is the critical fracture energy in Mode I loading
G IIc is the critical fracture energy in Mode II loading
GII
is the mixed mode ratio
GT

η is a material parameter (BK criterion)
n is number of data points
An example of a mixed mode fracture toughness envelope of E-glass fibre reinforced
composite with different matrix was reported by Benzeggagh and Kenane [76] and is
shown in Figure 2.17. The value of parameter

from this study was found to be 2.6

from the semi-empirical criterion as shown in equation 2.17.

Gc = 118.31 + 2795.18 (

G II 2.6
)
GT

(2.17)

Parvatareddy and Dillard [77] studied the effect of mode-mixity on the fracture
toughness of a titanium/FM-5 adhesive system under ageing environment which they
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found a significant reduction in fracture toughness for the specimens aged in air for 6
months at 204 oC.
Gc (kJ/m2)
Experimental
data

Failure
criteria
Brittle epoxy resin
(AS4/3501-6)
Tough epoxy resin
(IM7/977-2)

+

α=2

+

=0.63
+

+

α=1

α=2
α=1

=1.39
=1.75

Thermoplastic resin

α=2

α=1
GII/G

Figure 2.17: Fracture toughness at various mixed mode ratios [76].

2.2.5 Strength tests
In order to analyse load or stress conditions in adhesively bonded structures, the test
of adhesively bonded joints which normally have complex stress-strain distributions
are inevitable and this requires mechanics analysis. Some of the engineering adhesive
joints which can be found in the real structures are displayed in Figure 2.18.

Figure 2.18: Some common engineering adhesive joints [78].
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One of the most common joints used for testing adhesive is single-lap joint due to its
simplicity and cost effectiveness. However, the stress state is complex due to bending
moment and as a result, the adhesive will be no longer only subjected in shear but
under peeling stress at the ends of the joint too. The other joint configuration widely
used to improve load transfer in order to minimize peel stress at the ends of the
overlap is double-lap joint. Particularly, at lower applied load, adhesive will be loaded
mostly in shear.
Scarf joints are mostly used in the repair of composite components, where an area
has to be removed due to structural damage. These joints produce constant adhesive
stresses along bond line, for all possible scarf angles so long as the adherends possess
the same elastic properties.

2.2.5.1 Single-lap shear
Although single-lap joint has the simplest geometry, the stress distributions in the
joint are not easy to quantify. This is because there are different stresses that might be
combined and cause failure. These stresses are normal stresses, shear stresses,
cleavage and peel stresses as illustrated in Figure 2.19. Normal stresses are likely to
be tensile and/or compressive acting perpendicular to the plane. Shear stresses are
usually acting in parallel to the plane while an offset tensile load or bending moment
can give rise to cleavage or peel stresses [79].

Figure 2.19: Stresses that are usually found in adhesively bonded single lap joints
[79].
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The simplest useful single-lap joint model was firstly analysed by Volkersen [80] in
1938 by considering the adhesive to behave only as a linear elastic solid and to
deform only in shear. For elastic adherends the tensile strain in adherend 1 at A is
larger than at B, with the converse for adherend 2. This strain reduces progressively
over the bonded overlap length, la as shown in Figure 2.20 and the distribution of
shear stresses in the adhesive layer is shown in Figure 2.20d, with the largest shear
strains, and hence stresses, in the adhesive at the ends of the overlap at point C and D.

Figure 2.20: Schematic representation of single-lap joint, (a) Unloaded, (b)
loaded in tension, inextensible substrates, (c) loaded in tension, elastic substrates,
and (d) contribution of elastic shear stress in the adhesive layer [80].

In 1944 Goland and Reissner [81] developed the model which had been examined by
Volkersen by considering the tensile stresses generated in the adhesive as a result of
the bending of the adherends from the eccentricity of the loading. It has a significant
effect on the stress distribution in the joint. As the applied load increases, especially
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with flexible adherends (elastic), the adherends bend as shown in Figure 2.21 which
means the line of the load comes closer to the centre line of the adherend, so reducing
the bending moment and resulting in a decrease in stress concentrations in the joint as
shown in Figure 2.22. But the transverse tensile stresses, which are perpendicular to
the plane of the joint, are highest at the ends of the overlap joint and cause adhesive
and/or cohesive failure or delamination in the case of a composite adherend as shown
in Figure 2.23. Later work from Sancaktar and Lawry [82] has entirely confirmed the
observations of Goland and Reissner.

Figure 2.21: Schematic representation of how the eccentricity of the loading path
in single-lap joint gives rise to bending moments and how deformation of the
substrates upon loading may reduce these bending moments [81].
1

Stress concentration

2
Note change of scale on stress concentration

la/d

Figure 2.22: Stress distribution along the shear plane as a function of distance
from the edge of the overlap. The bending moment factor, , is equal to 1 [81].
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Figure 2.23: Schematic representation showing interlaminar failure of fibre
composite substrates arising from the transverse (out-of-plane) tensile stresses
which occur due to eccentricity of the loading path, and relatively poor
transverse strength of fibre composites [81].

The shear-lag analysis by Volkersen, Goland and Reissner was developed by HartSmith [83] who introduced continuum mechanics approach in the analysis of
adhesively bonded joints. This approach has the advantage over the finite element
method in that it allows a parametric study involving the effects of glue-line
thickness, joint length, and adherend and adhesive mechanical properties to be carried
out at low cost [78].
Adam and Peppiat [84] have investigated adhesive joints by considering the
existence of shear stresses in the adhesive layer and direct stresses in the adherends
acting at right-angles to the direction of the applied load. These stresses have been
caused by Poisson’ s ratio strains in the adherends.

2.2.5.2 Double-lap shear
Owing to the complexity in stress analysis of single-lap joint caused by the rotation
of the joint as the load is applied, double-lap joint has been considered as another
alternative for stress analysis of adhesive joints. In addition, double-lap joints are
typical joints found in real structures because there is no rotation of the overlap region
as compared to those single-lap joints. In the study of defects in adhesive joints,
Heslehurst [85, 86] investigated the effect of bonded surface contamination on
adhesion stiffness and structural response using double-lap shear geometry.
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The elastic distribution of shear stress over the bondline of double-lap joint is nonuniform, having peak at both ends and a shallow plateau in the middle as shown in
Figure 2.24.

Figure 2.24: Elastic distribution of shear stress along the overlap length [83].

An example of the effect on the elastic shear stress distribution with a variation in
adhesive shear modulus can be seen in Figure 2.25 from Heslehurst’ s work [86]. It
should be noted that the classical shear stress distribution shown in Figure 2.25 is
based on the adhesive elastic-plastic shear stress-strain model [83].

Figure 2.25: Variation in adhesive shear stress distribution with different
adhesive shear stiffness [86].
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From Figure 2.25, with lower adhesive shear modulus, a significant drop in shear
stresses at the overlap ends become evident. However, only slight differences in shear
stresses are found in the middle region of the overlap length. It is worth noting that
the average shear stresses ( τ av ) and the area under each of the curves is the same.
As mentioned earlier, single-lap joints will be subjected to out-of-plane bending, and
thus peel stresses at the overlap ends while being loaded. In the case of the double-lap
joint, the internal bending can be locally observed at the ends of overlap although the
overall load transfer is symmetric and the centre adherend experiences no net bending
moment. This is due to the fact that the overlap ends of the outer adherends where
they are not loaded experience tensile stresses resulting in peel deformation and
compressive stresses where they are loaded as illustrated in Figure 2.26. This peel
stress is likely to prevent the development of the full potential shear strength of the
joints.

Figure 2.26: Peel deformation at the overlap end in double-lap joint [86].

According to Heslehurst, this local out-of-plane peeling effects are also influenced
by the adhesive and bondline properties. In the development of the expression for peel
deformation and its stress distributions, a reasonable assumption was made by Hart
Smith [83] that the in-plane shear stress is uniform across the overlap end region since
the peel stresses are highly localised at the ends and become significant when in-plane
shear stresses tend to be in the plastic region. Referring to the elastic-plastic shear
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stress/strain curve (Figure 2.27), when the curve is in plastic region, the shear stress
distribution over the overlap length is also shown in Figure 2.28.

Figure 2.27: Elastic-plastic shear stress/strain model [87].

Figure 2.28: Elastic-plastic shear stress distribution over overlap length [87].

The boundary conditions with the body diagram and peel stress distributions in a
double-lap joint are shown in Figure 2.29.
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c

Tensile (+ve)
Compressive (+ve)
Distance along overlap (l)
Figure 2.29: Double-lap joint configurations with coordinate system for peel
deformation and peel (normal) stress [86].

As the inner and outer adherends are elastic, a proportion of them must attach to the
adhesive and deform. The deformation of the components can be expressed by the
three spring series as shown in Figure 2.30.

Bondline stiffness
(k b )

Figure 2.30: Spring model for the bondline out-of plane stiffness [86].
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According to Heslehurst, the relationship between these stiffnesses of all the
components can be expressed in equation 2.18.

k
k
1
E c′ =
+ 1 + 2
E c Ei E o

−1

(2.18)

where: E c′ is the constrained tensile modulus of the adhesive which is determined by
transverse loading of the adhesive film bonded to the adherends rather than
on bulk adhesive specimen

Ei and E o are the Young’ s moduli of the inner and outer adherends respectively

k1 and k 2 are the proportions of the inner and outer adherends under-going outof-plane deformation

k b is bondline peel stiffness ( k b value will be mentioned again in section
2.2.6.3)
Typical peeling deformation and resulting peel stress distribution are shown in
Figures 2.31 and 2.32. The maximum predicted peeling stress is indicated at both ends
of the overlap length that is within 5% of the overlap end.

Figure 2.31: Peel displacement distribution [86].
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Figure 2.32: Peel stress distribution [86].

2.2.5.3 Thick adherend lap shear (TAST)
The need of determining pure shear properties of adhesives for analyzing and
designing the bonded structures can not be disregarded particularly in critical
applications e.g. aerospace, automobile and marine. This shear data is very useful
when considering the deformation of adhesive under multiaxial stress-states since this
data can be incorporated into different failure criteria such as multistage criterion [88],
mixed mode failure criteria (BK criteria) [76] for the prediction of stress-strain in
adhesively bonded joints. Different types of TAST specimens especially how the
measuring pins were located on the specimen were introduced by Krieger [89] and
Althof [90]. Thick adherend shear test incorporated with the KGR-1 measuring device
(extensometer) is one of the commonly used methods to obtain shear stress-strain of
adhesives. The locations of the measuring pins are the same as found from Krieger’ s
work as can be seen in Figure 2.33. Shear strain ( γ ) can be calculated through the
relationship as shown in equation 2.19:

γ =

∆u
ta

(2.19)

where: ∆u is the relative shear displacement of the two pins from KGR-1 in mm
t a is the thickness of the adhesive layer in mm
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A correction for adherend elastic deformation can be included in equation 2.18
which can be found in appendix B. Different approaches for correcting the
compliance of the adherends include performing three tests with different pin gaps
and solving three equations simultaneously to obtain the adhesive shear modulus [91].
Another way is to estimate the relative deformation of the pins for a certain load
applied to a TAST specimen by considering that the adherends do not experience
plastic deformation then add this deformation to the deformation of the adhesive;
finally the overall displacement can be obtained [92]. Shear stress ( τ ) is given by
equation 2.20.

τ=

P
lb

(2.20)

where: P is the applied force in N
l is the overlap length in mm
b is the overlap width in mm

l

Adhesive
Adherend

Adherend

Figure 2.33: Location of measuring pins on TAST specimen.

According to Kassapoglou et al [93], the sources of inaccuracies in the determination
of adhesive shear properties are due to non uniform stress distributions caused by
variation in bondline thickness. In addition, the use of a dummy specimen without
adhesive to account for the adherend deformation led to the discrepancies since the
measured strain deduced from KGR-1 device is not the total shear strain but it is only
one portion of it. The slippage of measuring pins relative to the adherend during test
may be another cause of inaccuracies. Finite element analysis carried out by
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Kassapoglou et al [93] confirmed that the shear stress distribution along the bondline
was non uniform when adherend stiffness decreases or adhesive modulus increases.
Kadioglu et al [92] performed the TAST test and Butt Torsion test on several
adhesives; stiff and tough when cured (AV119) and pressure-sensitive adhesive tape
(SBT). The authors showed the good repeatability and consistency of TAST for shear
stress-strain curves and good agreement between the TAST and the Butt Torsion tests.

2.3 Defects in adhesive bonding
2.3.1 Introduction
Defects in adhesively bonded structures can dramatically reduce joint strength, and
hence cause premature failure to the structures. The severity of the reduction in
strength depends upon the type of defects, size, applied stress etc.

2.3.2 Nature of defects
Defects in adhesive joints usually arise from poor surface preparation, under curing
of the adhesive, contamination during manufacturing process and environmental
degradation during service due to corrosion etc. According to Heslehurst [94], defects
in adhesively bonded joints can be categorised into two main groups as illustrated in
Figure 2.34.
•

Debonds

Debonds can be classified as a separation either between the two bonded adherends
or in other microscopic forms such as voids, porosity and micro cracking in the
adhesive. As there is a separation, traction-free surfaces are created. These debonds
are normally detectable by using conventional ultrasonic methods.
•

Weak bonds

Weak bonds, in contrast, show no sign of a separation in the bondline. The adhesive
is still bonding the two adherends but only forming weak bond. These weak bonds
can be the weakening of the adhesive itself (cohesively weakness) or the bondline
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(interfacial or adhesive weakness). One of the so-called weak bonds which are known
to be dangerous when found in the bonded structures are “ kissing bonds” (KBs) or
“ zero volume debonds” . KBs can be defined as when the adherend surface is in
intimate contact but only forming weak bonds and there is no noticeable separation at
the interface. Therefore, KBs may be defined in this category as interfacial weak
bonds. However, in some cases slip bonds, smooth bonds and partial bonds are also
considered as potential types of KBs.

porosity

adhesive cracks

adherend

adhesive
debonds
adherend
adhesive
interface weakness

cohesive weakness

Figure 2.34: Classification of defects in adhesive bonds.

However, Brotherhood et al [95] defined defects in adhesive joints into three
categories according to their ultrasonic study; gross defects, cohesive defects and
adhesive defects. The first category is often known as micro-cracking, debonds, voids
and porosity which can be detected using conventional NDT e.g. ultrasonic C-scan.
Cohesive defects or poor cohesion are usually developed from curing errors or in
service due to environmental attack, resulting in degraded strength and change in
elastic modulus. This can be identified using other NDT evaluation e.g. ultrasonic
velocity measurements [96]. The adhesive defect is seen as traction-free contacted
surfaces which show reduced bond strength. It would be difficult or impossible to
detect this defect using conventional NDT. To our understanding, KBs are thought to
fit in the latter category and possess little residual tensile strength. These may include
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slip bonds, smooth bonds, partial bonds, zero volume debonds and imperfect
interfaces.

2.3.3 Effect of defects and weak bonds
The significance of defects in adhesive joints had been studied by various authors
e.g. Moura [97] and Schonhorn’ s group [98]. Moura et al studied the effect of PTFE
film as a strip defect on the mechanical behaviour of composite joints both
experimentally and numerically using finite element analysis (FEA). In addition to
their numerical study, mix-mode damage model based on fracture mechanics was
incorporated in the damage zone (cohesive zone). Good agreement between the
experimental and FEA was obtained from their study. In Schonhorn work, high
strength aluminium alloy adherends bonded with a structural adhesive was used with
a polypropylene disc as a defect inserted in the middle of the joint. They had found
that the presence of defects did not alter the joint strength if these defects were in the
middle of bonded area and accounted for only 40% of the original (perfectly bonded)
area.
Later work was carried out by Adams et al [99] in order to study the significance of
artificial defects in adhesively bonded structures. In this work mild and hardened steel
adherends were used with the introduction of different sizes of PTFE strips placed
symmetrically in the middle of the joint. In case of mild steel, there is no effect of
defect size on joint strength until more than 50% of the debonded area was achieved.
In contrast, there was almost linear reduction in joint strength with increasing area of
debonds when using hardened steel adherend.
There is also some study about weakened bondline in adhesively bonded joints. For
example, Heslehurst [85] stated that early description had assumed that both in-plane
and out-of-plane bondline stiffnesses were unaffected by degradation and that only
ultimate strain and stress were significantly reduced as illustrated in Figure 2.35 The
joint failure mode was therefore described as brittle since there was a noticeable
decrease in the amount of adhesive plastic deformation. However, Heslehurst [86]
later work argued that weakened bond could be detected prior to failure by
introducing holographic interferometry testing system because of degraded bondline
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stiffness and therefore relative movement could be measured. He also claimed that the
effect on mechanical properties due to weakened bondlines is a reduction of the
interface or adhesive shear and peel stiffness as shown in Figure 2.36.
For the symmetric bondline weakness, using the same analogy of equation 2.18
(Figure 2.30), the bondline peel stiffness (k b ) can be represented as in equation 2.21
[85].
1
1
1
1
=
+
+
k b k int k a k int

(2.21)

where: k int is the bondline interface stiffness
k a is the adhesive effective out-of-plane stiffness

After rearranging equation 2.21, k b can be written as in equation 2.22.

kb =

k a k int
2k a + k int

(2.22)

For a good interface on both surfaces as k int → ∞ , k b → k a
For a debond on both surfaces as k int → 0 , k b → 0

*
*

No degradation

Failure with degradation

Figure 2.35: Comparison of the shear stress/strain curve with interface
degradation [85].
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Figure 2.36: Shear and tensile stress/strain behaviour with interface degradation
[86].

2.3.4 Kissing bonds in adhesive joints
As briefly mentioned in section 2.3.2, kissing bonds (KBs) are interfacial weak
bonds present when the substrate surface and adhesive are in intimate contact but only
forming very weak adhesion. This can dramatically alter the failure strength of the
joint causing premature failure. This is one of the main attentions particularly in the
aeronautical industry since KBs can cause catastrophic failure e.g. in Aloha flight 243
in 1988 due to the failure of epoxy adhesive to bond aluminium fuselage which later
caused water ingression into the bonds [100]. KBs are thought to arise from either
contamination of the surface during manufacture, incorrect curing or adhesive
chemistry, various forms of environmental attack or any combination of these causes.
There have been attempts to clarify the existence and exact nature of KBs but two
current issues must be addressed. First, the acceptable criteria for KBs need to be
established and methods defined to allow reliable and repeatable KBs to be produced.
There are some current methods claimed to be capable of producing KBs. For
instance, Brotherhood et al [101] produced two types of KBs for their ultrasonic
study. The first type of KBs was dry contact in which adherend and adhesive are in
contact (solid-solid contact) resulting from a debond subjected to some form of
compressive loading. The second type was liquid layer KBs produced by surface
contamination with a thin liquid layer. The illustration of dry contact and liquid layer
types of KBs are shown in Figure 2.37.
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Adhesive
Load

Load

Substrate

Layer of contaminant

Fracture surface

(a) Dry contact kissing bonds

(b) Liquid layer kissing

Figure 2.37: Schematic illustration of dry contact and liquid layer types of
kissing bonds [101].

The contaminants used in their investigation were petroleum jelly, carbonated
grease, sapphire-bearing grease, lithium grease and Frekote with a variation of the
amount of these contaminants. Two types of adhesive were used; a room temperaturecure epoxy adhesive (3M DP460) and heat-cure epoxy adhesive (3M EC3448). The
C-scan results are shown in Figure 2.38.

Figure 2.38: C-scan of six sandwich joints bonded with (a) 3M DP460 and (b) 3M
EC3448 and contaminated with five different contaminants [101].
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It was found that two out of four contaminants were not detectable using C-scan
when using the heat-cure epoxy adhesive as shown in Figure 2.38. Brotherhood et al
[101] argued that this was because petroleum and Frekote were absorbed by the
adhesive to a greater extent than when using room temperature-cure epoxy adhesive.
Moreover, Frekote was the only contaminant which was undetectable regardless of
the types of adhesive used since the thin layer of Frekote prevented the intermolecular
bonding between the adhesive and adherend. However, Brotherhood et al also stated
that Frekote as a thin layer would promote poor adhesion rather than KBs and it is still
unclear what type of real condition would create a defect such as that caused by
Frekote.
Detailed definition of KBs was highlighted by Marty et al [102], according to their
understanding the general criteria of KBs based upon their real nature regardless of
their origin defective bonds. The criteria include:
•

The failure strength in a single lap shear test should exhibit 20% reduction in
joint strength.

•

Adhesive failure mode dominates which is mostly at the interfaces between
the adhesive and adherends.

•

Unable to detect using conventional NDT method e.g. through transmission
C-scans.

In addition to the proposed criteria, Marty et al also clarified that if KBs were to be
produced by surface contamination with the introduction of foreign material into the
bond, it must be verified that this material did not migrate into either the adhesive or
the adherend. That means the properties of the adhesive and the adherend must not be
altered. Another point made by Marty et al was that the thickness of the material
introduced into the bond as a contaminant must be undetectable using C-scan.
At CSM Materialteknik AB, Marty et al [102] had tried to simulate KBs for their
ultrasonic resonance spectroscopy NDT investigation. Three methods were used; the
first method by introducing a dry layer of silicone which can seriously alter the joint
strength and they found the reduction in joint strength with adhesive failure mode.
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The second method used was by applying an electric field on the electrically
debonding adhesive (ElectRelease™) in order to “ unzip” or weaken the bond. Marty
et al claimed that the resulting debond, which was subjected to the electric field, was
too strong to be representative of KBs. Nevertheless, Smith el al [103] confirmed
their experimental results when using this ElectRelease™ that the adhesive behaved
similarly to most epoxy adhesives in that, after partial debonding using an electric
field, its modulus had not changed despite the decrease in failure stress and there was
only a small plastic zone prior to the failure stress being reached. The third method
that Marty et al [102] used to produce KBs was by contaminating the titanium plate
with oxygen over a small region with a thin layer of hard alpha molecule but such an
altered diffusion bond was believed not to represent the real condition of KBs
according to their proposed criteria. However, reduction in joint strength was
achieved by using this method.
In addition to the work of Smith et al [103] in simulating KBs, they had previously
tried to produce KBs by accelerating the environmental debonding process using
“ cathodic delamination” . This method, however, failed to produce large area of
debond due to the rate at which corrosion takes place following initial delamination.

2.3.5 Non-Destructive Techniques for detection of weak
adhesion
Since non-destructive detection of a defective bondline or KBs remains the subject
of interest, a number of non-destructive techniques have been developed. These
techniques include neutron radiography [104], infrared thermography [105],
holographic interferometry [85, 86] and ultrasonic techniques [86]. Furthermore, for
the non-destructive evaluation (NDE) it is very important to have a detailed
understanding of the mechanical changes of the adhesive and of the inter-layer region
between the adhesive and the adherend due to the effect of bond weakening.
As this study is a joint project with the NDT group at the University of Bristol, some
relevant ultrasonic methods have been described here. This is to explain some basic
information of each technique which may be useful and relative to the study of KBs in
different aspects, e.g. surface chemistry and failure mechanics. According to Smith et
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al [103], the potential ultrasonic methods can be divided into two distinct groups
depending upon whether they interrogate the out-of-plane or in-plane stress-strain
characteristics with respect to the bond interface.
•

Compression-wave ultrasonics for out-of-plane stress-strain characteristics

These techniques include ultrasonic spectroscopy and harmonic imaging (nonlinear
ultrasonics) method. In particular, the nonlinear ultrasonics have been studied by
some authors since the imperfect interface such as kissing bonds are believed to
introduce contact nonlinearity owing to intermittent contact (clapping) or frictional
forces.
•

Shear-wave ultrasonics for in-plane stress-strain characteristics

These techniques include oblique incidence ultrasound, shear-wave resonance and
guided waves method. It was claimed by Smith et al [103] that shear-wave ultrasonics
was more sensitive to interfacial properties than so-called compression-wave
ultrasonics due to the applied shear stress. For instance, guided waves method could
detect a significant change in the stiffness of the interface.
The NDT work led by Brotherhood et al [95] who looked at a high power ultrasonic
technique in order to measure the non-linearity of the adhesive interface. The nonlinearity of the adhesive interface was measured using the ratio of the amplitudes of
the first harmonic and fundamental frequencies of the transmitted waveform. They
found that high power ultrasonic technique exhibited greatest sensitivity to KBs at
low contact pressures by using percentage change in the nonlinear ratio of the
debonded interface relative to the nonlinearity of the entire inspection system when
inspecting a perfectly bonded joint. At high contact pressure and rougher adherend
surfaces, it was found that conventional longitudinal wave inspection delivered
greater potential for the detection of KBs.
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2.4 The use of Finite Element Analysis for adhesive bonding
2.4.1 Introduction
Finite element analysis (FEA) has been widely used to study stress and strain
throughout a wide range of bonded structures subjected to an applied load or
displacement. It can predict the region of high stress concentration where the failure is
prone to occur. Care must be taken when using FEA since the accuracy of the analysis
depends upon various parameters such as mesh density, choice of server, boundary
conditions, material model and criterion for joint failure etc. Attention is paid for the
material models and failure criteria which will be described in the following sections.

2.4.2 Material models
Suitable material models used in FEA need to be carefully selected since this can
strongly affect the prediction of stiffness or stress and strain distribution throughout
the adhesive joints. In most cases the adherends are essentially elastic to failure but
under some circumstances the adherends may experience some plastic yielding and an
elastic-plastic model for the adherends is required.
Adhesives range from brittle adhesives that will fail at relatively low strains to
extremely tough adhesives which fail at relatively higher strains. Yield of tough
adhesives can include further mechanisms such as cavitation process for rubber
toughened adhesives. There are several material models available for non-linear
behaviour when stress and strain data points are above the limit for linear behaviour.
The first initiation of non-linearity is known as the first yield stress. After this first
yield stress, the increase in stress with corresponding strain is associated with the
effect of yield hardening. Various yield criteria which relate components of applied
stress to material parameters after the first yield stress are available in FEA packages
e.g. von Mises, Linear Drucker Prager and Exponent Drucker Prager. In order to
calculate some of the parameters for non-linear behaviour, stress values after the onset
of the first yield stress from different tests (e.g. compression, tension and shear) under
the same state of yielding or in other words the same strain rate and temperature are
required. The stresses after the first yielding with the corresponding strain are defined
the equivalent stresses and effective plastic strains, respectively. Some of the relevant
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yield criteria that have been used to model non-linear behaviour of the adherends and
adhesives in this study include von Mises and Exponent Drucker Prager.

2.4.2.1 The von Mises Yield Criterion
The von Mises is the most simple yield criterion which assumes yielding is a purely
shear deformation process [106]. This yielding will initiate when the effective shear
stress ( σ e ) reaches a critical value. The effective stress is defined in terms of principal
stress components σ1, σ2 and σ3 as shown in equation 2.23.

[

1
σe =
(σ 1 − σ 2 )2 + (σ 2 − σ 3 )2 + (σ 3 − σ 1 )2
2

]

1
2

(2.23)

The criterion relates the effective shear stress ( σ e ) to the yield stress in tension ( σ T )
as found in equation 2.24.

σe = σT

(2.24)

It is confirmed by Dean and Crocker [106] and stated in the ABAQUS user’ s manual
[107] that the stress and strain values for the von Mises criterion need to be true
values which can be obtained from the following equations 2.25 and 2.26 especially
when the materials exhibit relatively large strain plasticity (above 0.05).

where: σ t

is true stress

σ nom is nominal stress

σ t = σ nom (1 + ε nom )

(2.25)

ε t = ln(1 + ε nom )

(2.26)

εt

is true total strain

ε nom is nominal strain

The von Mises criterion relates the tensile yield stress ( σ T ), shear yield stress ( σ S )
and compressive yield stress ( σ C ) as shown in equation 2.27.
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σ T = σ C = 3σ S

(2.27)

The test data used for the von Mises criterion is only obtained from one single test
(e.g. tensile test) without taking the hydrostatic component of stress into account in
different conditions. As a result, alternative criteria which consider the effect of
hydrostatic stress in different states are required particularly when modelling an
adhesive which is usually subjected to high constraint imposed by the adherends
under stresses directed normal to the interface.

2.4.2.2 The Exponent Drucker Prager
The requirement for the use of the Exponent Drucker Prager criterion (Exponent DP)
is that even though the Linear Drucker Prager (Linear DP) criterion includes some
sensitivity of yielding to the hydrostatic stress, it is not capable of coping with the
condition when there is a high component of hydrostatic tension [106]. This is often
found in the adhesive subjected to normal stresses induced by the adherends. In case
of double-lap joints, this effect can be significant at the overlap ends (see Figure
2.26). The relationship between the effective stresses to the stresses in different
conditions can be written as equation 2.28.

σ e2 = λσ T2 − 3(λ − 1)σ T σ m

(2.28)

where: λ is hydrostatic stress sensitivity which can be written in different forms
depending upon the tests performed. For compression and tensile test

σC
σ C2
λ=
, for compression and shear test λ =
and for shear and tensile
σT
3σ S2
test λ =

3σ S2

σ T2

.

σ m is the hydrostatic component of stress

σ T , σ S and σ C are the yield stress under tension, shear and compression,
respectively
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Equation 2.28 can be compared to the Exponent DP criterion in ABAQUS, an FEA
software package and expressed as in equation 2.29.
a q b = p + p1

(2.29)

where: q = σ e (effective stress)
a=

1
3σ T (λ − 1)

p = −σ m
p1 = aλσ T2

where: a is hydrostatic stress sensitivity factor for Exponent DP
b is the exponent or degree (in case of Exponent DP, b = 2)
p and p1 are expressions of hydrostatic components of stress

In ABAQUS the Exponent DP is the analogy of non-associated flow, equation 2.28
can be written as shown in equation 2.30.
F = q − p tan Ψ − d

where: tan Ψ = µ ′ =

(2.30)

3(1 − 2ν p )
2(1 + υ p )

ψ is a parameter in the flow potential for non-associated flow
d is a material parameter which can be related to the shear yield stress ( σ S )

υ p is the plastic component of Poisson’ s ratio under tension

2.4.3 Cohesive element for failure simulation in
adhesive joints
The concept of cohesive zone models based on Dugdale-Barenblatt formulation
[108, 109] which is one of the commonly used method to simulate delamination
failure of composite structures, adhesive joints

subjected to environmental

degradation [110] and other situations where the integrity and strength of interfaces
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may be of interest. The cohesive zone assumes the development of cohesive damage
zone (softening plasticity) near the crack tip. The cohesive zone relates
microstructural failure mechanism to the continuum fields responsible for bulk
deformations. Hence, the cohesive zone combines bulk material properties, damage
onset conditions and the damage evolution process. One of the main advantages of
cohesive elements over the traditional crack modelling is that there is no need to
introduce a starter crack in the structure.
Interfacial decohesion elements (cohesive elements) which combine a stress based
formulation with a fracture mechanics based formulation have been used to define the
constitutive law of the failure interface. In order to simulate the cohesive zone with
the constitutive equation, three key parameters are needed; 1) initial or penalty
stiffness (Kp), 2) an interfacial normal ( σ nn ) and two shear tractions ( σ ss and σ tt ) for
a maximum stress damage initiation criterion and 3) interfacial fracture toughness
(GIc, GIIc and parameter ) for a mixed mode energy damage evolution.

A penalty stiffness is used to ensure sufficient initial linear (elastic) stiffness
between two adjacent layers and calculated from equation 2.31 which was proposed
by Daudeville et al [111]. The penalty stiffness should be high enough to provide
reasonable stiffness but small enough to avoid numerical issues such as spurious
oscillations of the tractions in an element [112]. It is reported by Diehl [66, 113] that
this penalty is dependent on mesh density of the cohesive zone.

Kp =

αE
e

(2.31)

where: K p is the penalty stiffness

α is a parameter larger than 1
E is elastic modulus of the adhesive

e is the thickness of the adhesive between the cohesive zone and the substrate
The value of α can be selected by defining a percentage of error from the loss of
stiffness due to the presence of the interface (the curve between E eff / E and α ). K p is
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obtained by trial and error using equations 2.31, 2.32 and the plot between
E eff / E versus α .

E eff = E

1
1 + (E / K p )

(2.32)

where: E eff is the effective Young’ s modulus
The onset of damage can be introduced by different criteria available in ABAQUS.
In case of QUADS, a damage initiation based on the quadratic traction-interaction
criterion for cohesive elements the failure is initiated when the maximum nominal
stress ratio (as defined in equation 2.33) reaches a value of one.

σ3
σ nn

2

σ2
+
σ ss

2

σ
+ 1
σ tt

2

=1

(2.33)

where: σ 3 is the normal traction

σ 2 and σ 1 are the in-plane and out-of-plane shear tractions, respectively
σ nn , σ ss and σ tt are the maximum normal, in-plane and out-of-plane shear,
respectively
The area under the traction-separation curve represents the fracture energy as
displayed in Figure 2.39. In this study, the energy in mixed mode behaviour for
damage evolution based on fracture energy with Benzeggagh-Kenane (BK)
exponential softening [76] has been used and discussed here. BK criterion considers
that the critical fracture energies during deformation purely along the first and the
second shear directions are the same as shown in equation 2.15 (see section 2.2.4.3).
An example of a linear softening triangular constitutive response of the cohesive
zone is illustrated in 2D in Figure 2.39. For brittle or moderately tough adhesives, the
triangular constitutive law represents the initiation and propagation of the crack as
well as the trapezoidal constitutive law [114]. This linear softening constitutive
response is used to relate the tractions ( σ ) to the relative displacement ( δ ) at the
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interface. For shear mode loading, after the interfacial normal or shear tractions attain
their interfacial shear strength, the interfacial stiffness is gradually reduced to zero. In
ABAQUS, the completion of element damage evolution can be checked by quoting
SDEG in the history output request. Prior to loading, SDEG value will be equal to
zero but when the cohesive element is completely damaged (σ=0), SDEG value will
be equal to one.

nn,

ss,

tt

G
Kp

δinitiation

δmax

Figure 2.39: The triangular constitutive law for mixed mode.

2.5 Summary
The literature survey covers a wide range of aspects such as adhesion theories,
surface chemistry, surface preparation techniques, adhesives and their chemistry, the
use of surface analytical techniques (FTIR and Raman spectroscopy) and fracture
mechanics of adhesively bonded joints. These aspects are crucial and provide the
theoretical background needed for the study of morphology, surface chemistry and
joint mechanics of KBs. The adhesion theories explain how materials adhere together
via different mechanisms. Surface chemistry determines the chemical compositions of
the surface and how the adhesion would be affected by different factors such as
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contaminants as well as surface preparations used. The detailed knowledge of
adhesive chemistry and their curing reactions help understand the chemical
interactions occurring at the interfaces and within the bulk adhesives. These chemical
interactions can be used to observe the changes in adhesion caused by surface
contamination or other weakening methods such as anodic weakening mechanism of
an electrically debonding adhesive (ElectRelease™). The advantages, disadvantages
and the useful findings from the spectroscopic techniques (FTIR and Raman) carried
out by some researchers led to the appropriate selection of the analytical techniques
used for this study. The joint assessment cannot be completed without the detailed
understanding of the fracture mechanics used to measure the mechanical properties of
the adhesive joints. The stress analysis of adhesive joints further enhances the full
understanding of how the joints behave when subjected to a different loading
condition and where the failure is likely to initiate due to various stress distributions.
The starting point and direction of this study greatly rely on the literature survey on
KBs carried out by the researchers. Finally, the knowledge of material models and
failure criteria for the numerical predictions are important since accurate and reliable
predictions are highly dependent on the use of material models and failure criteria.
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3 Materials and Joint Manufacture

This chapter covers all the material details used for the experimental work such as
adherends, adhesives and contaminants. Various adhesive joints manufactured for
different purposes e.g. characterisation and mechanical tests will be mentioned in this
chapter. This includes the production of weak bonds in adhesive joints by surface
contamination and by applying the low voltage DC current to the joints bonded with
an electrically debonding adhesive, ElectRelease™.

3.1 Introduction
Gauge steel adherends were used in the preliminary investigation but they were not
suitable in the study of the effect of weak bonds on the failure mechanisms under
tension due to their low yield strength at approximately 200 MPa. This was confirmed
by a simple finite element simulation which showed the yielding of gauge steel before
the joint failure. As a result, hardened steel has replaced the gauge steel and is used
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for later investigation. Since aluminium alloy has been extensively used in the
aerospace industry, high performance aluminium alloy (Al2014 T6) has also been
used in this study.
To introduce weak bonds at the substrate/adhesive interface, a 25 m PTFE release
film was used in the preliminary study together with a high temperature cure epoxy
film adhesive with and without the carrier (Redux®319A and Redux®319,
respectively). Later work suggested that the carrier could interfere the failure
mechanisms, and hence only Redux®319 adhesive without the carrier was used when
producing weak bonds by surface contamination. Since there was an issue when using
the high temperature cure adhesive in that the contaminants might migrate from the
substrate/adhesive interface, room temperature cure epoxy adhesive (E3348) has also
been used. An electrically debonding adhesive (ElectRelease™) has been selected as
another means to manufacture the interfacial weak bonds without the introduction of
any contaminants.
Thus the contaminants used in this study include PTFE spray lubricant, a mould
release agent (Frekote 700-NC), artificial sweat and cutting oil lubricant using both
high and low temperature cure adhesives.

3.2 Adherends
3.2.1 Gauge and hardened steel
•

Gauge steel (GS) supplied by MSC/J&L Industrial Supply was oil quenched

from 780 oC - 800 oC. The gauge steel contains 0.85-1.05% of carbon, 1.00-1.40% of
manganese, 0.40-0.60% of tungsten, 0.40-0.60% of chromium and 0.15-0.30% of
vanadium (all in %weight). The thickness of gauge steel plate used is 1.6 mm and 3.2
mm. The measured values of Young’ s modulus (E), tensile yield strength ( y), and
Poisson’ s ratio ( ) of gauge steel are shown in Table 3.1.
•

Hardened steel (HDS) was made by heating gauge steel strips of 1.6 mm

and 3.2 mm thick at 800 0C for an hour before being quenched in Thermisol oil before
tempering at 180 0C for 2 hours. This quenching process was to protect the steel from
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the initiation of internal cracks due to thermal stress. Finally, all of the strips were
quenched in oil again. The hardness of the hardened steel was measured in order to
check the consistency. The hardness test was performed on hardened steel using a
Rockwell hardness tester. The hardness of hardened steel varied from 50-58 in
Rockwell C scale. The measured values of Young’ s modulus (E), tensile yield
strength ( y), and Poisson’ s ratio ( ) of the hardened steel are shown in Table 3.1.

3.2.2 Aluminium alloy (Al2014 T6)
This 2000 series aluminium alloy was supplied by Metalfast UK and is widely used
in high strength and high temperature applications. Specific applications include
heavy duty forgings, plate, and extrusions for aerospace fittings, wheels, tanks, and
major structural components, heavy duty automotive frames and suspension
components. The alloy contains Al 90.4-95%, Cu 3.9-5%, Fe max 0.7%, Mg 0.20.8%, Mn 0.4-1.2%, Si 0.5-1.2%, Ti max 0.15%, Zn max 0.25% and others 0.15% (all
in %weight). The thickness of Al2014 T6 plate is 2.0 mm and 4.0 mm. The measured
values of Young’ s modulus (E), tensile yield strength ( y), and Poisson’ s ratio ( ) are
shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Tensile properties of metal substrates.

*

Substrate

E (GPa)*

Gauge steel

212

207

0.29

Hardened steel

214

1039

0.29

Al2014 T6

76.1

396

0.33

0.1%

y

(MPa)*

*

data from Table A1 in Appendix A

3.3 Adhesives
3.3.1 Redux®319A and Redux®319
Modified epoxy film adhesive (Redux® 319A) reinforced with a woven nylon
carrier and 300 g/m2 areal weight and the version without carrier (Redux® 319)
contains the same ingredients. These adhesives are the aerospace grades typically
used in high performance applications. According to data sheet of Redux 319® series
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the

ingredients

of

this

B-staged

film

adhesive

contain

bis{4-(2,3-

epoxypropoxy)phenyl}propane (DER332) as a main epoxy part, dicyandiamide
(DICY) as a curing agent, polyethersulfone as a thickening agent and 10-30% of
aluminium powder as a filler. The B-staged resin is one in which a limited reaction
between the resin and curing agent has taken place so that the product is in a semicured state. This partial reaction can occur at an elevated temperature lower than the
actual curing temperature. This Redux®319 series requires curing at 175 0C for 1
hour to obtain optimum properties. On heating at such temperature, the adhesive will
progress from the B-stage to a fully cured or crosslinked state. This will usually be
accompanied by moderate flow and wetting of the substrate.
Referring to the Hexcel data sheet, a single lap shear strength of metal bonding is
quoted between 33 and 36 MPa at 22 0C. The measured values of Young’ s modulus
(E), tensile yield strength ( y), Poisson’ s ratio ( ), shear modulus (G) and maximum
shear strength (σss) of Redux®319 adhesive are shown in Table 3.2. The measured
values of critical fracture energy of this adhesive under pure mode I and II (GIc and
GIIc) can also be found in Table 3.2.

3.3.2 E3348
E3348 is a two part room temperature cure epoxy paste adhesive. Part A is an epoxy
part with white colour and Part B is an amine curing agent with yellowish colour. The
mix ratio is 100:88 (Part A: Part B) by weight. This adhesive was supplied by
Bondmaster UK. It is noted that the mechanical properties of this adhesive were not
determined and used for material models in FEA as the adhesive was only used to
check the migration of some contaminants under room temperature cure condition.

3.3.3 ElectRelease™
Electrically debonding epoxy adhesive, ElectRelease™ (E3), which is a two-part
(Part A in pale yellow and Part B in red colour) amine-cured adhesive in a dualcartridge was used. The mix ratio is 4:1 (Part A: Part B) by weight. It was supplied by
EIC laboratories Inc under the US patent 6620308 [1]. Part A of the adhesive consists
of a mixture of bisphenol-A/epichlorohydrin, polyethylene glycol (PEG), a
dimethicone

surfactant

(or

polydimethylsiloxane,

PDMS)

and

ammonium
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hexafluorophosphate salt (NH4PF6). Part B contains tetraethylenepentamine,
tetraethylenetetramine, polyethylene polyamine mix, bisphenol-A/epichlorohydrin,
PEG, PDMS surfactant and some salts e.g. NH4PF6. Block copolymers of epoxy
immiscible PDMS with side chains of epoxy miscible PEG were chosen because PEG
is capable of dissolving and transporting ions which is necessary for electrochemical
disbonding reactions. The incoporation of NH4PF6 salt helps the structure to become
stronger, harder and more transparent and also improve ionic conductivity. After
curing, phase separations situated in discrete nanosized domains occurred as depicted
in Figure 3.1. The curing condition used for this study was 48 hrs at room
temperature.
Before curing

After curing

Epoxy
B
A

B
A

A

B

B
A

A

A
A

B

B

B

B
B

B

Epoxy

A

B

B

Epoxy structure before curing

A = PEG

Epoxy structure after curing

B = PDMS

B

B
A
B

B

Unreacted epoxy

Figure 3.1: Schematic images of the phase separation of PDMS-graft-PEG comb
polymer in nanostructured epoxy resin (Adapted from [2]).

Referring to EIC Laboratories material safety data sheet, a single lap shear strength
of an intermediate strength ElectRelease™ adhesive is reported to be over 2000 psi or
around 14 MPa depending upon the surface treatment used. The measured values of
Young’ s modulus (E), tensile yield strength ( y), Poisson’ s ratio ( ), shear modulus
(G) and maximum shear strength (σss) of the ElectRelease™ adhesive are shown in
Table 3.2. The measured values of critical fracture energy of this adhesive under pure
mode I and mode II (GIc and GIIc) can also be found in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Mechanical properties of adhesives.
Adhesive

E

y
*

*

(MPa)

(MPa)

Redux®319

3762

21.8

ElectRelease™††

1202

11.0

*

G

*

GIc

ss
§

§

2 **

(kJ/m )

GIIc
(kJ/m2)†

(GPa)

(MPa)

0.33

1.49

45.0

0.885

4.457

0.25

0.43

12.0

0.703

1.600

data from Table A1 in Appendix A

§

data from Table B3 in Appendix B

**

data from Table C6 in Appendix C

†

data from Table D5 in Appendix D

††

the properties measured before the application of an electric field

3.4 Contaminants
3.4.1 PTFE release film
PTFE release film was provided by Aerovac Ltd has the thickness of 25 m. This
release film was used as an initial contaminant to produce an interfacial weak bond. It
comes in red colour film and can withstand temperature up to 300 0C.

3.4.2 PTFE spray lubricant
PTFE spray lubricant was purchased from Screw fix Direct® and used as a
contaminant due to its high stability at elevated temperature around 300 0C. This
lubricant spray is widely used in the industry for router cutters and saw blades in
order to enhance cutting performance and increase cutter life. This spray consists of
micron-size PTFE particles dispersed in a volatile organic solvent. This is to aid the
deposition of the particles on the cutting tools.

3.4.3 Mould release agent (Frekote 700-NC)
A semi permananent mould release agent (Frekote 700-NC) from Loctite was used
as a contaminant. According to the company data sheet, it contains synthetic
isoparaffinic hydrocarbon, light aliphatic solvent naphtha, dibutyl ether and
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) which is one of the most common contaminants found
in organic samples. The chemical structure of PDMS is displayed in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Chemical structure of PDMS [3].

3.4.4 Artificial sweat
Contamination of substrates from human eccrine perspiration or sweat is possible
during joint manufacture. Artificial sweat which has long been used by many
industries to sweat test product such as textiles, jewellery and forensic reagents was
supplied by Pickering Laboratories and used as a contaminant. According to the
company data sheet, this artificial sweat contains 19 naturally occurring amino acids,
10 minerals and 4 metabolites that are expressed in normal human eccrine
perspiration and are shown in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Ingredients of artificial eccrine perpiration.
METABOLITES

MINERALS

AMINO ACIDS

Uric acid

Urea

Lactic acid

Ammonia

Sodium

Iron

Phosphate

Calcium

Copper

Sulfate

Magnesium

Potassium

Zinc

Chloride

Glycine

L-Histidine

L-Serine

L-Alanine

L-Isoleucine

L-Threonine

L-Arginine

L-Leuche

L-Tyrosine

L-Asparagine

L-Lysine

L-Valine

L-Aspartic acid

L-Methionine

Taurine

L-Citruline

L-Omithine

L-Glutamic acid

L-Phenylalanine
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3.4.5 Cutting oil lubricant
High performance soluble cutting lubricant, So-Cool Bio 12S from Solent Oil Ltd,
was also used as a contaminant with 1-2 g m-2 for all the oil contaminated samples.
This contaminant was also used in Dawei and Drinkwater’ s study [4] study in the
measurement of the ultrasonic nonlinearity of kissing bonds in adhesive joints. They
found that this contaminant exhibited higher non-linearity and may be suitable for
producing kissing bonds (KBs) compared to other contaminants such as a commercial
coupling gel (Ely Chemical Co. Ltd.), cooking oil (rapeseed oil) and hydraulic
mineral oil (Hyspin AWS 68, Castrol Ltd.).

3.5 Kissing bonds by surface contamination
HDS and Al2014 T6 substrates were employed for the study of surface chemistry
and morphology associated with weak bonds or KBs. HDS substrates for SEM, FTIR
samples and HDS adherends were initially degreased using acetone and subsequently
treated with P320 silicon carbide paper and degreased with acetone. Pressurised air
was blown onto the specimens to remove any loose particles from the substrates’
surface. Finally, the surfaces were cleaned once more with acetone.
Al2014 T6 substrates for SEM, FTIR samples and Al2014 T6 adherends for doublelap joints (DLJs) were firstly cleaned with acetone to remove oils and grease, and later
degrease in trichloroethylene (TRIKLONE N) by submerging in the liquid side for 5
mins and vapour side for another 5 mins. The degreased substrates were submerged in
the Chromic Acid Etch (CAE) bath for 30 mins at 68 oC. After that the substrates
were rinsed with cold water and left in the cold running water for 15 mins before
cleaning again with distilled water. Finally, the substrates were dried in the warm
circulating air condition in an oven at 50 oC. This procedure and the composition of
CAE solution are according to Defence standard (DEF standard 03-2/1).
High and low temperature cure adhesives (Redux®319 and E3348, respectively)
were used when producing weak bonds or KBs by surface contamination. The
contaminants used include PTFE release film, PTFE spray lubricant, Frekote 700-NC,
artificial sweat and cutting oil lubricant.
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3.5.1 SEM, FTIR and contact angle measurement samples
•

Specimen preparation for SEM characterisation

The contaminant (PTFE spray, Frekote 700-NC, sweat and cutting oil) was applied
onto an entire surface of treated substrates (10.0 mm x 25.4 mm x 1.6 mm for HDS
and 10.0 mm x 25.4 mm x 2.0 mm for Al2014). The application with two coats was
applied onto the substrates for Frekote 700-NC, and artificial sweat with a dwell time
of 20-30 mins between each application, while only one coat was used for PTFE
spray and cutting oil lubricant. Excess oil was removed using tissue paper to ensure a
thin coat of the oil on the substrate. When room temperature cure adhesive (E3348)
was used, the adhesive was applied onto both substrates, one of which had been
contaminated. For high temperature cure adhesive (Redux®319), both substrates were
preheated at 60 oC for 15 mins prior to the application of the film adhesive onto the
substrate. This is to ensure good wetting of the adhesives onto the treated metallic
substrates. Paper clips were used to hold the samples together during cure. The curing
condition depends upon the type of adhesive used as mentioned before in section 3.3.
The average Redux®319 film adhesive thicknesses obtained after curing was about 50
m while E3348 paste adhesive thickness was found less than 50 m.
After curing, the edges of cross-section of bonded substrates were ground using
various grades of silicon carbide papers; P320, P500, P800, P1000, P1200, P2400,
P4000 and finally polished using 1 m diamond suspension to obtain fine-finished
surfaces. Loose particles were removed by blowing pressurised air and the specimens
were then cleaned with industrial methylated spirit to eliminate any dirt and grease.
The specimens were carbon coated in order to reduce charging effect when examining
the cross-sections with the corresponding contaminants. The schematic illustration of
SEM sample is shown in Figure 3.3.
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25.4 mm

Contaminated interface

Metallic substrates
10 mm
Substrate thickness
Adhesive thickness

Figure 3.3: Schematic illustration of SEM sample (substrate and adhesive
thickness are varied).

•

Specimen preparation for FTIR Spectroscopy

Photoacoustic FTIR spectroscopy technique was used to study the chemical
interaction at the contaminated interfaces since this technique can detect the presence
of the contaminants. Specimen preparation which favoured the technique was
introduced, and referred to FTIR study model samples. For these model study
samples, the contaminants were applied onto the HDS or CAE treated Al2014 T6
discs. The same procedure for applying contaminants onto the substrates was used
with these samples. The contaminated disc was heated at 60 oC for 15 mins prior to
the application of a Redux®319 film adhesive which was cut into the same size as the
HDS or aluminium disc. When using E3348, the adhesive was directly applied onto
the contaminated disc without preheat.
After curing of the adhesives, these HDS and aluminium discs were subsequently
bonded onto brass cylinders of the same diameter as shown in Figure 3.4. This helped
to hold the specimens in a proper position while cutting with a Universal Semi-Thin
Microtome, manufactured by Anglia Scientific. The adhesives were incrementally
microtomed to the final thickness of approximately 1-3 m for the near interface or
interphase examination. The resultant surfaces contained island features representing
in this case aluminium which were surrounded by the adhesive as can be seen in
Figure 3.4. To ensure the examined interphase was in the range of a few m depths
including the island and adhesive region, the average peak to bottom distance of Al
islands was measured using SEM and found to be well within a few m.
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2
~ 0.2
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100 m

Figure 3.4: Sample for FTIR spectroscopy analysis. Bright contrast is aluminium
and dark contrast is adhesive. All dimensions are in mm and not to scale.

•

Specimen preparation for contact angle measurement

The same surface treatment and application of the contaminants for HDS and
Al2014 T6 were used for the study of surface free energy measurement as for SEM
and FTIR study model samples, but without any use of adhesives.

3.5.2 Double-lap joint samples
Double-lap joint (DLJ) was chosen in the study related to failure mechanism of weak
bonds or KBs since its geometry represents a better stress state (symmetric overall
load transfer) when compared with a single-lap joint (see section 2.2.5.2 in Chapter
2). Hence, the effect of bending (peel stress) is minimised and less altered the effect of
contaminants on shear strength. Surface contamination of DLJs were produced by
applying the contaminants at the centre of treated metallic adherends before adhesive
bonding. Same procedure of applying the contaminants as mentioned in section 3.5.1
was used. The symmetrically contaminated areas were at the middle of both outer
adherends covering 25% of the effective bonded area as displayed in Figure 3.5.
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Inner adherend

Adhesive
1.6 or 2.0

Outer adherend

3.2 or 4.0

1.6 or 2.0

6.35
12.7
25.4
12.7

Outer adherend

Figure 3.5: Schematic illustration of a DLJ indicating the contaminated area.
The thickness of the inner adherend is twice as thick as the outer adherends. All
dimensions are in mm and not to scale.
After the contaminants were applied onto the adherends, the adhesive was applied
onto individual bonded area of inner and outer adherends to create lap shear joint
specimens according to ASTM D3528. Again, when using Redux®319 film adhesive,
the adherends were preheated at 60 oC before wetting of the adhesive. However,
E3348 adhesive was directly applied onto all of the bonded area without preheating
the adherends. It is worth noting that some voids were present within the bondline
when using vacuum bagging as a result of applying the pressure during cure.
Therefore, DLJs were assembled in a jig (see Figure 3.6) and a weight of 60 kgs was
used to apply pressure during cure. The values of adhesive thickness were measured
between 0.2-0.3 mm.

Figure 3.6: Illustration of HDS double-lap joints assembly in a jig.
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3.6 Kissing bonds by using ElectRelease™ adhesive
HDS substrate was the only substrate used for the investigation when using
ElectRelease™ adhesive. The same surface treatment of HDS which was used to
prepare contaminated samples was also used for the preparation of bonded specimens
using ElectRelease™ adhesive. It is noted that Raman spectroscopy technique was
chosen to investigate the changes in chemical interactions at/near the weakened
interfaces since Photoacoustic FTIR cannot be used to examine embedded surfaces.
As a result, only Raman spectroscopy technique was used here.

3.6.1 SEM and Raman samples
•

Specimen preparation for SEM and Raman Spectroscopy

The treated HDS substrates were immediately bonded with the ElectRelease™
adhesive which was previously mixed and left for 10 mins according to EIC
Laboratories data sheet. Paper clips were used to hold the samples together during
cure. Extra care was taken in order to isolate the two substrates from each other by
using non-conductive wire inserted within the adhesive along the two edges of the
bonded sample. This was to prevent an electrical short circuit which could prevent
debonding. After curing, the edges of the cross-section of HDS/ElectRelease™
samples were ground using various grades of silicon carbide papers within the range
of P320 and P4000. One set of specimens were ground using water as a lubricant and
the second set of specimens was ground dry. Any loose particles were again removed
by pressurised air. The average measured adhesive thickness was about 40 m. The
same bonded samples were used for SEM and Raman Spectroscopy study.
A weak bond was generated by applying 10 volts DC for 25 min at the positive
electrode (anodic HDS/ElectRelease™ interface) as shown in Figure 3.7a. Current
density across the bond was monitored and recorded during this procedure (Figure
3.7b). However, a few specimens which failed to show the reduction of electrical
current (indicated by multimeter as overflow) were discarded. This was either due to
an electrical short circuit or incorrect curing condition. The importance of current
density monitoring for the weakening process for ElectRelease™ interfaces is
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demonstrated. The lack of such monitoring could explain the inconsistent weakening
obtained in previous work [5].
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Figure 3.7: (a) Schematic illustration of HDS/ElectRelease™ weakened at the
positive electrode (anode) and perfectly bonded at the negative electrode, and
(b) current density as a function of time.

3.6.2 Double-lap joint samples
Weakened HDS/ElectRelease™ interfaces in DLJs were produced by applying 10
volts DC for 25 mins. As with the SEM samples, extra care was taken during the
specimen preparation so that the substrates did not come into contact. This was
achieved by using spacers to control bondline thickness while DLJs were cured. DLJ
geometry and electrical set-up are shown in Figure 3.8a. Current density across the
bond was monitored using multimeters and recorded as shown in Figure 3.8b. The
weakening process occurred rapidly after applying the current for the first few
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minutes and then started to level off after 20 minutes as presented in Figure 3.8b. This
was the indication of complete weakening process resulting in a reduction in joint
strength. However, DLJs which failed to show the reduction in electrical current
(indicated by the multimeter as overflow) were discarded.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Schematic illustration of a DLJ subjected to electric field and (b)
current density as a function of time for the upper and lower adhesive layers.
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4 Morphology and Surface Chemistry of
Kissing Bonds in Adhesive Joints
Produced by Surface Contamination

This chapter describes the analysis techniques used to study the morphology and
surface chemistry of weak bonds or kissing bonds in adhesive joints produced using a
variety of contaminants. The experimental results and discussions obtained using
these techniques will be presented in this chapter. Finally, some conclusions including
the suitability of the individual contaminant in the production of kissing bonds will be
drawn at the end of the chapter.
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4.1 Introduction
This chapter investigated changes in morphology and surface chemistry across the
bonded area with one surface contaminated by various contaminants (PTFE spray
lubricant, Frekote 700-NC, artificial sweat or cutting oil lubricant). Particular interest
is paid to a distinct area near the interface sometimes referred to as an interphase
which is different from the bulk adhesive and the substrate itself. The techniques used
include contact angle measurement by a Krüss DSA100 Drop Shape Analysis system
of the contaminated substrate surfaces, Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy
(FESEM) with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) and in some cases
Wave length Dispersive Spectroscopy (WDS), and Photoacoustic Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy (PA-FTIR). Surface free energies which can be determined
from the contact angles are an important factor which can be related to fracture
mechanics and adhesion of the joint. FESEM is practical in obtaining information on
morphology or structure of the samples while EDS/WDS is typically used for
attaining chemical composition. PA-FTIR is a very useful technique as it carries the
information about the contaminant identity and also chemical interaction at the
bonded interface in the presence of the contaminants. The results gained in this
chapter will be later discussed with the results obtained from C-scan and mechanical
tests in chapter 8.
Sets of samples which were used to investigate morphology and surface chemistry of
weak bonds or KBs in bonded substrates by various characterisation techniques are
shown in Figure 4.1.
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(Chapter 4)
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The results are similar to Al2014 T6/Contaminant/Redux®319, hence only the FTIR results from Al2014 T6/Contaminant/Redux®319 will be presented in this chapter.

Figure 4.1: Experimental samples used for morphology and surface chemistry investigation when producing KBs by surface contamination.
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4.2 Experimental
4.2.1 Contact angle measurement
It is important to understand how different contaminants affect the surface free
energy of different metallic substrates. The surface free energy can help understand
why changes in morphology, chemistry and bond strength occur in the contaminated
joints. Contact angle measurement was carried out using a Krüss DSA100 Drop
Shape Analysis system at room temperature (about 25 0C). The liquids used for the
measurement are 1-Bromonaphthalene (BN) and deionised water (DI water) with
d
known surface free energies. The surface energies [1] in dispersive ( γ LV
) and polar
p
component ( γ LV
) used for BN (Chen) are 44.4 and 0.2 mJ m-2, respectively. The

corresponding values for DI water (StrÖm) are 21.8 and 51 mJ m-2, respectively.
Readings were taken within 30 secs after delivery of the drops and then the sessile
contact angles were determined using the Young-Laplace equation fitting (sessile
drop fitting) via DSA program. For every measurement, at least ten drops were
examined and contact angles were averaged with standard deviation reported in all
cases. The results of contact angle measurements were analysed in accordance with
the two-liquid method based on the extended Fowkes’ theory [2]. With two testing
liquids with known surface free energy components and average measured contact
d
and
angles, two unknown components of surface free energy of solid surfaces ( γ SV

γ SVp ) can be determined by solving two equations simultaneously and the values of the
d
p
surface free energy ( γ SV = γ SV
+ γ SV
) of the contaminated surfaces can be calculated

from equation 4.1 (refer to section 2.1.2 in chapter 2).

(1 + cos θ )γ LV
where:

d
d
= 2[(γ LV
γ SV
)

1

2

1

p
+ (γ LV
γ SVp ) 2 ]

(4.1)

θ is the contact angle
d
p
γ LV
and γ LV
are dispersion and polar component of the surface free energy of

each testing liquids, respectively
d
p
γ SV
and γ SV
are dispersion and polar component of the surface free energy

of the substrate
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γ LV is the total surface energy of each testing liquid
γ SV is the total surface energy of the substrate

4.2.2 FESEM combined with EDS/WDS
High Resolution Field Emission Electron Microscope, FEI Inspect F was used to
study morphology of the interface contaminated with PTFE spray, Frekote, artificial
sweat and cutting oil lubricant. Secondary electron imaging mode was used since it is
sensitive to surface morphology and therefore is rich in topographical information.
The chemical analysis was performed using Oxford Instruments attachment, Energy
Dispersive X-ray Spectroscope (EDS) fitted with Inca System and coupled with the
FESEM Inspect F. An Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope with EDS was
also used when analyzing wet samples such as contaminants and uncured adhesive
under low vacuum (about 60 Pa). The maximum resolution of EDS is approximately
0.1 wt.%. In some cases, Wavelength Dispersive Spectroscope (WDS) fitted with the
same microscope was used due to its low minimum detectability limit of
approximately 0.01 wt.%. However, the disadvantage of WDS is that the analysis is
only carried out for one element at a time and the requirement of reliable standard
calibration of examined elements is needed. Although several authors expressed the
X-ray spatial resolution in a different way, the expression given by Anderson and
Hasler [3] proved to yield a good practical estimate of X-ray interaction with actual
samples [4]. The electron penetration depth (spatial resolution) during the analysis
greatly depends on the accelerating voltage and specimen density as given by
Anderson and Hasler and shown in equation 4.2.

R=

0.064 ( E01.68 − Ec1.68 )

where: R = spatial resolution in m
E o = accelerating voltage in keV
E c = critical exitation energy in keV

ρ = mean specimen density, g/cm3

ρ

(4.2)
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4.2.3 FTIR spectroscopy
Photoacoustic Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (PA-FTIR) technique was
used to investigate the presence of the contaminant and the chemical interactions
between the adhesive and the contaminated metallic surface in the interphase region
(near metal/adhesive interface). The advantage of this technique is that the sample
surface does not need to reflect or transmit light as required for other reflection or
transmission spectroscopic techniques. PA signals are created when an Infrared beam
is absorbed by the sample generating the absorption-induced heating zone below the
top surface of the sample, and oscillation of the sample temperature [5]. Heat
deposited within the sampling depth (from which spectral information is obtained)
will transfer to the surrounding gas at the sample surface, causing thermal expansion
to the gas or thermal waves. These are the PA signals which will be detected by a
microphone. The sampling depth of the sample is defined by the decay process of the
thermal waves as they travel through the sample.
In this study, FTIR spectra were recorded using Photoacoustic detector, Nicolet
Almega XR spectrometer with OMNIC Nicolet software in the range of mid-infrared
400-4000 cm-1. Argon gas was purged into the compartment to eliminate the residue
of H2O and CO2. In each spectrum, 256 scans were collected at 8 cm-1 resolution.

4.3 Results and discussions
4.3.1 Surface energy by measurement of contact angles
Surface energy of treated HDS contaminated with PTFE spray and Frekote, and
CAE Al2014 T6 contaminated with PTFE spray, Frekote, artificial sweat and cutting
oil lubricant were determined at 25 oC and 50% relative humidity.

4.3.1.1 HDS/contaminants
The contact angles of the two liquids (BN and DI) on PTFE spray and Frekote
contaminated HDS substrates were measured as shown in Figure 4.2. The
corresponding surface energies were subsequently calculated using equation 4.1. The
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average contact angles and corresponding surface energies of HDS surfaces
contaminated with PTFE spray and Frekote are shown in Table 4.1.

HDS

PTFE spray lubricant

Frekote-700NC

DI

=76.80±0.70

DI

=74.60±1.70

DI

=105.70±2.40

BN

=16.30±1.80

BN

=21.70±0.80

BN

=66.00±2.30

Figure 4.2: Contact angles of deionised water, DI and 1-Bromonaphthalene, BN
on PTFE spray and Frekote contaminated HDS substrates.

D
P
Table 4.1: Contact angles (θ
θ), dispersion ( γ SV
), polar components ( γ SV
) and total

surface free energies ( γ SV , mJ m-2) of HDS with different types of contaminants.

Substrates

HDS
HDS+PTFE spray
HDS +Frekote

θ (DI water/1-Bromonapthalene)

D
γ SV

P
γ SV

γ SV

76.8±0.7o/16.3o±1.8o

41.22

4.26

45.48

74.6o±1.7o/21.7o± 0.8o

39.69

5.44

45.13

105.7o±2.4o/66.0o±2.3o

21.74

0.45

22.19

Total surface free energy of Frekote contaminated HDS substrate was found to be
approximately 51% lower than the one contaminated with PTFE spray lubricant. This
was due to the position of the non polar CH3 groups in Si(CH3)3 of the siloxane cross-
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linked network which sealed the active iron oxide or hydrated water layer if present,
deactivating the active polar groups on the steel substrate. However, the measured
value of treated HDS without contaminants was found to be around 45 mJ/m2
considerably lower than the value reported by Kinloch [6] which was around 107
D
mJ/m2 (the value reported is the γ SV
component). This indicated that the treated HDS

surface was primarily adsorbed by water vapour [7,8] or other contaminants such as
nitrogen and other organic compounds like hydrocarbons [9] which significantly
reduced the surface free energy of the steel in a clean state. As a result, the surface
free energy of HDS before contaminating with PTFE spray was similar to the one
after PTFE spray contamination. Nevertheless, the tendency of declining surface
energy of Frekote contaminated HDS strongly suggested that this contaminant further
reduced the surface free energy of the initially contaminated substrate.

4.3.1.2 Al2014 T6/contaminants
The contact angles of DI water and BN on the CAE Al2014 T6 substrates
contaminated with PTFE spray, Frekote, artificial sweat and oil lubricant were
measured as shown in Figure 4.3. The contact angles were used to calculate the
corresponding surface free energies of the Al2014 T6 surfaces as shown in Table 4.2.
D
P
Table 4.2: Contact angles (θ
θ), dispersion ( γ SV
), polar components ( γ SV
) and total

surface free energies ( γ SV , mJ m-2) of Al2014 T6 with different types of
contaminants.
Substrates

θ (DI water/1-Bromonapthalene)

D
γ SV

P
γ SV

γ SV

0o/0o (completely wet)

39.50

37.02

76.52

Al2014T6+PTFE spray

122o±2o/ 60o± 7o

41.67

4.70

46.37

Al2014T6+Frekote

122o±2o/ 60o± 7o

24.58

0.90

25.48

Al2014T6 +sweat

34o±4o/ 16o±4o

38.50

28.03

66.53

Al2014T6+oil

88o±5o/ 13o±1o

42.75

0.93

43.68

Al2014T6
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CAE Al (control)

Al+PTFE spray

DI

DI

=00 (completely wet)

BN
=00 (completely wet)

Al+Frekote

DI

DI
=122.30±2.20

=75.20±5.20

BN

BN
=12.40±1.10

Al+Sweat

DI
=33.50±3.90

BN
=60.00±7.30

Al+Cutting oil

=88.40±5.20

BN
=16.30±3.80

=13.40±1.40

Figure 4.3: Contact angles of deionised water (DI) and 1-Bromonaphthalene (BN) on PTFE spray, Frekote, artificial sweat and cutting
oil contaminated Al2014 T6 substrates.
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Total surface free energy of the contaminated Al2014 T6 substrate was found as:
sweat PTFE spray cutting oil Frekote. Total surface free energy of the substrate
contaminated with Frekote was found to be 62% and 42% lower than those
contaminated with sweat and oil, respectively. This was due to the positioning of the
non polar CH3 groups in Si(CH3)3 of the siloxane cross-linked network which sealed
the active aluminium oxide or hydroxide layer, deactivating the active polar groups on
the aluminium substrate as prepared by chromic acid etching. The obtained value of
surface free energy for Al2014T6/Frekote was slightly higher than the value reported
by Critchlow [10] which was in the range of 10.7-20.4 mJ m-2 but this was carried out
on nickel foil. It is not surprising to see a significant reduction of polar component of
surface free energy for both Al/PTFE spray and Al/oil substrates due to the non-polar
nature of these contaminants. It is interesting to see a small rise in dispersive
component of Al/oil surface. This increase is probably due to the nature of some
hydrocarbons which tends to improve the dispersive interaction which is the basic
interactive mechanism that allows molecules to exert forces on one another (in this
case oil and test liquids). As with other high surface energy metal such as steel, the
measured surface free energy of CAE Al2014 T6 was much lower than the measured
value of pure Al2O3 (638 mJ m-2) reported by Dukes and Kinloch [11]. This can be
explained by the same reasons described for the steel in the previous section (4.3.1.1).

4.3.2 FESEM combined with EDS/WDS
4.3.2.1 Contaminants
Various chemical analysis modes of EDS were used such as X-ray line scan, spot
and mapping to identify the morphology and chemical composition of each
contaminant. No coating was used when analysing the chemical composition of the
contaminants. The information obtained will be useful for the interpretation of the
contaminated joints.

• PTFE spray lubricant
It was found that the distribution of PTFE spray on an aluminium substrate after 1
hour at 175 oC (the same conditions for curing Redux®319) was non-uniform. Small
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particles which were believed to be PTFE particles were always found clustered as
shown in Figure 4.4.

The brightest round features
represents PTFE
particles

Figure 4.4: PTFE particles found clustered on aluminium substrate detected
using Scanning Electron Microscopy.

Further study on the distribution and chemical composition of PTFE spray lubricant
was carried out on a carbon substrate designed specially for chemical analysis. X-ray
elemental line scans are shown in Figure 4.5. Carbon which is a main constituent of
all the compositions in PTFE spray was found distributed all over the substrate
surface with a particularly high concentration where there was the absence of the
small particles. The brightest round features were fluorine which is clearly identified
in Figure 4.5. This confirmed that the small particles seen in Figures 4.4 and 4.5a
were PTFE particles. Chlorine was found distributed evenly over the substrate surface
confirming that the contaminant contained a chlorinated hydrocarbon which is a
volatile organic solvent used as cutting fluid additive to aid the deposition of the
PTFE particles on the cutting tool. It is also noticeable that the increase in the amount
of chlorine was found especially at the position where fluorine was found. However,
there was no evidence of silicon (Si) which is a chemical element constituted to
silicone (Si(CH3)2O)n present in this PTFE spray.
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(a)

(b)

A

B

A

(c)

A

B

B

(d)

A

B

Figure 4.5: (a) X-ray elemental line scan across a carbon disc covered with PTFE
spray lubricant from A to B showing distributions of (b) carbon (c) fluorine and
(d) chlorine.

• Mould release agent (Frekote 700-NC)
The chemical composition of Frekote was analysed on the Chromic Acid Etched
Al2014 T6 substrate. Two layers of dry Frekote were deposited on this substrate
surface. Morphology of the control substrate surface is shown in Figure 4.6a and the
morphology of Frekote deposited substrate surface with various elemental X-ray maps
are shown in Figures 4.6b-4.6h.
It is seen from Figure 4.6b that the substrate surface contaminated with Frekote
shows a semi-transparent layer or blur surface especially in the porous regions
compared to the control surface in Figure 4.6a. The result from EDS confirmed the
presence of silicon, oxygen and carbon (elements constituting polydimethylsiloxane,
PDMS, found in Frekote) deposited on this surface especially where the semitransparent layer was significant after the evaporation of dibutyl ether as shown in
Figures 4.6b, 4.6c, 4.6d and 4.6g. Magnesium, aluminium and copper which are the
elements constituting Al2014 T6 were also found (see Figures 4.6e, 4.6f and 4.6h).
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(a)

(b)

10 m

10 m

(c)

10 m

(d)

10 m

(e)

10 m

(f)

10 m

(g)

10 m

(h)

10 m

Figure 4.6: (a) CAE Al2014 T6 surface (b) Frekote contaminated surface
showing elemental distributions of (c) carbon (d) oxygen (e) magnesium (f)
aluminium (g) silicon and (h) copper.
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• Artificial sweat
The X-ray mapping results from EDS indicated the presence of various elements are
shown in Figure 4.7.

300 m

O

Na
K
C
Ca

Cl

N
Cl

K
Mg

S

S

Cl
K

Ca

Figure 4.7: X-ray maps (at the same scale) and EDS spectrum showing some
elements found in artificial sweat.
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Various elements were found present on the dry sweat deposited on the CAE treated
Al2014 T6 substrate such as sodium, potassium, carbon, chlorine, nitrogen, oxygen,
magnesium, sulphur, aluminium and calcium. Nitrogen in the form of amino acids
and metabolites was identified from the dry sweat. Some minerals such as sodium and
chlorine in the form of NaCl and KCl were clearly shown from the X-ray maps (see
Figure 4.7). Sulphur in the form of sulphate was also found. However, some elements
constituting minerals could not be detected for instance phosphorus in any forms of
phosphate. This was probably due to inhomogeneous distribution and their very small
amounts.

• Cutting oil lubricant
Elemental analysis on cutting oil lubricant deposited on a carbon substrate specially
designed for EDS examination was performed under a low vacuum mode in the
Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope fitted with EDS. The scanning electron
image and compositional spectrum of the oil are shown in Figure 4.8. Carbon,
oxygen, sulphur and a trace of phosphorus were identified from this cutting oil. These
elements are closely related to some hydrocarbons and additives which are commonly
found in any cutting lubrication oil.

800 m
Figure 4.8: SEM image and EDS spectrum showing sulphur and phosphorus as
additives found in cutting oil.
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4.3.2.2 HDS/contaminants/Redux®319
In the initial investigation of the bonded substrates, the contaminants used to
contaminate HDS surfaces prior to adhesive bonding were PTFE spray lubricant and
Frekote. Therefore, the morphology and chemical analysis of these bonded substrates
with the contaminants are presented in this section.

• PTFE spray lubricant
Most of the interphase regions of the control HDS/Redux®319 sample was free of
voids, micro cracking or any defects as revealed in Figures 4.9a and 4.9b. Migration
of PTFE spray was evident in HDS/PTFE spray/Redux®319 sample as seen in Figure
4.9c with some defects present near the interface and within the adhesive as shown in
Figure 4.9d.
Elemental distribution across the cross-section of all samples was examined by
performing spot analyses and the results are presented in Figure 4.10. The distances
between the measurements were varied depending upon magnification used for
imaging; at 100k, 50k and 3k magnifications the distances are 0.2, 0.3 and 4 m,
respectively. Iron, chromium, manganese and carbon which are constituents of steel
were identified in all samples as shown in Figure 4.10. Carbon and oxygen from
DER332 epoxy resin were found as the main elemental composition of Redux®319.
In addition, carbon, oxygen and sulphur which are the elements constituting
thickening agent, polyethersulfone, in Redux®319 adhesive were also determined in
all samples. In addition to this, a migration of sulphur-containing molecules
(polyethersulfone) was confirmed by the increase of sulphur content near the
interfaces of all samples irrespective of the presence of contaminants (see Figure
4.10). It should be also noted that nitrogen, a constituent of dicyandiamide (DICY)
curing agent, was not detected. It is believed that the loss of by-product (ammonia)
from the addition of hydroxyl groups across C N bonds of DICY moieties [12] and
strong absorption of the soft X-rays by the epoxy part and the substrate as well as
inhomogeniety distribution of nitrogen in the adhesive were the likely causes.
The results in Figure 4.10b (HDS/PTFE spray) show the presence and distribution of
chlorine which is a constituent of a chlorinated hydrocarbon in PTFE spray lubricant
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across the interface. This confirmed the migration of this contaminant into the
adhesive even though the distance of the analysis was in the scale of only a few m.

• Frekote 700NC
Morphological changes within the interphases of HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 were
observed as shown in Figures 4.9e and 4.9f. It was found that an intermittent defect of
less than 1

m was formed along the interface contaminated with Frekote while

transitional interlayer was formed up to a few m.
Elemental distribution across the cross-section of the HDS/Frekote/Redux®319
sample shown in Figure 4.10c indicated the existence of silicon and oxygen which
were associated with PDMS at the interface and also within a few m away from the
interface. This siloxane crosslinked network was formed after the evaporation of the
volatile organic solvent, which brought closer together the remaining compositions
(siloxane-molecular matrix, PDMS) adjacent and sealed the substrate surface.
Nevertheless, the presence of some Frekote within the interphase indicated that it
diffused slightly into the substrate surface as well as the adhesive but in much lesser
extent compared to the PTFE spray contaminated sample. Since this distinct
interphase was only found within a few

m from the interface, it indicated the

stability of Frekote at/near the interface after one hour curing at 175 oC.
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PTFE spray

Frekote
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A
Figure 4.9: SEM cross-sections showing typical examples of (a), (b) control HDS/Redux®319 interfaces; (c) HDS/Redux®319 (XY) and
HDS/PTFE/Redux®319 (AB) interfaces; (d) HDS/PTFE spray interface; (e) and (f) HDS/Frekote interface at high magnification.
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Figure 4.10: Elemental distribution of (a) control (HDS/Redux®319), (b) HDS/
PTFE spray/Redux®319 interface and (c) HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 interface.
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4.3.2.3 Al2014 T6/contaminants/Redux®319
Since the migration of PTFE spray into the high temperature cure adhesive was
evident, further investigation was carried out using Frekote, artificial sweat and
cutting oil lubricant.

• Frekote-700NC
Morphological changes within the interphase of Al/Frekote/Redux®319 were
observed as shown in Figure 4.11. It was found that an interlayer or transitional zone
of around 1 m thick was formed in some places at the Al/Redux®319 interface
contaminated with Frekote (see Figure 4.11b) and interfacial debonds were also
observed at this interface (see Figure 4.11c).
Elemental distribution across the cross-section of the sample contaminated with
Frekote and bonded with Redux®319 was examined by performing spot analyses and
presented in Figure 4.12b. Aluminium, copper, magnesium and manganese which are
constituents of Al2014 T6 substrate were identified in all samples as shown in Figure
4.12. Carbon and oxygen as the main elemental composition of DER332 epoxy resin
in Redux®319 were also found in all samples as shown in Figure 4.12. In addition,
the thickening agent, polyethersulfone, which was composed of carbon, oxygen and
sulphur, was also determined. Nitrogen, a constituent of DICY curing agent, was not
detected for the same reasons previously stated in section 4.3.2.2. The results shown
in Figure 4.12b show the presence of silicon and oxygen which were associated with
PDMS at the interface and also within a few

m away from the contaminated

interface. The presence of some Frekote within the interphase indicated that Frekote
diffused slightly into the aluminium substrate surface as well as the adhesive. As with
HDS/Frekote/Redux®319, the distinct layer was only found within a few microns
within the interphase, indicating the stability of Frekote at/near the interface after one
hour curing of the adhesive at 175 oC. Migration of sulphur-containing molecules
(polyethersulfone) was significant only for the surface contaminated with Frekote (see
Figure 4.12b).
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• Artificial sweat
There was no significant change in morphology of the sample contaminated with
sweat when using high temperature cure adhesive (Redux®319) as shown in Figure
4.11d.
EDS results from the cross-section of the sample contaminated with sweat showed
that sweat was likely to migrate further into the Redux®319 adhesive over a distance
of about 10 m, a longer distance than found for the migration of Frekote. This was
confirmed by the trace of chlorine in the form of chloride (Figure 4.12c). However,
some elements constituting minerals such as sodium, potassium and calcium, and
nitrogen in the form of amino acids were not detected from this sample.

• Cutting oil lubricant
When contaminating the aluminium substrate with the cutting oil, some
morphological irregularities such as voids or cavities were apparent at/near the
interface and within the adhesive (see Figure 4.11e and Figure 4.11f). This can be
explained as some oil was trapped at/near the interface while some migrated into the
adhesive due to diffusion mechanism as well as thermodynamic displacement. On the
other hand, other researchers [13] reported mutual interdiffusion of oil with a high
temperature cure adhesive. The author also found good contact between the substrate
and the adhesive after the oil almost totally disappeared from the interphase.
It is difficult to confirm the presence of oil in the sample by performing chemical
analysis since the elements constituting the oil were also found in Redux®319
adhesive. However, it may be possible to conclude from EDS results that the oil
contaminated cross-section may indicate the oil dispersion within the adhesive due to
the fluctuation of some elements for instance carbon, oxygen and sulphur content
within the adhesive (see Figure 4.12d), as compared with the control sample (see
Figure 4.12a).
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Figure 4.11: SEM cross-sections showing typical examples of (a) control
interface; (b) an interlayer in Al/Frekote/Redux®319 interphase; (c) interfacial
debonds at Al/Frekote interface; (d) an Al/sweat interface; (e) a debond at Al/oil
interface; and (f) debonds within Redux®319 for Al/oil sample.
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Figure 4.12: Elemental distribution of (a) control; (b) interface with Frekote;(c)
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4.3.2.4 Al2014 T6/contaminants/E3348
The temperature during adhesive cure may affect the stability of the contaminants on
the aluminium substrate surface e.g. migration of the contaminant into the adhesive
and/or chemical changes at such temperature; therefore further investigation was also
carried out using room temperature cure adhesive, E3348. The contaminants used
were the same for Al2014 T6/Redux®319 system.

• Frekote-700NC
Morphological changes at Al/Frekote/E3348 interface were clearly observed and
shown in Figures 4.13b and 4.13c at low and high magnification, respectively.
Interfacial debonds were found intermittently along the Frekote contaminated
interface. At high magnification (see Figure 4.13c), the gap width was measured
approximately up to 1 m.
Elemental analysis across Al2014 T6/Frekote/E3348 interface was examined by
performing spot analyses and the results are presented in Figure 4.14b. Carbon,
oxygen, silicon and chlorine were identified by EDS as the constituents of room
temperature cure adhesive (E3348). Silicon and oxygen in the adhesive representing
silica were found in this adhesive as a filler. On examination across the
Al/Frekote/E3348 interphase, a mutual increase of silicon and oxygen near the
defective interface was observed (see Figure 4.14b) despite the contribution from the
filler, as compared with the control (see Figure 4.14a). This may confirm the presence
of the Frekote at or near the interface.

• Artificial sweat
As with high temperature cure adhesive (Redux®319), there was no significant
change in morphology of the sample contaminated with sweat when using E3348
room temperature cure adhesive as shown in Figure 4.13d.
EDS results of the cross-section of sample contaminated with sweat showed the
presence of the sweat in E3348 adhesive over a distance of about 10 m from the
interface. This was confirmed by the trace of chlorine in the form of chloride and
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some minerals such as sodium as NaCl and/or Na2SO4 (see Figure 4.14c). However,
nitrogen in the form of amino acids was not detected.

• Cutting oil lubricant
Some morphological irregularities such as voids or cavities were apparent at/near the
interface and within E3348 adhesive as shown in Figures 4.13e and 4.13f. It is
possible to determine the oil contaminant by the presence of sulphur found as additive
in the oil since this element was not a constituent of the adhesive. Sulphur was found
up to 8 m from the interface contaminated with oil (see Figure 4.14d) indicating that
the oil was not only present at the interface but also within the adhesive. In addition,
fluctuation of some elements particularly silicon, constituting silica filler in the
adhesive may indicate the result of the oil contaminant existence within the adhesive
as compared to the uniform distributions of these elements in the control sample (see
Figure 4.14a).
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Figure 4.13: SEM cross-sections showing typical examples of (a) control
interface; (b) interfacial defect at Al/Frekote interface; (c) interfacial debond at
Al/Frekote interface; (d) Al/sweat interface; (e) irregularities within Al/oil
interface; and (f) irregularities near Al/oil interface.
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4.3.3 FTIR Spectroscopy
4.3.3.1 Contaminants
The CAE treated Al2014 T6 substrate was used to determine the IR spectra of
different contaminants: Frekote, artificial sweat and cutting oil lubricant. FTIR spectra
of Frekote, artificial sweat and cutting oil lubricant are shown in Figure 4.15. A
summary of FTIR bands are included in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.15: FTIR spectra of (a) Frekote, (b) artificial sweat and (c) cutting oil
lubricant.

• Frekote
It can be seen from IR spectra of the dry Frekote deposited on aluminium substrate
(Figure 4.15a) that there was almost no obvious peak which can be related to PDMS.
However, there were some minor peaks such as 1022 cm-1 and 864 cm-1 which were
just above the noise level representing Si-O-Si and CH3 vibrations in Si(CH3)3 from
PDMS. There were some strong peaks present around 2968, 2933 and 2865 cm-1
which associated with CH stretch in methyl, asymmetric stretch in CH2 and CH
stretch in methylene, respectively (refer to Table 4.3).
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• Artificial sweat
It appeared that dry artificial sweat deposited on the aluminium substrate did not
produce any significant IR bands even around CH vibrations (near 3000 cm-1) as
shown in Figure 4.15b. Nevertheless, when considering the IR bands from the
Al/sweat sample at lower frequencies, clear peaks at 418, 436 and 463 cm-1 relating to
metal-halogen vibrations were identifiable (these bands are included in Table 4.3).
This may confirm the existence of some minerals on the substrate. Most IR peaks
from amino acids which are constituents of the sweat were reported elsewhere in the
range of 700-1720 cm-1 [14] and could be diminished after their evaporation and
hence IR peaks in this region were not obtained.

• Cutting oil lubricant
IR results from oil contaminated Al surface exhibited some characteristic peaks near
2924, 2854, 1459, 1376 and 721 cm-1 as displayed in Figure 4.15c. Interpretation of
the Al/oil sample revealed that the oil should contain some mineral oil which is an
aliphatic hydrocarbon, and closely related to the IR spectrum of hexane as shown in
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Figure 4.16: Chemical structure and FTIR spectra of hexane [15].
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Table 4.3: Assignment of IR peaks from cured Redux®319, cured E3348, Al/Frekote, Al/sweat and Al/oil substrates.
Peak no. (cm-1)

Redux®319 adhesive

E3348 adhesive

Al/Frekote

Al/sweat

Al/oil

Ref

100-200,220-610

-

-

-

metal-

-

[16]

721

-

-

-

-

methylene “ rocking” bending

[16]

830-833

para-disubstituted benzene

para-disubstituted benzene

-

-

-

[16]

864

-

-

methyl in Si(CH3)3

-

-

[17]

871-872

meta-disubstituted benzene

meta-disubstituted benzene

-

-

-

[16]

1000-1100

-

-

Si-O-Si in siloxane

-

-

[17, 18]

1039-1040

O-CH2

O-CH2

-

-

-

[17]

1106-1108

aryl ester

aryl ester

-

-

-

[19]

1153

polydiphenylsulfone

-

-

-

-

[20]

1182-1184

ether

ether

-

-

-

[21]

1246

substituted aromatic

substituted aromatic

-

-

-

[21]

1296-1299

ester functionality

ester functionality

-

-

-

[22]

1319-1323

ester functionality

-

-

-

-

[22]

1370-1378

methyl symm. bending

methyl symm. bending

-

-

methyl symm. bending

[16]

CH3 asym. def. + CH2 def

-

-

-

[17]

1455
1455-1460

methyl and methylene bending

methyl and methylene bending

-

-

methyl and methylene bending

[16]

1509-1511

phenyl ring

phenyl ring

-

-

-

[23]

1579-1580

para-disubstituted benzene

para-disubstitued benzene

-

-

-

[16, 17]

1605-1611

aromatic ring

aromatic ring

-

-

-

[21]

1649-1650

imine

imine

-

-

-

[24]

1683

imino ether

-

-

-

-

[24]

1742

carbonyl groups

-

-

-

-

[23]

2182

cyano groups

-

-

-

-

[23]

2860, 2930

CH stretch in methylene

CH stretch in methylene

CH stretch in methylene

-

CH stretch in methylene

[16]

2870, 2960

CH stretch in methyl

CH stretch in methyl

CH stretch in methyl

-

CH stretch in methyl

[16]

2924-2925

CH2 asym. stretch

CH2 asym. stretch

CH2 asym. stretch

-

CH2 asym. stretch

[17]
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4.3.3.2 HDS/contaminants/Redux®319
FTIR results obtained from HDS/contaminants/Redux®319 samples were similar to
the results obtained when analysing Al2014 T6/contaminants/Redux®319 samples.
As a result, only the results from Al2014 T6/contaminants/Redux®319 will be
presented in the next sections.

4.3.3.3 Al2014 T6/contaminants/Redux®319
To be able to confirm the contaminants diffusion and determine changes in chemical
interactions within the interphases, it is necessary to understand the curing mechanism
of the adhesives. Most of the IR frequencies that are indicative of cured Redux®319
adhesive are shown in Table 4.3. Chemical structure of DER 332 and mesomeric
structure of DICY are well known. Detailed curing mechanisms of epoxy and DICY
were studied by some researchers e.g. [12, 24-27]. Possible by-products from crosslinking mechanisms which best represent this curing system are shown in Figure 4.17.
It was found that cyano groups which were the by-products after the addition of
primary and secondary amines to oxirane groups (see Figure 4.17a), and etherification
of epoxies with hydroxyl groups on the oxidised Al (see Figure 4.17b) could be
assigned to the IR peak near 2182 cm-1 [24]. Peaks near 1649 and 1683 cm-1 would
describe the vibrations of C=N- in ester species (see Figure 4.17c) [23].
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Figure 4.17: Possible by-products from cross-linking mechanisms between
DER332 and DICY.
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• Frekote
The IR spectra obtained from Al/contaminants/Redux®319 interphases are shown in
Figure 4.18. Wave numbers in the range of 700-3000 cm-1 were considered for all
bonded samples. The IR peaks were normalised with respect to the phenyl band at
1510 cm-1 as commonly used by others e.g. [23, 24]. It was observed that there was no
significant change of intensity near peaks 2182, 1649 and 1683 cm-1 between the
control and sample with Frekote, indicating that Frekote did not chemically react with
epoxy or curing agent which resulted in the same by-products with the same amount
after cross-linking mechanisms. In comparison between the spectra of the control and
the sample contaminated with Frekote (Figure 4.18), shifting of peak 1039 cm-1 to
1030 cm-1 was observed. Since it is believed that the adhesive did not chemically react
with Frekote which had a high stability of coating at elevated temperature, therefore
the appearance of band 1030 cm-1 was probably due to the vibration of PDMS present
in the interphase. Despite the noticeable differences, most characteristic peaks from
PDMS were undoubtedly superimposed by much stronger intensity peaks produced
by cured Redux®319 adhesive. Migration of polydiphenylsulfone near the Frekote
contaminated interface was evident by the increase in intensity at 1153 cm-1 when
normalising the IR spectra with peak 1510 cm-1 (see Figure 4.19). This could be a step
towards thermal degradation of this thickening agent which seemed to migrate near
the intermittent opening gap at the interface. As the curing temperature is 175 oC, it
might not reach the final stage of degradation. Similar phenomena related to the
migration

of

cross-linking

agents

like

Dicyandiamide

(DICY)

and

4-4’ -

Diaminodiphenylsulfone were also previously reported by Buch and Shanahan [28].

• Artificial sweat
There was no significant change of IR spectra from the Al/sweat/Redux®319
interphase of the joint model as compared to the control sample (see Figure 4.18).
This can be explained as some inorganic compounds such as NaCl and KCl which are
normally found in sweat do not produce any vibrations in the mid-infrared region. For
instance, the bands due to metal-halogen vibrations have been reported in the
following regions; 610-220 cm-1 and 200-100 cm-1 for stretching and deformation,
respectively (see Table 4.3). As with Al/sweat sample, most IR peaks from amino
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acids could be diminished after the evaporation and/or superimposed by the peaks
produced by Redux®319 adhesive.

• Cutting oil lubricant
The results for the Al/oil/Redux®319 are shown in Figure 4.18. Although the
overlapping of the bands in the region of 1455-1460 cm-1 (methyl and methylene
bending) from the adhesive and the oil were evident, the inhibition of oil near the
interface was noticeable from the higher intensity of the band 1457 cm-1. Moreover,
the existence of a tiny peak at 2863 cm-1 is a direct contribution of the C-H stretch
from the backbone of hexane (2865 cm-1) which is a component of the cutting oil.
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Figure 4.18: FTIR spectra from the interphase of Al2014 T6/contaminants/ Redux®319 study model sample.
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Figure 4.19: Increase of intensity at 1153 cm-1 for samples without contaminant
(control), with Frekote, sweat and oil.

4.3.3.4 Al2014 T6/contaminants/E3348
Indicative peaks of E3348 adhesive after curing are also shown in Table 4.3.
However, further details of chemical composition of this adhesive is not available due
to proprietary reasons.

• Frekote
When considering the room temperature cure adhesive model joint, the sample
contaminated with Frekote exhibited new peaks at 1256 and 865 cm-1 (see Figure
4.20) which are attributed to C-H vibrations in methyl groups attached to Si atom (SiCH3) [29] and Si-C stretching in siloxane [18], respectively. A new peak at 2963 cm-1
(C-H stretching in methyl joined to Si) from Figure 4.20 clearly confirmed the
presence of Si-CH3. IR results of Si-C stretching in PDMS (864 cm-1) from
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Al/Frekote sample are associated with the band at 865 cm-1 which was found in
Figure 4.20. It is worth noting that very broad peaks from 1039 to 1108 cm-1 were
closely related to Si-O stretching in silica which was found in E3348 adhesive. These
broad peaks were particularly observed in this adhesive as opposed to the clear
distinct peaks found from Redux®319 in the same region. The additional peak at
1102 cm-1 for the sample contaminated with Frekote in Figure 4.20 could suggest SiO stretching of siloxane in PDMS cross-linked network [10].

• Artificial sweat
As with Al/sweat/Redux®319 interphase, there is no obvious change observed from
the IR spectrum of Al/sweat/E3348 interphase and shifts of some peaks were found
±2 cm-1 within the resolution as shown in Figure 4.20.

• Cutting oil lubricant
In Figure 4.20, most IR peaks from Al/oil/E3348 interphase did not induce any
change compared to the control interphase. Although some morphological changes
were observed from FESEM, all the IR bands from Al/oil samples (see Table 4.3)
were coincident with the bands produced by E3348 adhesive. In addition, slight
dispersion of the oil in the adhesive confirmed by FESEM with EDS makes it even
more difficult to determine the presence of the cutting oil within this interphase.
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Figure 4.20: FTIR spectra from the interphase of Al2014/ contaminants/E3348 study model sample.
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4.4 Conclusions

• PTFE spray lubricant
It is always found that the control samples subjected to surface preparation are prone
to absorb water vapour and/or contaminants from the surrounding air causing the
reduction in surface free energy of such control substrates. Therefore, it may be
possible to conclude that the control HDS substrate was not as stable as Al2014 T6
substrate. The HDS substrate has been shown to absorb contaminants to a greater
extent since the surface energy of PTFE contaminated HDS was not altered. However,
the PTFE contaminated Al2014 T6 substrate showed a reduction in total surface free
energy after contamination. In addition, migration of PTFE spray into the adhesive
when using high temperature cure adhesive was significant. This was also confirmed
by the presence of chlorine constituting a chlorinated hydrocarbon within the adhesive
from EDS.

• Frekote 700-NC
The reduction in surface free energy of Frekote contaminated substrates was found
to be independent of the type of substrate and its surface preparation. The decrease in
the surface free energy of Frekote contaminated substrates led to the presence of
interfacial defects at/near the interface due to poor wetting. Evidence from EDS
confirmed the existence of PDMS which is a composition of Frekote very close to the
contaminated interface regardless of the adhesive used. The results from PA-FTIR
showed a shift of a peak assigned to a vibration of PDMS in Frekote when using high
and room temperature cure adhesives. Furthermore, the results from FTIR also
indicated that Frekote did not chemically react with the adhesive due to the same
intensity of the peaks representing by-products from the adhesives cure reactions.

• Artificial sweat
The sweat contaminated Al2014 T6 substrate did not show significant decrease in
total surface free energy particularly in the dispersive component as compared with
the same substrate contaminated with Frekote (%reduction in total surface free energy
of Al2014 T6/sweat and Al2014 T6/Frekote are13% and 67%, respectively). This
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could be the reason why there was no interfacial defect or debond observed at/near the
sweat contaminated interface regardless of the adhesive used even though there was
an indication of some minerals from sweat present at/near the interface. A small
migration of such minerals from the interface was also evident. Changes in FTIR
spectra of sweat contaminated sample were not significant, and hence it can be
concluded that there was no chemical reactions between the sweat and both adhesives.

• Cutting oil lubricant
Significant reduction in total surface free energy of oil contaminated sample was
evident but only in the polar component. On the other hand, there was a slight
increase in surface energy of the dispersive component (approximately 8%) compared
to the control Al2014 T6 substrate. This slight increase in the dispersive component
surface energy matched with good adhesion sometimes found at the interface where
there was no interfacial defect. In addition, FESEM also exhibited the presence of the
oil within the adhesive especially when using the high temperature cure adhesive.
However, interfacial defects were occasionally found when the oil was trapped
between Al2014 T6 and the adhesives. The presence of the oil at the contaminated
interface and within the adhesives was confirmed by the fluctuation of some elements
compared to the control sample or the presence of the elements constituting the
adhesive. The results from FTIR also confirmed dispersion of the oil in the interphase
by the increase in the intensity of a peak at 1457 cm-1 and the existence of a tiny peak
at 2863 cm-1 from hexane when using the high temperature cure adhesive. However,
the same results can not be repeated when using room temperature cure adhesive. This
may be due to the absence of the oil or the presence of very small amount of oil
within the examined interphase since the oil probably migrated into the adhesive and
was later removed from the interphase by cutting with the microtome. Another
possible reason is that the peaks representing the oil were overwhelmed by much
stronger intensities from the room temperature cure adhesive at the same frequencies.
•

Suitability of the contaminants in the production of KBs

Interfacial weak bonds were successfully produced using Frekote independent of the
type of substrate and adhesive used. Morphological changes were observed in the
microscopic scale with the chemical analysis confirmed the stability of this
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contaminant at or very close to the interface. The thickness of the super thin layer of
Frekote indicated a suitability of this contaminant in terms of a relatively small
thickness compared to the bondline thickness. It is also possible to say that Frekote
does not migrate into the bulk adhesive and hence does not alter the physical and
chemical properties of the adhesive. All of these requirements are the fundamental
criteria of KBs proposed by Marty et al [30] and need to be met before further
investigation.
Other contaminants such as PTFE spray and cutting oil migrated into the adhesives
even though the reduction in surface free energy was found on these contaminated
surfaces. In addition, there was no evidence of chemical reactions between such
contaminants and the adhesives, but this does not mean that the adhesive mechanical
properties may not be altered since these contaminants led to the existence of defects
in the adhesives. On the other hand, artificial sweat only slightly decreased the surface
free energy of the aluminium substrate comparing to other contaminants which meant
the adhesives were still able to wet the surface leading to intimate contact between the
substrate and the adhesives. This was confirmed by FESEM images of the perfect
interface morphology despite the trace of sweat at or near the contaminated interface.
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5 Morphology and Surface Chemistry of
Kissing Bonds in Adhesive Joints
Produced Using ElectRelease™ adhesive

This chapter explores the changes in morphology and surface chemistry associated
with weak bonds or kissing bonds prepared by applying a low voltage to
ElectRelease™ bonded substrates. The details of the analysis techniques used in this
study will be described in section 5.2. The experimental results and discussion
obtained using these techniques will be presented in section 5.3. Finally, some
conclusions will be drawn at the end of the chapter.
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5.1 Introduction
A number of ways have been used by researchers to produce kissing bonds (KBs)
e.g. surface contamination, cathodic delamination and a low voltage application on
metal/ElectRelease™ specimens. Nevertheless, little attention has been paid on the
KBs produced by using ElectRelease™ adhesive. As previously mentioned in section
2.3.4 in Chapter 2, some authors such as Marty [1] and Smith et al [2] tried to produce
KBs by unzipping the metal/ElectRelease™ interfaces. However, the results obtained
from the authors were not in good agreement. Marty et al [1] claimed that the
resulting debond, which was subjected to the electric field, was too strong to be
representative as their definition of KBs. However, Smith et al [2] confirmed their
preliminary results when using this ElectRelease™ that there was a considerable
decrease in failure strength while there was almost no change in joint stiffness.
Therefore, the author has investigated the suitability of this adhesive as a means to
produce interfacial weak bonds or KBs according to Marty’ s criteria [1].
There appears to be no published literature on surface chemistry related study even
though microscopy examination on ElectRelease™ adhesive and fracture surfaces of
aluminium alloy (6061 T651)/ElectRelease™ can be found in Gilbert et al report [3]
and the EIC data sheet [4], respectively. Even though vibrational spectroscopic studies
of epoxy resin based on DGEBA cured with aliphatic amine have been reported by
various authors e.g. [5, 6], nothing has been reported regarding the spectroscopic
study of cured ElectRelease™ adhesive near metal/ElectRelease™ interface.
The techniques used to study changes in morphology and surface chemistry at or
near the weakened anodic hardened steel (HDS)/ElectRelease™ interface include
Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM) with Energy Dispersive
Spectroscopy (EDS). The elemental composition of the individual part of this
adhesive was analyzed using an Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope
(ESEM) with EDS. Chemical interaction at or near the anodic HDS/ElectRelease™
interface was also studied by the Optical FT Raman spectroscopy. The samples used
with various analysis techniques are shown in Figure 5.1.
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Morphology and Surface Chemistry Investigation
(Chapter 5)

Mechanical test results
(Chapter 6)

C-scan and/or
mechanical
testing

SEM with EDS

FT Raman Spectroscopy

HDS/ElectRelease™

HDS/ElectRelease™

HDS/ElectRelease™

HDS/ElectRelease™
(After current)

HDS/ElectRelease™
(After current)

HDS/ElectRelease™
(After current)

(Before current)

(Before current)

(Before current)

Figure 5.1: Experimental samples used for morphology and surface chemistry investigation when producing KBs by using ElectRelease™.
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5.2 Experimental
5.2.1 FESEM with EDS
High Resolution Field Emission Electron Microscope (FESEM), FEI Inspect F was
used to study morphology of the interface before and after the application of the
electric field. Two modes of imaging (detectors) were used to study the morphology
of HDS/ElectRelease™ samples; secondary electrons (SE) and back scattered
electrons (A+B). These electrons convey different types of information about the
sample. Since back-scattered electrons have more energy than secondary electrons,
they have a zone of penetration into the sample that is much deeper than secondary
electrons hence they are more dependent on the atomic number of the elements
constituting the sample. Elements of higher atomic number appear to be in brighter
contrast (white) in the back-scattered electron image, while elements of lower atomic
number appear to be in darker contrast (grey or even black). Secondary electrons are
sensitive to surface morphology and therefore the secondary electron image is rich in
topography. Although the back-scattered electron image contains less topographical
information, it does contain more chemical information compared to secondary
electron image [7]. The chemical analysis was performed using Oxford Instruments
attachment, Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscope (EDS) fitted with Inca System to
obtain the elemental compositions and their distribution across the interfaces. The
maximum resolution of EDS is approximately 0.1 wt.%.
An ESEM with EDS was also used to analyze wet samples such as part A and part B
of uncured ElectRelease™ adhesive under low vacuum (about 100 Pa) at 20 kV. No
coating was used for this investigation.

5.2.2 FT Raman spectroscopy
The specimens used for SEM examination were also characterised by the Optical
Raman Spectroscopy (see Figure 3.7a). Raman spectra were recorded using
Dispersive Raman, Nicolet Almega XR spectrometer with OMNIC Nicolet software
in the range of 96-3430 cm-1. The laser with 785 nm wavelength was used for
excitation together with 100 m pinhole. Magnification of 10 was used. The spatial
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resolution of the spectrometer is 1 micron; 512 scans were collected for each spectrum
at 5 seconds intervals.

5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 FESEM with EDS
•

ElectRelease™ adhesive

Chemical analysis of ElectRelease™ adhesive part A and part B was carried out on
carbon substrate specially designed for EDS analysis and the results are shown in
Figures 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. The corresponding composition from the analysis is
shown in Table 5.1.

Figure 5.2: Area map showing elemental composition in ElectRelease™ part A.

Figure 5.3: Area map showing elemental composition of ElectRelease™ part B.
Table 5.1: Elemental composition of ElectRelease™ part A and part B.
Element
Carbon
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Fluorine
Silicon
Phosphorus
Total

Part A (wt .%)
62.63
23.09
7.39
4.51
2.38
100%

Part B (wt. %)
56.35
3.42
32.37
2.80
4.27
0.79
100%
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•

HDS/ElectRelease™ samples

It is worth noting that most of prepared samples, ElectRelease™ adhesive failed to
perfectly adhere with HDS surfaces since there were initial gaps present at the
interfaces. This phenomenon was not unusual since segregation to the interface of the
ionic charge in cured epoxy induced by salt is possible. The segregation of the ionic
charge in cured epoxy depends upon the thermodynamic favourable coordination
between the charged species and the PEG ether moieties. Upon the coordination
formation, the interfaces were stabilised and followed by the reduction in the domain
size (the structure became more compact) as well as promoted the stress transfer
between the domains [3]. Another possible reason was that the treated HDS was
easily absorbed water vapour or contaminants resulting in the reduction of surface
free energy of the substrate (refer to section 4.3.1.1 of Chapter 4). This would prevent
intimate contact between the substrate and the adhesive, hence causing the initial
debonds at the interfaces.

Two different morphological changes were observed after the application of the
electric field at the anodic HDS/ElectRelease™ interface as shown in Figure 5.4;
opening of the gap (see Figure 5.4b) and “ mushroom” morphology (see Figure 5.4d)
which was occasionally seen, as compared to the same corresponding interfaces
before the application of the electric field as presented in Figure 5.4a and Figure 5.4c,
respectively. The average distance of the gap opening was about 0.84 m larger in
comparison to as-manufactured specimen. A possible mechanism that could account
for this could involve destabilisation of the coordination complex between positive
ionic charge of iron and the ionic charge in the cured epoxy (which to some extent
exchanged with the NH4PF6 salt to further increase ionic charge in the cured epoxy as
shown in equation 5.2) at the interface.

In the bulk adhesive, some epoxy

functionalities (oxirane ring) are likely to form the coordination complex (which is
known to be stable as shown in equation 5.4) with NH4+ to a greater extent compared
with other ether moieties [3].

The appearance of the “ mushroom” morphology covering the initial space was
particularly observed when the dry-polishing method was used. The remaining
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particles from dry-polishing were clearly visible as shown in Figures 5.4c and 5.4d.
The occurrence of “ mushroom” morphology or semi-distorted particles probably
arose during the application of the electric field. These loose particles would be
expected to be washed away during wet polishing.

Before the voltage application
(a)

Steel

(+ Electrode)

ElectRelease™

AVG=2.23 m

After the voltage application
(b)

(+ Electrode)

ElectRelease™

10 µm

(c)

ElectRelease™

Steel

AVG=3.07 m
10 µm

Steel

(d) ElectRelease™

Steel

(+ Electrode)

(+ Electrode)

5 µm

5 µm

Figure 5.4: Morphology of anodic HDS/ElectRelease™ interface using water
lubrication during polishing (a) before; (b) after the application of an electric
field. Morphology of anodic HDS/ElectRelease™ interface prepared by dry
polishing (c) before; and (d) after the application of an electric field.

Although the exact complex structure of cured ElectRelease™ by-product was not
studied here in detail, it is possible to gain some information on curing mechanisms of
amine/epoxy systems from some researchers e.g. St John et al [8] and Chiao [9]. The
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authors agreed that there are three main general reactions that describe the curing
mechanisms of most types of amine/epoxy as shown in Figure 5.5.

Primary amine-epoxy addition
R

NH2

+

O

R

NH CH2 CH

CH CH2

OH

Secondary amine-epoxy addition
R

NH CH2 CH
OH

+

OH

O
CH CH2

R

N

CH2 CH
CH2 CH
OH

Hydroxyl-epoxy (etherification)
CH2 CH
OH

+

H
CH2 C

O

O

CH CH2

CH2 C
H

OH

Figure 5.5: General chemical reactions for amine-cured epoxies.

A possible adhesion theory that contributed to the adhesion mechanism at
HDS/ElectRelease™ interfaces could also be the electrostatic attraction. The possible
reactions occurred at the interfaces are shown in equations 5.1 and 5.2, and in the bulk
adhesive after cure in equation 5.4.
Chemistry at the HDS/ElectRelease™ interface:
A primary amine from tetraethylenepentamine, tetraethylenetetramine and
polyethylene polyamine mix will add to an epoxide group by polymerisation. The
ions can arise at the interfaces because of the mechanism of epoxide ring opening
which is considered to be ionic [10] as shown in equation 5.1. This degree of polarity
can be further enhanced by exchanging with the salt (NH4PF6).

H
R

N
H

+

O
CH2 CH2

NH4PF6

-

+

O

R NH2 CH2 C
H

(5.1)
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The introduction of ion on HDS surface is probably due to the surface treatment [10]
as well as the adsorbed hydroxide layer. The production of the ion exchange sites on
iron substrate could be induced by PDMS-graft-PEG. Ion exchange between the
substrate and the adhesive can occur through a metal coordination complex, thus
providing an electrostatic attractive force across the interface as shown in equation
5.2.
-

O

+

R NH2 CH2 C
H

NH4PF6

Fe2+ X-

Fe2+

-O

+

-

CH CH2 NH2 X

(5.2)
2

where X could be anion of oxide, hydroxide, halide or ligands from the salt.

Coulombic attraction could be used to describe the electrostatic force acting between
the cation of iron and anion at the interfaces, the force between these ions can be
written as in equation 5.3.

F=

q1 q 2
4πκε 0 r 2

where F = force between two ions

κ = Coulomb constant

(5.3)

q1 , q 2 = charge of cation and anion

ε 0 = electric constant

r = distance between two ions

Prior to the application of electric field, Coulombic attraction was created by the
attraction of two charges of opposite sign. During the application of electric field, the
metal coordination complex (see equation 5.2) was destabilised by the repulsive
forces from change of the polarity between two ions (became the same sign of the
charge) which was introduced by the electrochemical reaction at the anodic metal
interface.
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Chemistry in the bulk ElectRelease™ adhesive
The structure of cured bulk adhesive may follow the same route of polymerisation by
condensation, and then exchange the ion with the salt as shown in equation 5.1.
Complex forms of the cured adhesive may also arise from primary amine-epoxy
addition and etherification as shown in Figure 5.5, and from the coordination complex
between the cation of the salt and alkoxide ion or ether moieties as shown in equation
5.4.
+

O

R NH2 CH2 C H

NH4+

NH4+ X-

-O

+

-

CH CH2 NH2 X

(5.4)

where X could be anion of oxide, hydroxide, halide or ligands from the salt.
This coordination complex is believed to be more stable than the metal coordination
complex formed at the interface.
At the cathodic HDS/ElectRelease™ interface, there was almost no morphological
change as shown in Figure 5.6. It is noted that elemental composition details were
clearly observed when using the electrons backscattered mode (A+B) as shown in
Figures 5.4a, 5.4b, 5.6a and 5.6b compared to the secondary electrons mode used in
Figures 5.4c and 5.4d.

(a)

ElectRelease™

(- Electrode)

Steel

ElectRelease™

(b)

(- Electrode)

Steel

Figure 5.6: Morphology of cathodic HDS/ElectRelease™ interfaces (negative
electrode) (a) before voltage and (b) after voltage.
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To investigate chemical changes associated with the releasing mechanisms, X-ray
elemental spot analysis was carried out on the cross-sections of HDS/ElectRelease™
before and after the application of the electric field over 360 m distance as indicated
in Figure 5.7. The individual measurements were carried out every 20

m at 5K

magnification over the specified length. Water was used as a lubricant during the
grinding procedure to obtain clean surface prior to the chemical analysis examination.
The results of the elemental distribution are shown in Figure 5.7.
EDS determined the presence of iron, chromium, manganese and carbon which are
the constituents of high carbon steel while other elements are associated with the
ElectRelease™ adhesive. The chemical analysis revealed that the composition
between part A and part B of ElectRelease™ adhesive before curing was similar
except for nitrogen which was only found in part B as shown in Table 5.1. The
chemical composition of cured ElectRelease™ was described previously in section
3.3.3 of Chapter 3. A significant reduction of fluorine and small decrease of
phosphorus was found across the whole layer of the adhesive (including the area near
the positive and negative interface) after the application of the current as shown in
Figure 5.7. This indicated that there might be another mechanism contributing to the
loss of fluorine and phosphorus, namely chemical decomposition of some species in
this electrically debonding adhesive after the application of the electric field. This
could be explained as chemical decomposition of anion group PF6- causing gas
evolution of HF, phosphine or phosphorous fumes or their combination.

The addition of PEG to PDMS to both parts of the adhesive (part A and part B)
helped to increase solubility of NH4PF6 salt in the polymer matrix and support ion
diffusion of this salt as previously reported by Tokiwa et al [11] and Gilbert [12]. This
observation confirmed the presence of silicon and oxygen in the form of PDMS-graftPEG in the adhesive before and after the weakening process as shown in Figures 5.7b
and 5.7d. A significant accumulation of the silicon-containing molecules in the form
of PDMS was recorded near both interfaces after the current application. The silicon
quantity increased from an initial content of about 4.46 wt. % (Figure 5.7b) to about
15 wt % at the interfaces after the current application (Figure 5.7d), forming an
ionically conductive bridge during the flow of the electrical current. It was observed
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that at the beginning of the electrochemical debonding reaction a large amount of
current could flow through the sample while the metal coordination complex (as
shown in equation 5.2) was destabilising via the electrochemical reactions at/near the
weakened interface. Once the morphological and chemical disruption at the interface
was completed (the electrochemical reactions reached the equilibrium) a significant
decrease in oxygen content was observed at the interface as a result of the split of
PDMS-PEG caused by the electric current.

At the same time, silicon content

increased due to disruption in the ionic balance.
It was initially believed that a trace of detected chlorine (about 0.1-0.2 wt.%) from
bonded samples in Figure 5.7 was in the form of chlorohydrin which was the by
products

from

the

addition

of

ECH

to

bisphenol-A

and

subsequent

dehydrohalogenation [13], indicating the residue of chlorine-containing molecule
(chlorohydin) rather than the pure prepolymer of bisphenol-A-co-ECH as shown in
equation 5.5 in section 5.3.2. However, the EDS results of part A and part B
ElectRelease™ adhesive (see Table 5.1) confirmed that there was no chlorine present
(or less than 0.1 wt.% if any) in both parts of the adhesive and that should also be true
in the cured state. Therefore, the trace of chlorine probably arose from the external
source such as tap water used for polishing the HDS/ElectRelease™ samples.
Nitrogen, a constituent of the amine curing agents, was not detected. The loss of
nitrogen-containing molecule by-product in the form of NH3 gas during cure which
was noticeable from its odour and strong absorption of the soft X-rays from nitrogen
by the epoxy part were the likely causes.
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Figure 5.7: Elemental distribution along the cross-section of HDS/ElectRelease™ interfaces (a), (b) before and (c), (d) after the current.
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5.3.2 Raman spectroscopy
The investigation led by Gilbert et al [3] on the structure of nanostructured epoxies
by incorporation of the block copolymer (PDMS-graft-PEG comb polymer) which is
closely related to ElectRelease™ adhesive has been used for the interpretation of the
cured ElectRelease™ structure. These studies provide useful information needed for
describing the chemical interactions after curing and lead to better understanding in
the weakening mechanisms at/near the anodic HDS/ElectRelease™ interface after the
application of a low voltage.
Raman spectra of ElectRelease™ part A and B are shown in Figure 5.8. The epoxy
system (which is based on the oxirane ring-opening bisphenol-A ECH prepolymer)
and its curing reaction with a secondary amine is used for coating materials [14-17].
ElectRelease™ adhesive shows similar structure as well as spectra to coating
materials [18] as shown in Figure 5.9. All chemical structures of the reactants
involved in the curing reactions of the ElectRelease™ adhesive are shown in equation
5.5.
PART A
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Figure 5.8: Raman spectra of part A and part B of ElectRelease™ adhesive.
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Raman spectra obtained from the same HDS/ElectRelease™ cross-section before
and after the application of the electric field are shown in Figure 5.10. Summary of
Raman shifts assignment is presented in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.10: Raman spectra taken from the area very close to HDS/ElectRelease™ interface (a) before and (b) after the application of
the electric field. The optical images are also included; red spots indicating the analysed area.
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It is noted that the band at 1539 cm-1only found from Raman spectrum of part B
ElectRelease™ adhesive in Figure 5.8 are undoubtedly related to N-H stretch in
amine-bisphenol-A ECH (bisphenol-A ECH prereacted with primary amines). This
peak was reported to be a convolution of primary and secondary amine absorption
[19]. Usually the presence of primary amine is associated with another peak near
2023 cm-1 [6, 20] but this peak was neither present in part B (Figure 5.8) nor the cured
adhesive (Figure 5.10). This suggested that all primary amine curatives
(tetraethylenepentamine, tetraethylenetetramine and polyethylene polyamine mix)
were consumed and depleted during the addition reaction creating the new aminebisphenol-A ECH structure found in part B and in the cured ElectRelease™ adhesive
(see equations 5.1, 5.2 and 5.4). The existence of peaks at around 920 cm-1 and
shoulder peaks around 1260 cm-1 (Figure 5.10) confirmed that some epoxide groups
were not reacted with the primary amines resulting in the remaining uncured regions
(presented in Figure 3.1 in section 3.3.3 of Chapter 3). This result was expected since
the epoxy groups are abundant in both parts of the adhesive.
Strong frequencies of hydroxyl group (-OH) which is the by-product from
etherification (see Figures 5.5 and 5.9) are located in the region over 3400 cm-1
beyond the spectral analysis range. As a result, it is difficult to determine the
existence of –OH groups using this technique.
Raman spectra of HDS/ElectRelease™ before and after the application of electric
field in Figure 5.10 were nearly identical except for a shift from 674 cm-1 to the higher
wave number at 684 cm-1. Since the peaks at 674 cm-1 and 684 cm-1 are referred to
some strong P-F symmetric stretches in 663-706 cm-1 region as reported by Xuan et al
[21]. The shift to the higher wave number may indicate the change in the coordination
of PF6- in the cationic of iron and/or salt complex in the cured epoxy which contained
less F atoms after the application of the electric field, or the vibration of new ligands
from anion of the salt.

It is important to draw the attention to the significant loss in intensity of the peak
near 1350 cm-1 in Figure 5.8 (part B). This loss of intensity was not affected by the
applied voltage. It could be associated with a C-N vibration in cation of the salt and
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amine-bisphenol-A ECH complex in the bulk adhesive (see equation 5.4) as compared
to the peaks at 1347 and 1348 cm-1 from the cured adhesive in Figure 5.10. To date,
there is no report of C-N vibration near 1350 cm-1. The relevant peak of C-N
vibrations for tertiary aromatic amine, and aromatic and unsaturated amine were
reported by Socrates [19] in the region of 1265-1380 cm-1 and 1250-1360 cm-1. This
decrease of the peak intensity could be related to the change/disappearance of C-N in
this coordination complex during cure. Another possibility would be the loss of NH3
(which was noticeable during cure) as a by-product from the polymerisation process
hence the amount of C-N in the cured adhesive was diminished.
A slight shift of the small peaks in the region of 1000-1100 cm-1 observed after the
application of the electric field (Figure 5.10) can be ascribed to the vibrations of Si-OSi [22] and could refer to the deposition of PDMS which was also identified at the
anodic HDS/ElectRelease™ interface by the EDS analysis. The difference was subtle
since the amount of PDMS present in the adhesive was small.
Broad peaks centred at approximately 2900 cm-1 (Figure 5.10) were assigned to the
numerous aliphatic CH stretching modes which were also previously reported [23].
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Table 5.2: Assignment of Raman shifts near HDS/ElectRelease™ interface
before and after the application of the electric field.
Raman shift (cm-1)

Before current

After current

References

1612, 1613

C=C stretch in PEG

C=C stretch in PEG

[22]

N-H stretch in amine

N-H stretch in amine

cured bisphenol-A ECH

cured bisphenol-A ECH

Methylene deformation

Methylene deformation

C-N vibration in a

C-N vibration in a

coordination complex

Coordination complex

Stretching in R-O-

Stretching in R-O-

[25]

1260

Breathing of epoxide

Breathing of epoxide

[26]

1238, 1245

Aromatic ether

Aromatic ether

[22]

1189, 1190

Anti sym stretch in CNC

Anti sym stretch in CNC or

[27, 28]

or anti sym NC3 stretch

anti sym NC3 stretch

1116, 1117

C-O-C in aliphatic ether

C-O-C in aliphatic ether

[22]

921, 923

Oxirane ring

Oxirane ring

[29]

828, 829

Sym epoxy ring

1536, 1534
1462, 1467
1347, 1348
1297, 1301

deformation and sym
stretch in C-O-C

Sym epoxy ring deformation

[6, 20]
[24]
Equation 5.4

[25, 30]

and sym stretch in C-O-C

744

Sym vibration of PF6-

Sym vibration of PF6-

684

-

P-F stretch in a coordination

674

P-F stretch in PF6-

-

[21]

643

Para-substituted benzene

Para-substituted benzene

[25]

491, 494

C-O-C deformation

C-O-C deformation

[25]

complex or new ligands

[31]
[21]

5.4 Conclusions
Morphological and chemical changes at/near the anodic HDS/ElectRelease™
interface were observed using FESEM with EDS. Gap widening at the interface after
the electrochemical debonding reactions took place which may be attributed to the
loss of electrostatic forces between the cation of HDS substrate and the alkoxide ion
in epoxy/PDMS-graft PEG and also from the effect of the repulsive force during the
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application of the electric field. On the other hand, the coordination complex between
the cation of the salt and the alkoxide of epoxy/PDMS-graft PEG which was proposed
in bulk adhesive was believed to be more stable. The breakdown of PDMS-graft PEG
would occur after the application of electric field pushing PEG molecules away from
the interfaces while the accumulation of PDMS was evident at the interfaces. This
was confirmed by a significant decrease of oxygen containing molecules (PEG) and
the significant increase of Si containing molecules (PDMS). This phenomenon was
more significant at the anodic HDS/ElectRelease™ interface and may be used to
monitor the weakening mechanism at the interface.
In addition to this, chemical decomposition of PF6- was believed to occur during the
debonding mechanism. This was confirmed by a slight decrease of phosphorus and a
significant reduction of fluorine at such interface. However, chemical degradation of
these elements may not directly contribute to the weakening mechanism at the
interface since this process took place all over the adhesive region.
Elemental composition from EDS and chemical interaction from Raman frequencies
determined the overall chemistry of ElectRelease™ adhesive which is comparable to
the chemistry found in Poly(Bisphenol A-co-epichlorohydrin) used for coating.
The existence of unreacted epoxy groups was confirmed with some characteristic
peaks of epoxirane ring vibrations while the others reacted with primary amine
curatives through addition reaction and/or etherification. Even though better
understanding in cure mechanism of ElectRelease™ adhesive was achieved by
Raman spectroscopy, no strong evidence from this technique supported destabilisation
of the metal coordination complex formed at the interface after the electrochemical
debonding process. This is probably because the destabilisation of the coordination
complex was mainly governed by the repelling of like-ions rather than the chemical
interactions at the anodic metal interface. A shift to a higher wave number of a Raman
peak confirmed the presence of a new coordination of PF6- in cationic of iron and/or
salt complexes, which could be destabilised by the application of electric field.
Therefore, this shift to the higher frequency may be used to verify the weakening
mechanism at the interface.
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6 Failure Mechanics of Kissing Bonds in
Adhesive Joints: Experimental
Investigation

This chapter covers the investigation of failure mechanisms of adhesive joints
containing weak bonds or kissing bonds which were manufactured by surface
contamination and by using ElectRelease™ adhesive. C-scan was used to check the
detectability of any voids, cracks or gross defects verifying the joints to contain
kissing bonds. Failure load, local strains and failure mechanisms from strength tests
were determined. The results obtained from mechanical testing can be combined with
the changes in morphology and surface chemistry observed in chapter 4 and chapter 5
to give detailed insights into the weakening mechanism associated with kissing bonds
(see chapter 8). The experimental results from this chapter will also be used for
validation of the finite element models developed in chapter 7. Finally, conclusions
regarding these investigations will close the chapter.
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6.1 Introduction
A number of studies to the effect of bond defects on failure mechanisms in adhesive
joints have been reported by several authors e.g. Wang et al [1], Heslehurst et al [2, 3]
Camanho et al [4] and de Moura [5]. The effect of environmental degradation on
failure mechanisms has been reported by Liljedahl et al [6]. However, few have
considered the failure mechanisms of kissing bonds (KBs) in adhesive joints. All of
the literature appeared to contain little information about failure strength or global
stiffness and failure mode of potential KBs in single-lap joints and the literature has
not considered their local responses and fracture mechanics.
This chapter begins with the experimental details of C-scan and tensile testing of
double-lap joints (DLJs). The DLJ was chosen to study the effect of KBs in adhesive
joints by using the stress analysis approach since its geometry represents a better
stress state (symmetric overall load transfer) when compared with a single-lap joint.
Hence, the effect of bending leading to peel stress is minimised and less altered the
the reduction in joint strength due to the presence of KBs. The local strain positions
will also be described in this experimental section. Then, the results from NonDestructive Technique (C-scan), stress analysis (tensile tests) of weak bonds or
kissing bonds (KBs) which were produced by surface contamination and by using
ElectRelease™ adhesive will be presented in the results and discussion section. In
addition, fracture tests in mode I (fixed arm peel test), mode II (4 point end notch
flexure-4ENF test) and mixed mode I/II, (mixed mode bending-MMB test) were
carried out to determine parameters for the finite element models (Chapter 7). These
respective results are contained in Appendices C, D and E. It is noted that Frekote was
only chosen as a contaminant in the fracture tests and so its corresponding properties
were used in the finite element analysis (FEA). Optical micrographs of the fracture
surfaces from the strength tests are included in the results and discussion leading to
the determination of failure mode in the adhesive joints.
The structure of this chapter describing the samples and tests with the relationship
between these results and the FE models is shown in Figure 6.1.
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Failure Mechanics Investigation (Chapter 6)

KBs by Surface Contamination

C Scan

Tensile Test

Fracture Tests†

HDS/Contaminants/
Redux®319A

HDS/Contaminants/
Redux®319

HDS/Contaminants/
Redux®319

Al/Contaminants/
Redux®319

Al/Contaminants/
Redux®319

KBs by Using ElectRelease™

C Scan

Tensile Test

Fracture Tests†

Failure Strength and
Local Strains

HDS/ElectRelease™
/Current

HDS/ElectRelease™
/Current

HDS/ElectRelease™
/Current*

HDS/ElectRelease™
/Current

HDS/Frekote/
Redux®319

HDS/Frekote/
Redux®319

Al/Frekote/
Redux®319

Al/Contaminants/
E3348
* Only the results from fixed arm peel and 4ENF test are presented.

FEA Results
(Chapter
7)

† The results are shown in the Appendices.

Figure 6.1: Experimental samples used for C-scan, strength and fracture tests.
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6.2 Experimental
6.2.1 C-scan
C-scan was conducted using 25-MHz, 25.4-mm focal length, 6.35-mm diameter and
spherical focused longitudinal wave transducer manufactured by Panametric Ltd.
Both sides of DLJs (top and bottom) were scanned prior to tensile testing. Different
data processing methods; absolute value, FFT, minimum and maximum value were
measured. Signals from four different layers were determined; front face, first
adhesive layer, second adhesive layer and back face as shown in Figure 6.2. The
results were validated by repeating the same scanning procedures on the same joint
from the opposite side. Similar results were obtained.

First adhesive
layer

Scanning area

Front face
Top side
Bottom side

Second adhesive
layer

Back face

Figure 6.2: The scan area of C-scan signals in DLJ (Not to scale).

6.2.2 Tensile test
In case of weak bonds or KBs produced by surface contamination, symmetrical
contaminated areas at the centre on both outer adherends of DLJs were chosen as this
help simplify the analysis. The contaminated areas account for 25% of the effective
bonded area as shown in Figure 3.5 in section 3.5.2 of chapter 3. For DLJs bonded
with ElectRelease™ adhesive, weak bonds or potential KBs were generated by
weakening the entire anodic HDS/ElectRelease™ interfaces which were symmetrical
as shown in Figure 3.8 in section 3.6.2 of chapter 3.
DLJ specimens were subjected to an axial tensile loading via an Instron 6025 testing
machine with a capacity of 100 kN in static loading under ASTM Standard D 3528
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guidelines as shown in Figure 6.3. The grip length was 31.8 mm, thus the effective
specimen length between grips was 139.7 mm. The tests were conducted in a
laboratory environment at room temperature at approximately constant conditions of
23 oC and 55% relative humidity. The load was applied at a constant displacement
rate of 2 mm/min until specimen failure. Table 6.1 summarizes the test series and
their characteristics. Generally at least six replicates were tested.

Outer adherend

Spacer

Adhesive

Strain gauge
Extensometer

E

LVDT

Data logger

Inner adherend
Debonding interface

6.35
1.6 for HDS or 2 for Al

12.7

1.6

25.4

Grip area

12.7

12.7

Outer adherend

Outer adherend

(1) Surface contamination or
Load

E

25.4

(2) Weakening anodic HDS/ElectRelease™

= Extensometer

Figure 6.3: Schematic illustration of a DLJ showing the extensometer, LVDT
and strain gauges (P1, P2 and P3). All dimensions are in mm.
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Strain gauges (FLA-1-11-1L) with 1 mm gauge length were used to measure local
in-plane surface strains (in the same direction of applied load); on the inner adherend
between the grip and bonded area (P1), on the inner adherend adjacent to bonded area
(P2) and in the middle on the outer adherend (P3) as shown in Figure 6.3. In the
preliminary investigation, the local strain at position P1 was considered but this local
strain represented global applied strain rather than the local strain which included the
effect of weak bonds. Local strain close to conditioned bonded area (P2) was then
used and began to show the effect of the presence of weak bonds. Subsequently, the
back face strain over the conditioned bonded area (P3) was used as this location might
be ideal for capturing the effect of the embedded contaminants on the local in-plane
stiffness. Since this local strain (P3) delivered some useful results about the weak
bonds, therefore this local strain position was used for all sets of samples. It is
important to include the local response of DLJs across the bonded area in the
investigation in order to see the effect of a larger portion in DLJs. Therefore, the 25
mm-gauge-length extensometer was used to capture this local response (in the same
direction of applied load) across bonded area. In addition, a linear variable differential
transformer (LVDT) was used to measure the out-of-plane displacement in the middle
of the bonded area and to assure alignment of in-plane loading (see Figure 6.3).
Sets of samples produced by surface contamination and used for tensile testing (with
code Sn) are shown in Table 6.1 while the set of samples produced by using
ElectRelease™ adhesive is shown in Table 6.2. The local strains captured at different
locations for the corresponding sets of samples are also included in Tables 6.1 and
6.2, respectively.
The experimental details of fracture tests can be found in Appendices C, D and E.
The results of these tests will be used in Chapter 7. The sets of Frekote contaminated
samples used for fixed arm peel, 4ENF and MMB tests which are indicated with code
Fn are shown in Table 6.3. The reason that Frekote was only selected for fracture tests
was due to its promising results obtained from the study in morphology and surface
chemistry including the joint strength. The sets of samples produced by using
ElectRelease™ adhesive for fixed arm peel test which are also indicated with code Fn
are shown in Table 6.4.
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Table 6.1: Sets of samples using contaminants and the local strains captured during tensile test.

Contaminants
Set*

Adherend/Adhesive

Local strains

PTFE

PTFE

Frekote Artificial Cutting

Strain

Exten-

film

spray

700NC

sweat

oil

gauges

someter

LVDT

S1

HDS/Redux®319A†

√

√

Χ

Χ

Χ

√ (P1, P3)

Χ

Χ

S2

HDS/Redux®319††

√

√

√

Χ

Χ

√ (P2, P3)

√

Χ

S3

Al2014 T6/Redux®319† † †

Χ

Χ

√

√

√

√ (P3)

√

√

S4

Al2014 T6/E3348† † †

Χ

Χ

√

√

√

√ (P3)

√

Χ

Table 6.2: Sets of samples using ElectRelease™ adhesive and the local strains captured during tensile test.

Set

Adherend/Adhesive

With current

Without current

Extensometer

Strain gauges

S5

HDS/ElectRelease™ † † †

√

√

√

√ (P3)

* Control sample were manufactured and tested for every individual set.
†

Vacuum bagging was used during adhesive cure.

††

Vacuum bagging was initially used but bubbles were detected from C-scan, as a result weights were later used to apply pressure during adhesive cure and the results shown were obtained by using
weights.

†††

Weights were used during adhesive cure throughout these sets.
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Table 6.3: Sets of samples using contaminants used for various fracture tests§.

Test
Fixed arm peel test

4ENF
MMB
§

Set

Adherend

Adhesive

Contaminant

F1

GS peel arm/HDS plate

Redux®319A

-

F2

GS peel arm/HDS plate

Redux®319

-

F3

GS peel arm/HDS plate

Redux®319

Frekote 700NC

F4

HDS

Redux®319

-

F5

HDS

Redux®319

Frekote 700NC

F6

HDS

Redux®319

-

F7

HDS

Redux®319

Frekote 700NC

The results are shown in appendices C, D and E.

Table 6.4: Sets of samples using ElectRelease™ adhesive used for fixed arm peel test§§ and 4ENF test§§§.
Test
Fixed arm peel test

4ENF
§§

Applied voltage (10 V

Set

Adherend

Adhesive

F8

GS peel arm/HDS plate

ElectRelease™

Χ

F9

GS peel arm/HDS plate

ElectRelease™

√

F10

HDS

ElectRelease™

Χ

F11

HDS

ElectRelease™

√

The results are shown in appendix C. §§§ The results are shown in appendix D.

DC)
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6.3 Results and discussion (kissing bonds produced by
surface contamination)
6.3.1 C-scan
6.3.1.1 HDS/contaminants/Redux®319 (Set S2- using vacuum bagging)
C-scan results carried out using max value were chosen as a data processing method
prior to tensile test and optical images of fracture surfaces are shown in Figure 6.4.
The C-scan results from preliminary investigation clearly showed the presence of
gross defects such as voids in all DLJ specimens which were made by using vacuum
bagging technique (pressure used was about 0.3 MPa) while curing Redux®319
adhesive as shown in Figure 6.4. This was because the pressure under vacuum helped
enlarge the existing voids which were initially present within the bondline. These
bubbles could not escape to the edge surfaces leading to voids within the bondline. As
a result, weighs were used to give the pressure to DLJs during adhesive cure for the
following sets of samples (S2-S5). It is clearly seen that the bubbles found for all
DLJs from C-scan matched with the bubbles found from fracture surfaces.
When using PTFE film as a bondline defect, C-scan clearly indicated the presence of
the film. However, Frekote could not be detected using C-scan even though the
fracture surfaces revealed its presence from the dark contrast (see Figures 6.4b and
6.4d). PTFE spray could not be detected by C-scan and the presence of this spray was
not clear from the fracture surface. This confirmed the migration of the PTFE spray
into the adhesive during cure.
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First adhesive layer

Front face
Top side
Bottom side

Second adhesive layer

Frekote

PTFE spray

Back face

PTFE film

Control

Bubbles

(a)

(b)

Dark contrast (Frekote)
Bubbles

(c)

(d)

Dark contrast (Frekote)

Figure 6.4: Preliminary results of (a) C-scan from first adhesive layer top side
and (b) their corresponding fracture surfaces, (c) C-scan from first adhesive
layer bottom side and (d) their corresponding fracture surfaces.
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6.3.1.2 HDS/contaminants/Redux®319 (Set S2- using weights)
Although C-scan of DLJs from set S2 was carried out using various data processing
methods at various locations (first adhesive layer, second adhesive layers, front face
and back face) only the results from maximum value of the first adhesive layer are
shown in Figure 6.5 since the results obtained amongst these data processing methods
from the two locations were almost identical.

It was found that C-scan only detected PTFE film while Frekote and PTFE spray
were not detected. C-scan also revealed that all DLJ specimens from set S2 were free
from gross defects when weights were used to apply pressure during adhesive cure.

First adhesive layer

Front face
Top side

Second adhesive layer

PTFE film

PTFE spray

Back face

Frekote

Control

Top side

Bottom side

Figure 6.5: DLJs from set S2 showing C-scan from the first adhesive layer using
maximum value (a) top side and (b) bottom side.
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6.3.1.3 Al2014 T6/contaminants/Redux®319 (Set 3- using weight)
As for DLJs from set S2, only the results from maximum value of the first adhesive
layer from set S3 are shown in Figure 6.6.

It was found that none of the contaminants (cutting oil, artificial sweat and Frekote)
was detected from C-scan. All DLJ specimens from set S3 were free from gross
defects, thus confirming the successful joint manufacturing procedure.

First adhesive layer

Front face
Top side

Second adhesive layer

Cutting oil

Artificial sweat

Back face

Frekote

Control

Top side

Bottom side

Figure 6.6: DLJs from set S3 showing C-scan from the first adhesive layer using
maximum value (a) top side and (b) bottom side.

6.3.2 Failure strength and failure mechanisms under tension
The average failure strength in tension of DLJ specimens from sets S1, S2, S3 and
S4 are shown in Figure 6.7. The corresponding fracture surfaces displayed as if
opening a book are shown in Figures 6.8, 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11, respectively.
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40
35

25
20

Set S1

Set S2

Control
Frekote
Artificial sweat
Cutting oil

0

Control
Frekote
Artificial sweat
Cutting oil

5

Control

10

Control
PTFE film
PTFE spray
Frekote

15
PTFE film
PTFE spray

Failure load (kN)

30

Set S3

Set S4

Figure 6.7: Average failure load of DLJs from various sets. Vacuum bagging was
used for set S1 (HDS/Redux®319A) while weights were used to apply pressure
during cure for set S2 (HDS/Redux®319), S3 (Al2014 T6/Redux®319) and S4
(Al2014 T6/E3348).

(a)

Mixed mode (presence of bubbles trapped in
nylon film carrier Redux®319A)

Adhesive failure at PTFE film location

(b)

(d)

(c)

.

.

.

10 mm

. indicates the outer adherend where the strain gauge (P ) was on
3

Initial defects

Figure 6.8: DLJs fracture surfaces showing (a) example defect of bubble around
nylon cloth carrier; (b) control with a close up image; (c) PTFE film and (d)
PTFE spray specimens from set S1 (HDS/Redux®319A).
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Mixed mode (mostly cohesive)

(a)

Mixed mode

.

(b)

(c)

.
10 mm

(d)

.

.

Adhesive failure at PTFE film location

Adhesive failure at Frekote location

. indicates the outer adherend where the strain gauge (P ) was on
3

Figure 6.9: DLJs fracture surfaces of (a) control; (b) PTFE film; (c) PTFE spray
and (d) Frekote specimens from set S2 (HDS/Redux®319) when using weights.

Adhesive failure at Frekote location
Adhesive failure dominant

.

(a)

Adhesive failure dominant

Mixed mode

.

(b)

(c)

.

(d)

.
10 mm

Mixed mode

Adhesive failure dominant

Mixed mode

. indicates the outer adherend where the strain gauge (P ) was on
3

Figure 6.10: DLJs fracture surfaces of (a) control; (b) Frekote; (c) artificial sweat
and (d) cutting oil specimens from set S3 (Al2014 T6/Redux®319).
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Mixed mode

.

Mixed mode

(a)

(b)

Mixed mode

(c)

.
.

10 mm

(d)

.

Adhesive failure at Frekote location

Adhesive failure dominant

. indicates the outer adherend where the strain gauge (P ) was on
3

Figure 6.11: DLJs fracture surfaces of (a) control; (b) Frekote; (c) artificial sweat
and (d) cutting oil specimens from set S4 (Al2014 T6/E3348).

6.3.2.1 Bubbles from vacuum bagging
From the initial tensile test carried out using gauge steel, PTFE spray lubricant and
vacuum bagging as a means to apply pressure during Redux®319A cure, there were
no conclusive results in failure load or in other words, no reduction in joint strength
was found (the results were not shown here). This was probably due to a number of
reasons. First, yielding of gauge steel before the joint failure might have resulted from
the strength of the adherend rather than the strength of the adhesive joint. Second, the
nature of the PTFE contaminant might not alter the interfacial properties of the joint.
To seek the cause of this inclusive result in failure strength, the following mechanical
tests were carried out using relatively higher yield strength adherend (HDS) while the
PTFE spray contaminant was still used for sets S1 and S2 in the subsequent studies.
Reduction in failure strength of DLJs contaminated with PTFE spray was not
achieved even though HDS was used. This drew the attention to the manufacturing
process which was the vacuum bagging technique used to apply pressure during
adhesive cure (set S1) might have caused the problem. After tensile tests on some
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DLJs from set S1, bubbles found trapped within the nylon carrier Redux®319A
adhesive were observed from the fracture surfaces as shown in Figure 6.8. The
presence of these bubbles was again confirmed by the C-scan results and fracture
surface images of DLJs from set S2 when using vacuum bagging compared with the
bubble-free fracture surfaces when using weights as previously shown in Figures 6.4
and 6.5, respectively.

6.3.2.2 PTFE spray lubricant
A moderate reduction in failure load of 15% was obtained (see Figure 6.7) with
mixed mode failure mostly cohesive (see Figure 6.9c) from set S2 when using weights
during cure. As a result, weights were used throughout the subsequent studies (sets
S2, S3 and S4). The presence of PTFE spray could be seen to some extent as a
contrast between the contaminated and non-contaminated area (rectangular shape).
However, since migration of PTFE spray lubricant was significant as shown in section
4.3.2.2 from chapter 4 by SEM with EDS, this contaminant was not used for further
investigation in the combination with Al2014 T6 adherend and room temperature cure
(E3348) adhesive in sets S3 and S4.

6.3.2.3 PTFE release film
PTFE release film gave a significant reduction in failure load from set S1
(HDS/Redux®319A) and S2 (HDS/Redux®319) irrespective of the pressure
application and the carrier used in the adhesive, as can be seen in Figure 6.7. The
consistent reduction in failure load is because the PTFE release film ensured its
integrity and its stability at the HDS/adhesive interface compared to other liquid
contaminant such as PTFE spray lubricant. This was confirmed by the entire adhesive
failure found at the position of the PTFE release film on both outer adherends as
shown in Figures 6.8b and 6.9b for sets S1 and S2, respectively. Percent reduction in
the respective failure load from sets S1 and S2 were 31% and 35%. The small
difference in failure load between sets S1 and S2 was mainly owing to the different
manufacture procedure used. Despite the stability of the film at the adherend/adhesive
interface this PTFE release film may not represent the real nature of KBs in the actual
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applications; hence Frekote, artificial sweat and cutting oil which are commonly
encountered during manufacturing were employed in further studies.

6.3.2.4 A mould release agent (Frekote 700-NC)
Considering set S2 (HDS/Redux®319), the same percent reduction in failure load
(35%) was achieved when using Frekote as a liquid layer contaminant and the PTFE
release film. Therefore, Frekote was still used for later studies as a potential
contaminant in the following sets S3 (Al2014 T6/Redux®319) and S4 (Al2014
T6/E3348) due to its promising result in joint strength obtained from set S2. The
percentage of reduction in failure load of Frekote contaminated DLJs from sets S3 and
S4 when using Al2014 T6 was found to be the same (27%) as shown in Figure 6.7.
Optical images of fracture surfaces showed entire adhesive failure at the contaminated
area for all cases as can be seen in Figures 6.9d, 6.10b and 6.11b for sets S2, S3 and
S4, respectively. In some cases, Frekote was probably spreading out of the designed
contaminated area slightly during the application of this contaminant or during cure
leading to adhesive failure found further out from this area.
It is worth noting that when using the same Redux®319 adhesive with different
adherends, HDS and Al2014 T6 adherends for set S2 and set S3, the percentage
reduction in failure load of Frekote contaminated specimens was found to be 34.4%
and 27.4%, respectively (the difference of percent reductions in failure load between
set S2 and S3 was 7%). However, when using the same Al2014 T6 adherend with
different adhesive, Redux®319 and E3348 adhesives for set S3 and set S4, the
percentage reduction in failure load of Frekote contaminated specimens was found to
be 27.4% and 26.5% (the difference of percent reductions in failure load between set
S3 and set S4 was 0.9%). Therefore, it may be possible to conclude that the percent
reduction in joint strength of Frekote contaminated DLJs appeared to be more
sensitive to the type of surface preparation of the adherend used rather than the type of
adhesive used.
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6.3.2.5 Artificial sweat
Artificial sweat did not seem to affect the joint strength especially when using high
temperature cure adhesive from set S3 (Al2014 T6/Redux®319) while a small
decrease (about 5%) was found when using the room temperature cure adhesive from
set S4 (Al2014 T6/E3348 as shown in Figure 6.7. Mixed mode failure (mostly
adhesive on one side of outer adherend and mixed mode failure on another outer
adherend) was found from set S3 (see Figure 6.10c) while mixed mode failure was
found for both outer adherends from set S4 (see Figure 6.11c).

6.3.2.6 Cutting oil lubricant
Under high temperature cure (Al2014 T6/Redux®319, set S3), there was no
reduction in failure load for oil contaminated DLJs while a moderate decrease of 11%
was found when using room temperature cure adhesive (Al2014 T6/E3348, set S4).
The effect of temperature on migration of the cutting oil can be confirmed by mode of
failure found from the fracture surfaces of DLJs. Cohesive failure dominated when
using high temperature cure adhesive (Redux®319) from set S3 as shown in Figure
6.10d while adhesive failure dominated when using room temperature cure adhesive
(E3348) from set S4 as shown in Figure 6.11d. Steps or river markings were clearly
observed on the fractured E3348 adhesive surface which was attached on one of the
outer adherend (see Figure 6.11d). This was due to the oil deposited at/near the
Al2014 T6/E3348 interface which appeared to remain at/near the interface when using
the room temperature cure adhesive (E3348).

6.3.3 Local strains response under tension
In all the graphs showing in the following sections (6.3.3.1-6.3.3.4) are the typical
local strain results obtained from each set of samples which was tested with at least 6
specimens except for set S4 (Al2014 T6/E3348) with local strains observed from only
3 specimens from 6 tested specimens.
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6.3.3.1 HDS/contaminants/Redux®319A (set S1)
Typical applied stress versus local strain at the positions P1 and P3 (see Figure 6.3)
from set S1 (HDS/Redux®319A) are shown in Figures 6.12 and 6.13, respectively.
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Figure 6.12: Typical applied stress versus local strain (P1) of experimental set S1.
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Figure 6.13: Typical applied stress versus local strain (P3) of experimental set S1.
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The local stiffness of DLJs at the position (P1) from set S1 exhibited the same local
response for all the specimens independent of the contaminants used or in other words
the local strain (P1) represented the overall stiffness of the joint as shown in Figure
6.12. This can be explained as the position was further away from the location of the
contaminants and also it was on the thicker adherend which was unlikely to undergo
local bending. As a result, the local response was found to be the same. It is
interesting to note although the bubbles were known to be present in some specimens
from this set with a various degree of severity, it did not seem to affect the local
stiffness captured by strain gauges at this position. This may indicate that the global
stress strain behaviour of the entire joint was not affected by the presence of
contaminants as well as defects like bubbles.
The reduction in local stiffness of DLJs contained PTFE film at P3 position (back
face strain over the contaminated area) was not significant compared with the control
as shown in Figure 6.13. At the same position (P3), a slight increase in the local
stiffness was observed for the specimen contaminated with PTFE spray.

6.3.3.2 HDS/contaminants/Redux®319 (set S2)
Typical applied stress versus local strain at the position P2 (on the inner adherend
close to bonded area), P3 (back face strain over bonded area) and over 25 mm across
bonded area from set S2 (HDS/Redux®319) are shown in Figures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16,
respectively.
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Figure 6.14: Typical applied stress versus local strain (P2) of experimental set S2.
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Figure 6.15: Typical applied stress versus local strain (P3) of experimental set S2.
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Figure 6.16: Typical applied stress versus local strain (25 mm across bonded
area) of experimental set S2.

The local strain response at position P2 (on the inner adherend close to bonded area)
from set S2 (HDS/Redux®319) was only carried out using control and Frekote
contaminated DLJs specimens. Initial stiffness between the control and Frekote
contaminated specimen was found up to about 12 MPa. The reduction in its local
stiffness with the deviation from the stiffness of the control specimen was observed at
about 13 MPa of the applied stress (or 34% of its failure stress) as can be seen in
Figure 6.14.
When considering the local response at position P3 (back face strain over bonded
area), there was no change in local stiffness for DLJs contained PTFE film and
contaminated with PTFE spray almost throughout the loading history. This was the
same as found in set S1 (HDS/Redux®319A) at the same local strain position (P3) in
Figure 6.13. The same initial stiffness between the control and Frekote contaminated
specimen was found up to 5 MPa. Reduction in local stiffness with the beginning of
non-linear behaviour captured from this point at 23 MPa (or 59% of its failure stress)
for Frekote contaminated DLJs as can be seen in Figure 6.15. Therefore, it is possible
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to conclude that the joints which contained PTFE film were not fully released as the
local stiffness was not altered until the joint failed (destructive failure). In contrast,
Frekote contaminated joints exhibited gradual decrease in local stiffness prior to final
failure.
The applied stress versus local strain curves from Figure 6.16 indicated the unstable
movement of the extensometer; however the results were still usable. Extensometer
was able to capture nonlinear response of DLJs across the bonded area for all
specimens prior to failure. However, this nonlinear effect appeared to be more
pronounced for DLJs contained PTFE film and DLJs contaminated with Frekote
particularly prior to final failure. Some DLJ specimens containing PTFE film
occasionally showed the bending effect across the bonded area as can be seen by the
reversing of the local strain with increasing applied stress before the failure (see
Figure 6.16). This was probably due to one bonded side of this DLJ had failed before
leading to extensive bending as the remaining bonded side acting as a single lap joint.
It is worth noting that the starting point of the deviation from the control for Frekote
contaminated specimen (at approximately 25 MPa or 65% of its failure stress)
obtained over 25 mm across bonded area from extensometer was seen later than when
capturing local strain at position P3 (back face strain over bonded area) by strain
gauges.

6.3.3.3 Al/contaminants/ Redux®319 (set S3)
Typical applied stress versus local strain at the position P3 (back face strain over
bonded area) and over 25 mm across bonded area from set S3 (Al2014
T6/Redux®319) are shown in Figures 6.17 and 6.18, respectively.
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Figure 6.17: Typical applied stress versus local strain (P3) of experimental set S3.
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Figure 6.18: Typical applied stress versus local strain (25 mm across bonded
area) of experimental set S3.
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Same initial stiffness at position P3 was found for all DLJs from set S3 up to about
12 MPa as shown in Figure 6.17. After that the local stiffness of the sweat
contaminated specimen exhibited slightly stiffer response than the control specimen.
DLJ contaminated with Frekote exhibited the noticeable decrease in local stiffness
with nonlinearity starting from 14 MPa of the applied stress (or 35% of its failure
stress). A slight bending was also observed from this specimen only before the final
failure. Local stiffness of the oil contaminated DLJ started to decrease at about 18
MPa of the applied stress (or 37% of its failure stress).
The response 25 mm across the bonded area of the sweat contaminated specimen and
the control presented the same initial stiffness up to about 16 MPa (or 32% of its
failure stress), and it then started to deviate from the control until the joint failed. The
local stiffness of Frekote and oil contaminated DLJs started to deviate from the
stiffness of the control or in other words started to lose their local stiffnesses at about
10 MPa (or 25% and 21% of failure stress for Frekote and oil contaminated
specimens, respectively) as shown in Figure 6.18. In addition, Frekote contaminated
specimen showed strongest deviation from linearity particularly before the joint
failure compared to other contaminated specimens. It is interesting to see the larger
difference in the local stiffness at this location between the control and contaminated
specimens when using lower stiffness Al2014 T6 adherend (set S3) compared with
the same measurement of local strain when using relatively higher stiffness HDS
adherend (set S2).

6.3.3.4 Al/contaminants/E3348 (set S4)
Typical applied stress versus local strain at the position P3 (back face strain over
bonded area) and over 25 mm across bonded area from set S4 (Al2014 T6/E3348) are
shown in Figures 6.19 and 6.20, respectively.
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Figure 6.19: Typical applied stress versus local strain (P3) of experimental set S4.
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Figure 6.20: Typical local stress versus strain (25 mm across bonded area) of
experimental set S4.
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At position P3, the local stiffness between the control and sweat contaminated DLJs
were found to be nearly the same while oil and Frekote contaminated DLJs exhibited
lower stiffness as shown in Figure 6.19. Decrease in the local stiffness of Frekote
contaminated specimens was observed after the oil contaminated specimen (at 9.5
MPa or 53% of its failure stress) with the effect of outer adherend bending
occasionally observed (2 out of 3 tested specimens) from the curvy shape as presented
in Figure 6.19. Some of the oil contaminated specimens showed the deviation from
the stiffness of the control specimen as soon as the applied stress of about 4 MPa (or
15% of its failure stress) was reached.
Both sweat and oil contaminated DLJs showed the same initial stiffness over 25 mm
across the bonded area and was found to be higher than the local stiffness of the
control specimen as can be seen in Figure 6.20. Frekote contaminated specimen
exhibited the same initial stiffness as the control specimen up to about 10 MPa (or
56% of its failure stress). The oil contaminated specimen later showed the reduction
in local stiffness from the applied stress of about 22 MPa (or 85% of its failure stress).

6.4 Results and discussion (kissing bonds produced by using
ElectRelease™)
6.4.1 C-scan
C-scan of DLJs bonded with ElectRelease™ adhesive before and after the
application of electric field was carried out using maximum value as a data processing
method prior to tensile test and the results are shown in Figure 6.21.

There was no sign of any defect that could be detected by C-scan from both DLJ
specimens with and without the application of current. This indicated that the joint
manufacturing process of these specimens by using weights as a means to apply
pressure was satisfactory and the specimens were free of any gross defects.
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Figure 6.21: DLJs from set S5 showing C-scan from the first adhesive layer using
maximum value (a) top side and (b) bottom side.

6.4.2 Failure strength and failure mechanisms under tension
Average

failure

strength

in

tension

of

DLJ

specimens

from

set

S5

(HDS/ElectRelease™) is shown in Figure 6.22. The corresponding fracture surfaces
displayed as if opening a book are shown in Figure 6.23.
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Figure 6.22: Average failure strength of DLJs from set S5. Weights were used to
apply pressure during cure.
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Figure 6.23: DLJs fracture surfaces of HDS/ElectRelease™ from set S5 (a)
without current and (b) with current.
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The average failure load of HDS/ElectRelease™ specimens with the application of
electric field was approximately 57% lower than the specimen without current (see
Figure 6.22). The mode of failure of the specimens with current is totally adhesive on
both anodic (+) outer HDS adherends while the specimens without current showed
mixed mode failure with mostly cohesive (the adhesive remained on the cathodic and
anodic HDS surfaces) as can be seen in Figure 6.23.

6.4.3 Local strains response under tension
Typical applied stress versus local strain at the position P3 (back face strain over
bonded area) and over 25 mm across bonded area from set S5 (HDS/ElectRelease™)
are shown in Figures 6.24 and 6.25, respectively.
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Figure 6.24: Typical applied stress versus local strain (P3) of experimental set S5.
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Figure 6.25: Typical applied stress versus local strain (25 mm across bonded
area) of experimental set S5.

It was found that HDS/ElectRelease™ before and after the application of electric
field showed the same local stiffness at both locations; P3 (back face strain over
bonded area) and over 25 mm across the bonded area. The specimens subjected to
current only showed the reduction in failure load without any loss in their local
stiffnesses.

6.5 Conclusions
C-scan results helped to clarify the defect category differentiating other gross defects
from interfacial defects namely kissing bonds (KBs) before mechanical tests. Tensile
tests and interpretation of fracture surfaces then verified the C-scan results.
Monitoring of local strains particularly from the back face on the contaminated area
(P3) and across the bonded area (over 25 mm gauge length) showed the effect of
contaminant presence in the joints as compared to the local strain between the grip
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and bonded area (P1) which was further away from the contaminated area. It is
important to select a suitable joint manufacturing procedure as well as type of
adherend in order to obtain the optimum condition (e.g. free from initial defects)
before beginning to look into KBs. Conclusion of all results from C-scan, tensile test
in terms of failure load, mode of failure and local strains for each contaminant when
producing KBs by surface contamination are described as follow:

• PTFE spray lubricant
A moderate reduction in failure load of 15% with mixed mode failure was achieved
from set S2 (HDS/Redux®319) if suitable manufacturing procedure (weights as a
means to apply pressure during adhesive cure) and relatively stiff adherend were used.
PTFE spray lubricant was not detected by C-scan and there was no sign of this
contaminant present from their fracture surfaces of DLJs. No significant change in
local stiffness at the back face on the bonded area (P3) and over 25 mm across bonded
area.

• PTFE release film
A considerable reduction in failure load between 31%-35% from set S1
(HDS/Redux®319A) and S2 (HDS/Redux®319) with adhesive failure was found
when using PTFE release film. The joints contained PTFE film was detected by Cscan indicating this type of defect may not represent the real nature of KBs in
adhesive joints. Local strains results at the back face over bonded area (P3) and across
25 mm over bonded area showed catastrophic failure without a tendency of gradually
decreasing local stiffness. In some cases both bonded sides of DLJs did not fail
simultaneously and significant bending effect was evident on the local stress-strain
curve prior to final failure.

• Frekote 700-NC
A significant reduction in failure load of 35% from set S2 (HDS/Redux®319) and
27% from set S3 (Al2014 T6/Redux®319) and S4 (Al2014 T6/E3348) was obtained
with adhesive failure when using Frekote. This showed that the ability in weakening
of this mould release agent was as good as PTFE release film. However, the
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advantage of using Frekote is that this contaminant was not detected by C-scan which
is one of the fundamental KBs criteria proposed by Marty et al [7]. Local strains at
back face over bonded area (P3) and over 25 mm across bonded area commonly
exhibited the same initial local stiffness and then began to gradually decrease until
failure. The starting point of the deviation from linearity varied from set to set. At
local strain (P3), the deviation points found for sets S2 (HDS/Frekote/Redux®319), S3
(Al2014 T6/Frekote/Redux®319) and S4 (Al2014 T6/Frekote/E3348) were 59%, 35%
and 53% of failure stress, respectively. At local strain over 25 mm across bonded area,
the deviation points found for sets S2, S3 and S4 were 65%, 25% and 56% of failure
stress, respectively.

• Artificial sweat
No reduction in failure load was obtained from set S3 (Al2014 T6/Redux®319)
while a small decrease of 5% was found when using the room temperature cure
adhesive (E3348) from set S4 (Al2014 T6/E3348). Mixed mode failure occurred in all
the specimens from both sets (S3 and S4). The sweat contaminated DLJ specimens
were not detected using C-scan. No significant change in local stiffness at the two
local strain positions; back face over bonded area (P3) and over 25 mm across bonded
area. In some cases, stiffer local response was observed from these sweat
contaminated specimens.

• Cutting oil lubricant
No reduction in failure load with mixed mode failure was found when using the high
temperature cure adhesive (Redux®319) from set S3 (Al2014 T6/Redux®319).
However, a moderate reduction in failure load of 11% with adhesive failure mode
dominant (striations on adhesive fracture surfaces) was observed when using the room
temperature cure adhesive (E3348) from set S4 (Al2014 T6/E3348). As with PTFE
spray lubricant, Frekote and artificial sweat, oil contaminated DLJs were not detected
by C-scan. Same initial local stiffness at back face over bonded area (P3) and over 25
mm across bonded area from sets S3 and S4 (except the position of 25 mm over
bonded area for set S4) was seen. Then, a gradual decrease in local stiffness at these
two locations was observed but to a lesser extent compared to the Frekote
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contaminated specimens. At local strain position (P3), the deviation of local stiffness
from the control of set S4 (Al2014 T6/E3348) was noticeable as early as 15% of its
failure stress compared with the specimens from set S3 which did not deviate until
37% of failure stress.

Conclusion of all results from C-scan, tensile test in terms of failure load, mode of
failure and local strains of weak bonds obtained by applying a low voltage DC on set
S5 (HDS/ElectRelease™) are described as follow:

• Before and after the application of electric field
A significant reduction in average failure load of 57% with entirely adhesive failure
mode at the anodic outer adherend surfaces was achieved after the application of
electric field. There was no sign of any defects that could be detected by C-scan. The
local strains response at back face over bonded area (P3) and over 25 mm across
bonded area revealed the catastrophic failure without any gradually loss in the local
stiffnesses. It is noted that this failure mechanism was similar to the joints contained
PTFE release film.
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7 Failure Mechanics of Kissing Bonds in
Adhesive Joints: Numerical Predictions

This chapter describes a computational modelling technique (finite element analysis)
which was used to predict the failure strength, local strains and damage onset of
double-lap joints containing interfacial weak bonds. The joints were produced by
surface contamination and by using ElectRelease™ adhesive. Material properties used
for adherends, adhesives and adherend/adhesive interfaces were deduced from
separate tests and are included in the appendices. Cohesive elements with traction
separation response were used to simulate the fracture at the adherend/adhesive
interface and within the adhesive close to the adherend/adhesive interface. The failure
strength and local strain results from finite element models are compared with the
experimental results. In addition, finite element analysis was used to predict the
damage initiation which can be compared with the nonlinear point of the local stressstrain curves obtained from the experimental investigations. Surface strain profile
results are also included in this chapter. Finally, conclusions will end the chapter.
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7.1 Introduction
Finite element analysis (FEA) is one of the commonly used numerical techniques to
confirm and predict the failure in adhesive joints. Relevant numerical work on bond
defects was reported by Camanho et al [1]. The authors simulated debonds by placing
open decohesion elements at different locations (two at the corner edges and one in
the middle edge) in the skin-stiffener composite structures. They found a reduction in
stiffness and failure load with the pre-existing defects. The effects of these debonds
became more significant particularly when the defects were placed at the specimen
edges.
The next section of this chapter will describe firstly the finite element (FE)
modelling details used for this study; boundary conditions, mesh and element types.
Secondly, nonlinear material models chosen for adherends and adhesives to model the
behaviour of these materials will be reported. Finally, the constitutive models used to
simulate damage initiation and evolution of failure interface with and without the
presence of kissing bonds (KBs) or weak bonds will be explained. According to the
locations of KBs or weak bonds manufactured for this study, two types of KBs or
weak bonds were considered; (1) embedded KBs or weak bonds (produced by surface
contamination) and (2) whole weakened interface KBs. These corresponding KBs or
weak bonds were modelled for the Frekote contaminated HDS/Al2014 T6 surfaces
and weakened HDS/ElectRelease™ interface, respectively.
In the results and discussion section, the numerical predictions of failure strength,
local strains over 25 mm across bonded area and back face strain over bonded area
(P3) (refer to Figure 6.3 in chapter 6) will be gathered and compared with the
experimental results which were reported in the previous chapter. In addition, the use
of cohesive constitutive models led to the prediction of the damage initiation which
was compared with the nonlinear point of the stress-strain curve obtained from the
back face strain measured over the bonded area.
The range of finite element models analysed is shown in Figure 7.1.
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Failure Mechanics FE Predictions (Chapter 7)
KBs by Surface Contamination
(Frekote)

HDS/Frekote/
Redux®319

KBs by Using ElectRelease™
(DC Current)

Al/Frekote/
Redux®319

HDS/ElectRelease™
/Current

Material models
Adherends
(HDS, Al2014 T6)

Adhesives
(Redux®319, ElectRelease™**)

Elastic-plastic

Drucker Prager

Appendix A
(Tensile test)

Appendix A and B
(Tensile and shear test)

Cohesive failure models
HDS or Al2014T6/Redux®319 interface (control)

HDS or Al2014T6/Frekote/Redux®319 interface

Appendix C
(90o peel test, Mode I)
Appendix D
(4-ENF test, Mode II)

Within ElectRelease™ near the interface (control)*

Appendix E
(MMB test, mixed mode I/II)

HDS/ElectRelease™ interface (current)*

* No MMB test was carried out on these sets of specimens
** Drucker Prager model for ElectRelease was developed but not used in DLJ models due to convergence issue

Figure 7.1: FE models with materials and fracture simulations used.
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7.2 Numerical simulation of kissing bonds in adhesive joint
7.2.1 The Finite Element models
The FEA code, ABAQUS Standard version 6.9-2 was employed to model and
predict the failure strength, failure initiation, local strains and failure mechanisms of
double-lap joint (DLJ) containing interfacial weak bonds or KBs. Three-dimensional
static models with non-linear geometry were analysed. An orphan mesh part of the
DLJ was created by fetching the input file of the native mesh part (outer adherend)
which was previously created in ABAQUS CAE. Then, the rest of the geometries
were completed using edit mesh function by creating solid layers from the selected
surface of the outer adherend orphan mesh part. The new solid layers were created on
top of another in sequence until the completed geometry was acquired. This technique
is useful especially when zero-thickness interface layer (cohesive zone) is modelled.

7.2.1.1 Boundary conditions
Symmetry was used along the centre-line of the joint. The joint geometry and the
boundary conditions are illustrated in Figure 7.2. It is worth noting that the end tabs
which were clamped in the grips were neglected and not taken into account for the
modelling. This means the boundary conditions started from the ends of the clamped
regions. The applied displacements (the same as in the experiments under
displacement control) used for each model were chosen to ensure that the damage
initiation and evolution of the cohesive zone were completed (when an output variable
SDEG=1). These applied displacements at the total failure for each model are given in
Table 7.1.
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Loaded end,

Clamped end,

U1=Applied displacement, (U2=U3=0)

U1=U2=U3=0
t*

Outer adherend
Inner adherend

25.4 mm
0.2 mm

63.5 mm

Adhesive
12.7 mm

1
2

3

Line of symmetry
U3=UR1=UR2=0 (ZSYMM)

t* = adherend thickness (t=1.6 mm for HDS and t=2 mm for Al2014 T6)

Figure 7.2: Double-lap joint geometry with the boundary conditions.

The total applied load at the clamped end was calculated by adding the reaction
forces in the loading direction ( RF1) of all nodes on this end. The applied shear
stress was obtained by dividing the applied force with the bonded area.
Table 7.1: FE models and the corresponding applied displacement.
Set
S2
S3
S5

FE models

Applied displacement (mm)

Model A1:HDS/Redux®319 (control)

0.28

Model A2:HDS/Frekote/Redux®319

0.21

Model B1:Al2014 T6/Redux®319 (control)

0.59

Model B2:Al2014 T6/Frekote/Redux®319

0.48

Model C1:HDS/ElectRelease™ (control)

0.35

Model C2:HDS/ElectRelease™ (with current)

0.30

7.2.1.2 Mesh and element types
Solid brick incompatible mode elements (C3D8I) were used for hardened steel
(HDS) and Al2014 T6 adherends, and Redux®319 and ElectRelease™ adhesives. The
incompatible mode element is capable of capturing the effect of local bending to
provide the most accuracy especially when the local response is of the interest.
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Element size of the adhesive solid layers used for HDS/Redux®319 (model A1),
HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 (model A2) is 0.53 mm x 0.51 mm x 0.067 mm (3 elements
across adhesive layer). Element size of the adhesive for Al/Redux®319 (model B1),
Al/Frekote/Redux®319 (model B2) and weakened HDS/ElectRelease™ (model C2)
is 0.53 mm x 0.51 mm x 0.1 mm (2 elements across adhesive layer). In order to
simulate the cohesive failure within ElectRelease™ adhesive close to the interface for
HDS/ElectRelease™ (model C1), 4 elements were used across the adhesive layer and
the element size is 0.53 mm x 0.51 mm x 0.05 mm.
The global mesh sizes used for HDS and Al2014 T6 adherends were 0.53 mm x 0.51
mm x 0.32 mm and 0.53 mm x 0.51 mm x 0.40 mm, respectively. That was 5
elements across both HDS and Al2014 T6 adherend thickness. For all models, refined
meshes were generated locally on the adherends at both ends of the overlaps near
where the cracks were likely to initiate. The overall mesh arrangement of DLJ
specimen is shown in Figure 7.3.

5 elements

1
2

2,3 or 4 elements

Finer mesh

Finer mesh

3
0.05, 0.067 or 0.1

0.53
0.51

Adhesive mesh

0

0.53
0.51

Cohesive zone mesh

Global mesh

0.32 or 0.4
0.53
0.51

Adherend mesh

Figure 7.3: Schematic of the global and local meshes used for DLJ specimens.
In the cohesive process zone, eight node zero-thickness cohesive elements
(COH3D8) were used along the upper adherend/adhesive interface for models
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A1(HDS/Redux®319), A2(HDS/Frekote/Redux®319), B1(Al2014 T6/Redux®319),
B2(Al2014 T6/Frekote/Redux®319), and C2(HDS/ElectRelease™ with current)
except model C1(HDS/ElectRelease™) where the cohesive zone was placed within
the adhesive with a distance of 0.05 mm from the upper HDS/ElectRelease™
interface. It is noted that the assumption was made that the failure path occurred at the
upper adherend/adhesive interface for the control models A1(HDS/Redux®319),
B1(Al2014 T6/Redux®319) and the control adherend/Redux®319 interface regions
for

models

A2(HDS/Frekote/Redux®319)

and

B2

(Al/Frekote/Redux®319).

However, in case of control model C1(HDS/ElectRelease™) the cohesive zone was
placed within the adhesive with a distance of 0.05 mm from the upper
HDS/ElectRelease™ interface.
In the failure modelling using cohesive elements, reasonable cohesive element length
should also be considered. In the case of a coarse mesh assuming 1 cohesive element
per 1 adjacent continuum element (Ne=1), the cohesive element length (le) can be
calculated using equation 7.1 [2]. The use of a coarse mesh was reported by Turon et
al [3] and proved to present good agreement in load versus displacement of a double
cantilever beam with the experimental results. This can also significantly reduce the
running time and hence is more economical.
le =
where l pz = ME

GC

(τ 0 )2

l pz

(7.1)

Ne

and N e = 1

The cohesive element length ( l e ) for models A1 (HDS/Redux®319), A2
(HDS/Frekote/Redux®319),

B1

(Al2014

T6/Redux®319)

and

B2

(Al2014

T6/Frekote/Redux®319) was calculated using a parameter (M) that depends on
various cohesive zone models. In this study M=0.31 which was proposed in the
literature by Irwin [4] and was chosen for models A1, A2, B1 and B2. Young’ s
modulus of Redux®319 (E) was 3762 MPa, the mode I critical fracture energy (GIc)
from peel test was 0.885 kJ/m2 (since this opening mode I usually acts as a threshold
at crack initiation at the free end of the overlap) and the maximum interfacial strength
( τ 0 ) was 44 MPa from TAST test, hence l e was calculated as shown in equation 7.2.
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l e = l pz = (0.31)(3762)

0.885
= 0.53 mm
(44) 2

(7.2)

Therefore, the mesh size used in the zero-thickness cohesive zone for models A1,
A2, B1 and B2 was 0.53 mm x 0.51 mm x 0 mm.
In

case

of

models

C1

(HDS/ElectRelease™

without

current)

and

C2

(HDS/ElectRelease™ with current), the cohesive element length ( l e ) was calculated
from the parameter M according to Hui [5] which was 0.21. Young’ s modulus of
ElectRelease™ (E) was 1202 MPa, the mode I critical fracture energy (GIc) from peel
test was 0.703 kJ/m2 and the maximum interfacial strength ( τ 0 ) from the TAST test
was 18 MPa, hence le can be calculated as shown in equation 7.3.

l e = l pz = (0.21)(1202)

0.703
= 0.55 mm
(18) 2

(7.3)

Mesh size used for model C2 (HDS/ElectRelease™ with current) was assumed to be
the same as calculated from model C1 (HDS/ElectRelease™ without current) which
was 0.55 mm x 0.51 mm x 0 mm.
The simulations using the above mesh sizes for the cohesive process zone was
conducted in ABAQUS/Standard with viscous regularization parameter to aid the
convergence process during failure propagation for all models. The viscosity of 1e-05
was used for models A1, A2, B1 and B2 while the viscosity of 1e-03 was used for
models C1 and C2.

7.2.2 Materials properties
7.2.2.1 Adherends
Material nonlinearity was taken into account (elastic-plastic behaviour) for material
models of HDS and Al2014 T6 although the joint failure was expected to occur when
the adherends were in the elastic region. However, the effect of adherend yielding
prior to failure became more apparent especially when using lower yield strength
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adherends e.g. Al2014 T6 compared to HDS adherend. The material properties used
in the FEA for HDS and Al2014 T6 were derived from tensile tests (see Appendix A)
and converted into the true values as shown in Tables 7.2 and 7.3, respectively.

Table 7.2: True elastic-plastic properties used for HDS adherend.
Young’s modulus (MPa)

Poisson’s ratio

214147

0.29

True tensile stress (MPa)

True plastic strain

1039

0

1042

3.857E-05

1103

6.291E-05

1146

8.055E-05

1186

0.0001053

1232

0.0001361

1251

0.0001503

1266

0.0001641

1310

0.0002073

1351

0.0002509

1361

0.0002620

1385

0.0002921

1405

0.0003288

1432

0.0003732

1473

0.0004458

1490

0.0004803

1500

0.0004993

1511

0.0005168

1521

0.0005452

1531

0.0005724

1576

0.0006857

1590

0.0007245

1610

0.0007905

1631

0.0008642

1651

0.0009382

1685

0.0010814

1722

0.0012573

1765

0.0015022

1787

0.0016536
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Table 7.3: True elastic-plastic properties used for Al2014 T6 adherend.
Young’s modulus (MPa)

Poisson’s ratio

76090

0.33

True tensile stress (MPa)

True plastic strain

380

0

472

0.005980

436

0.007041

444

0.008024

447

0.008997

450

0.010109

452

0.011005

454

0.011975

455

0.012926

457

0.013996

459

0.014963

460

0.015985

462

0.017052

463

0.017923

465

0.018951

466

0.019904

468

0.020903

469

0.021826

471

0.022850

472

0.023809

474

0.024775

475

0.025778

477

0.026890

478

0.027735

479

0.028725

481

0.029779

482

0.030721

483

0.031672

520

0.071000

700

0.180000
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7.2.2.2 Adhesives
•

Determination of adhesives properties and parameters for

Exponent Drucker-Prager model
The simplest yield criterion, Von Mises, interprets yielding of materials as a purely
shear deformation process which occurs when the effective shear stress
critical value (the yield stress in tension,

T).

e

reaches a

However, the Von Mises criterion is

unable to describe accurately the non-linear behaviour of certain types of polymer
particularly tough polymers e.g. epoxy adhesives. A modification of Von Mises
criterion known as linear Drucker-Prager is more complex and takes into account the
influence of the hydrostatic component of stress on yield behaviour, but there are still
some limitations under stress states in which there is a high component of hydrostatic
tension. Such stress states are commonly found locally in adhesive joints because of
the high constraint imposed by the adherend which results in forces normal to the
interface [6]. Therefore, an alternative approach is the exponent Drucker-Prager
which is considered to be more accurate under such stress conditions.
This criterion is available in ABAQUS FE code as the exponent Drucker-Prager
model which requires three parameters and hardening data from tensile, shear or
compression test of the adhesives; a (where a =

3σ 2
1
and λ = 2S ), b which is
3σ T (λ − 1)
σT

equal to 2 for exponential and flow parameter, ψ (where tanψ = µ ′ =

3 (1 − 2υ P )
).
2 (1 + υ P )

where λ and a are hydrostatic stress sensitivity parameters

σ T and σ S are true stresses under tension and shear, respectively
ν p is plastic component of Poisson’ s ratio under tension
µ ′ and tanψ are parameters in the flow potential for non-associated flow
b is the degree of the equation used to model the yield behaviour
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Typical stress-strain curves of Redux®319 adhesive under uniaxial tension, shear,
calculated tensile from true tensile/shear strain data and plastic Poisson’ s ratio are
shown in Figure 7.4. The calculated tensile data were obtained from equation 7.4 and
equation 7.5 for elastic and plastic region, respectively. It is noted that stress-strain
data of the adhesive under tension are true values. The difference between the curves
from tensile test (blue) and calculated tensile data from shear test (green) is evident.
This confirmed the necessity of incorporating another material model for adhesive

100

1.0

80

0.8

60
1

3

4

5

Tensile test
Shear test
Calculated tensile from
shear modulus (eq. 7.4)
Calculated tensile from
shear data (eq. 7.5)
Plastic Poisson's ratio

40

20

0
0.00

2

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.6

0.4

Poisson's ratio

Stress (MPa)

which consider the effect of hydrostatic stress e.g. Exponent Drucker Prager.

0.2

0.0
0.10

True tensile/shear strain

Figure 7.4: Typical stress-strain curves for Redux®319 adhesive under uniaxial
tension and shear at a strain rate of 0.01 s-1.

Figure 7.5 shows the difference between shear data obtained from the thick adherend
shear test (TAST) and the shear data calculated from the tensile test data using
equation 7.4 and equation 7.5 for elastic and plastic region, respectively. It was found
that a considerable difference between these two curves was significant around the
yield points.

G =

E
(For elastic region)
2 (1 + ν )

(7.4)
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σS =

σT
3

and ε SP = 3 ε TP (For plastic region)

(7.5)

where G and E are shear and Young’ s modulus of the adhesive

ν is elastic component of Poisson’ s ratio under tension
ε Tp and ε Sp are true plastic strain under tension and shear, respectively

60

Stress (MPa)

50
40
30

Shear test
Calculated shear from
tensile modulus (eq. 7.4)
Calculated shear from
tensile data (eq. 7.5)

20
10
0
0.00

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.10

True tensile/shear strain

Figure 7.5: Comparison of shear data obtained from the TAST test and
calculated from tensile data.

In the plastic region, the stress-plastic strain values obtained from tensile and shear
tests were used to obtain equivalent data points for the calculation of exponent
Drucker-Prager parameters [7]. The calculated parameters varied depending upon
which pair of equivalent data points was used to derive such parameters. In this study,
5 pairs of equivalent data points were obtained from tensile and shear tests when

σ T ε TP was equal to σ S ε SP . The resultant value from a tensile data point was equal to
that from a shear data point, the plastic strain components from these two points were
said to be equivalent. The corresponding stress values were also used to calculate the
model parameters. The flow parameter (ψ ), hydrostatic stress sensitivity parameters
(a) and ( ) are shown in Table 7.4.
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Table 7.4: Parameter values used in the exponent Drucker-Prager calculated
from 5 equivalent data points that are in the plateau regions of the tensile and
shear stress-strain curves.
Data point

ψ

a

1

19.708

0.0239

1.173

2
3

20.217
21.742

0.0310
0.0443

1.130
1.088

4
5

24.020
24.020

0.0529
0.0595

1.072
1.064

It is noted that the values of the flow parameter ( ψ ) changed slightly when
considering the data points on the plateau of tensile and shear stress versus strain
curves. This was due to the fact that this parameter directly related to plastic Poisson’ s
ratio which did not change significantly. According to a study of force-extension
predictions for a scarf joint from National Physical Laboratory (NPL) [7], the
equivalent data points on the plateau regions exhibited consistent response. Therefore,
the parameters which were derived from equivalent data point 4 from tensile and
shear stress-strain curve were selected for use in the finite element models.
The exponent Drucker-Prager Redux®319 adhesive model parameters used for the
material property models in the ABAQUS input file are given in Table 7.5.
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Table 7.5: Material properties used in the exponent Drucker-Prager model for
Redux®319 adhesive.
Young’s modulus (MPa)

Poisson’s ratio

3762

0.33

Drucker Prager, shear criterion (exponent form)
a=0.053

b=2

Ψ = 24.0

-

True tensile stress (MPa)

True plastic strain

20

0

23

0.006

25

0.007

28

0.008

34

0.010

39

0.012

45

0.014

49

0.016

54

0.018

60

0.021

64

0.023

67

0.025

72

0.028

76

0.031

79

0.034

81

0.036

82

0.038

84

0.040

86

0.045

87

0.048

88

0.052

Typical stress-strain curves of ElectRelease™ adhesive under uniaxial tension,
shear, effective shear stress-plastic strain and Poisson’ s ratio are given in Figure 7.6.
It is noted that stress-strain data of the adhesive under tension are true values. The
flow parameter ( ψ ), hydrostatic stress sensitivity parameters (a) and ( ) were
calculated in the same way as Redux®319 adhesive and are given in Table 7.6.
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Equivalent data point 3 was chosen for the use in finite element material model for
ElectRelease™ adhesive.

1.0

Stress (MPa)

15
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1

2

3

4

5
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0.4

5

0

0.8

Poisson's ratio

Tensile test
Shear test
Calculated tensile from
shear modulus (eq. 7.4)
Calculated tensile from
shear data (eq. 7.5)
Plastic Poisson's ratio

20

0.2

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.0

True tensile/shear strain

Figure 7.6: Typical stress-strain curves for ElectRelease™ adhesive under
uniaxial tension and shear at a strain rate of 0.01s-1.

Good agreement between tensile test data and calculated tensile data from shear test
data was obtained (using equations 7.4 and 7.5) as shown in Figure 7.6. As with the
tensile data, there is also good agreement between shear data obtained from thick
adherend shear test (TAST) and the shear data calculated from tensile test data (using
equations 7.4 and 7.5) in the elastic region as shown in Figure 7.7. However, a big
difference between test data and calculation using equations 7.4 and 7.5 is evident
particularly in the plastic region.
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of shear data obtained from the TAST test and
calculated from tensile data.

Table 7.6: Parameter values used in the exponent Drucker-Prager calculated
from 5 equivalent data points that are in the plateau regions of the tensile and
shear stress-strain curves.
Data point

ψ

a

1

24.951

0.1063

1.2296

2

25.872

0.0590

1.4140

3
4
5

25.813
26.180
26.386

0.0391
0.0306
0.0240

1.6355
1.8278
2.1081

As with Redux®319 adhesive, the flow parameter ( ψ ) deduced from
ElectRelease™ adhesive only changed slightly. This was also due to the fact that this
parameter directly related to plastic Poisson’ s ratio which did not change
significantly. The parameters which were derived from equivalent data point 3 from
tensile and shear stress-strain curve were selected to use in the FE models.
The exponent Drucker-Prager ElectRelease™ adhesive model parameters are given
in Table 7.7.
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Table 7.7: Material properties used in the exponent Drucker-Prager model for
ElectRelease™ adhesive.
Young’s modulus (MPa)

Poisson’s ratio

1202

0.25

Drucker Prager, shear criterion (exponent form)
a=0.039

b=2

Ψ = 25.8

-

True tensile stress (MPa)

True plastic strain

10.1

0

10.6

0.01337

11.1

0.01474

11.3

0.01528

11.6

0.01608

12.0

0.01697

12.1

0.01732

12.4

0.01813

12.6

0.01900

12.9

0.02019

13.1

0.02103

13.3

0.02245

13.6

0.02619

13.7

0.02994

13.8

0.03002

13.9

0.03018

15.0

0.05000

17.0

0.07000

18.0

0.09000

19.0

0.10000

20.0

0.11000

It is noted that although the exponent Drucker Prager model of ElectRelease™ was
developed, a simple elastic-plastic model was later used instead when modelling with
the cohesive failure due to convergence problems particularly in the adhesive plastic
region. The use of elastic-plastic model is acceptable in the elastic region of the
adhesive since the same stiffness between the measured and calculated values from
tensile and shear tests were obtained (see Figures 7.6 and 7.7). In addition, the degree
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to which the predicted stress-strain curves fit the experimental behaviour is only of
interest up to the point where failure initiates in the joint.

7.2.3 Cohesive zone
The use of cohesive elements enables the modelling of fracture initiation and
propagation when the crack path is known or unknown. In this study, three pieces of
information were used to predict the failure of adhesive joints with KBs or allow
successful development of new NDT. These three pieces of information are the
applied stress at crack initiation, predicted failure stress and local response of the
joints with KBs. The parameters required to characterise the cohesive elements with
traction-separation response are initial (penalty) stiffness, damage initiation threshold
and damage evolution properties.

• Initial elastic stiffness
The initial stiffness of cohesive elements with traction-separation response does not
represent a physically measurable quantity and is therefore treated as a penalty
parameter. An infinite value of penalty stiffness was ideal since this parameter should
not affect the overall compliance of the model prior to damage initiation. However, an
infinite or significantly high value of the penalty stiffness often leads to convergence
difficulties. Therefore, an appropriate value must be chosen and this can be calculated
using equation 2.31 in section 2.4.3 of Chapter 2. The computed values of penalty
stiffness for HDS/Redux®319 (model A1) and HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 (model A2)
were calculated at 1.88x1010 MPa (when the thickness of the adhesives between the
cohesive zone (e) was 0.2 mm and the parameter (α) was assumed to be 1x106).
The penalty stiffness of Al2014 T6/Redux®319 (model B1) and Al2014
T6/Frekote/Redux®319 (model B2) were calculated at 1.88x107 MPa by using the
same adhesive thickness of 0.2 mm but the parameter (α) was assumed to be 1x103
which was lower than the parameter (α) used for models A1 and B1. This was
probably due to the lower stiffness of Al2014 T6 which was found to be 64% lower
than HDS and therefore the penalty stiffness used was relatively lower.
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The computed penalty stiffness of HDS/ElectRelease™ before and after the
application of voltage (models C1 and C2) were calculated at 6.37x104 MPa with the
parameter (α) of 1x101 and the thickness of the adhesive layer was 0.2 mm. It is noted
that the stiffness of the adhesive appeared to have greater influence in determining the
value of penalty stiffness than the stiffness of the adherend. Since the stiffness of
ElectRelease™ adhesive was 66% lower than Redux®319, as a result a considerably
lower penalty stiffness which enabled the analysis to converge was required.

• Damage initiation: Interface strengths
The strength of the interface is a physically measurable component even though it is
rather difficult to obtain these values experimentally. In this investigation, maximum
stress criterion (MAXSCRT) was used for damage initiation. The interfacial strength
in the normal direction (

nn)

was assumed to be the same as the maximum applied

strength derived from fixed arm peel tests (see Appendix C). The highest applied load
from the specimen in each batch was chosen to calculate this normal strength. Care
must be taken when selecting this normal strength from the maximum load obtained
from the fixed arm peel test, since this strength is affected by many factors such as the
fillet size [8] at the end of the bondline where the crack is likely to initiate. The
normal traction for the control HDS/Redux®319 (model A1) and Al2014 T6/
Redux®319 (model B1), non-contaminated regions of HDS/Frekote/Redux®319
(model A2) and Al2014 T6/Frekote/Redux®319 (model B2) were found to be the
same but differed from the fracture strength of the control HDS/ElectRelease™
(model C1) and these corresponding values were 44 MPa and 9 MPa, respectively.
No normal tractions were used for the contaminated regions of models A2 and B2
since the contaminated area was modelled as uncoupled surfaces. The normal traction
(

nn)

for cohesive failure of weakened HDS/ElectRelease™ (model C2) was measured

at 3 MPa.
The mixed mode behaviour was modelled using the Benzeggagh and Kenane (BK)
criterion which is described in Appendix E. Under the BK criterion, the in-plane shear
traction (

ss)

was equal to the out-of-plane traction ( tt) and was assumed to be the

same as the maximum applied shear strength of a specimen in the batch which gave
the highest value. This value was derived from thick adherend shear test results (see
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Appendix B). The reason that the specimen which exhibited the highest shear strength
was chosen was due to the inaccuracy of this test in determining the maximum shear
stress at failure. The location of the measuring pins across the bondline was
approximately at the middle of the joint which differed from a quarter of the bondline
suggested by Kadioglu et al [9] who discovered large deviation of shear strength when
measuring at the middle of the bondline. The corresponding shear tractions were
found to be the same for the control HDS/Redux®319 (model A1) and Al2014
T6/Redux®319 (model B1), non-contaminated regions of HDS/Frekote/Redux®319
(model A2) and Al2014 T6/Frekote/Redux®319 (model B2) but differed from the
cohesive fracture strength of the control HDS/ElectRelease™ (model C1) and the
corresponding values were 53 MPa and 12 MPa, respectively. No in-plane and out-ofplane shear tractions were used for the contaminated regions of models A2 and B2
since the contaminated area was modelled as uncoupled surfaces. The corresponding
strength value for weakened HDS/ElectRelease™ interface (model C2) was estimated
at 7 MPa according to the average failure strength obtained from the tensile test of
weakened HDS/ElectRelease™ DLJs.

• Damage evolution: Fracture energies
The critical fracture energies or toughnesses can be obtained relatively easy
compared to the interface strengths by using available standard fracture tests. In this
study, damage evolution for traction-separation behaviour was defined in terms of
critical fracture energies in mode I (GIc) which was derived from fixed arm peel test
(see Appendix C), mode II (GIIc) which was derived from 4ENF test (see Appendix
D) and mode III (GIIIc) which was assumed to be equal to the critical fracture energy
in mode II. The relationship amongst these critical fracture energies were given as a
function of mode-mixity using the BK criterion.
The critical fracture energy in Mode I (GIc) of the control HDS/Redux®319 (model
A1) and Al2014 T6/Redux®319 (model B1), the non-contaminated regions of
HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 (model A2) and Al2014 T6/Frekote/Redux®319 (model
B2) were found to be the same and was measured at 0.885 kJ/m2 (which was
considered to be independent of the adherend used) while the corresponding value for
the control HDS/ElectRelease™ (model C1) was measured at 0.703 kJ/m2. No critical
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fracture energy (GIc) was used for the contaminated regions of models A2 and B2
since the contaminated region was modelled as uncoupled surfaces. The
corresponding value (GIc) for weakened HDS/ElectRelease™ interface (model C2)
was measured at 0.652 kJ/m2.
The critical fracture energy in Mode II (GIIc) which was equal to Mode III (GIIIc)
according to BK criterion was measured at 4.457 kJ/m2 for the control
HDS/Redux®319 (model A1) and Al2014 T6/Redux®319 (model B1), the noncontaminated regions of HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 (model A2) and Al2014
T6/Frekote/Redux®319 (model B2). For the control HDS/ElectRelease™ (model C1),
GIIc (which was equal to GIIIc) was measured at 1.600 kJ/m2. No critical fracture
energy (GIIc) was used for the contaminated regions of models A2 and B2. The
corresponding value (GIIc) for weakened HDS/ElectRelease™ (model C2) was
measured at 0.863 kJ/m2.
Another parameter needed in the BK criterion is the BK parameter which was
obtained by regression fitting of the fracture energies at different mixed mode ratios
which was derived from MMB test (see Appendix E). However, it was found that the
local stiffness of DLJ models seemed not to be sensitive to this BK parameter. The
BK parameter used for the control HDS/Redux®319 (model A1) and Al2014
T6/Redux®319

(model

B1),

the

non-contaminated

regions

of

HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 (model A2) and Al2014 T6/Frekote/Redux®319 (model
B2) was found to be the same at 3.55 while the BK parameter for the control
HDS/ElectRelease™ (model C1) and the weakened HDS/ElectRelease™ (model C2)
was assumed to be the same and equal to 1.39. The same value was used since the
critical fracture energies of HDS/ElectRelease™ was found to be similar to the
fracture envelope of IM7/977-2, a tough epoxy resin system reported by Camanho et
al [10] and the mode ratio fracture energies were then assumed to follow the mixed
mode envelope of this system.

The summary of the initial stiffness, interface strengths and fracture energies used
for the control HDS/Redux®319 (model A1) and the control Al2014 T6/Redux®319
(model B1), the non-contaminated regions of HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 (model A2)
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and Al2014 T6/Frekote/Redux®319 (model B2) are given in Table 7.8. The
corresponding material parameters for the control HDS/ElectRelease™ without
current (model C1) and HDS/ElectRelease™ with current (model C2) are given in
Tables 7.9 and 7.10, respectively. The contaminated areas for models A2
(HDS/Frekote/Redux®319) and B2 (Al2014 T6/Frekote/Redux®319) were modelled
as uncoupled surfaces with default contact interaction available in ABAQUS.

Table7.8: Material properties assigned in the cohesive zone for the control
models A1 and B1, the non-contaminated regions for models A2 and B2.
1) Elastic traction (penalty stiffness), Kp
E/Knn (MPa)
10

1.88x10 / 1.88x10

G1/Kss (MPa)
7

10

1.88x10 / 1.88x10

G2/Ktt (MPa)
7

1.88x1010/ 1.88x107

2) Maximum stress criterion (Maxs) for damage initiation
Normal mode
nominal stress(MPa),
44

1-direction shear
nominal stress (MPa), τ1

2-direction shear
nominal stress (MPa), τ2

53

53

3) Energy mode with BK exponential softening for damage evolution (BK parameter=3.55)
GIc (kJ/m2)

GIIc (kJ/m2)

GIIIc (kJ/m2)

0.885

4.457

4.457

Table7.9: Material properties assigned in the cohesive zone for model C1
(without current).
1) Elastic traction (penalty stiffness), Kp
E/Knn (MPa)
6.37x10

4

G1/Kss (MPa)
6.37x10

G2/Ktt (MPa)

4

6.37x104

2) Maximum stress criterion (Maxs) for damage initiation
Normal mode
nominal stress(MPa),
9

1-direction shear
nominal stress (MPa), τ1

2-direction shear
nominal stress (MPa), τ2

12

12

3) Energy mode with BK exponential softening for damage evolution (BK parameter=1.39)
GIc (kJ/m2)

GIIc (kJ/m2)

GIIIc (kJ/m2)

0.703

1.600

1.600
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Table7.10: Material properties assigned in the cohesive zone for model C2 (with
current).
1) Elastic traction (penalty stiffness), Kp
E/Knn (MPa)
6.37x10

4

G1/Kss (MPa)
6.37x10

G2/Ktt (MPa)

4

6.37x104

2) Maximum stress criterion (Maxs) for damage initiation
Normal mode
nominal stress(MPa),
3

1-direction shear
nominal stress (MPa), τ1

2-direction shear
nominal stress (MPa), τ2

7

7

3) Energy mode with BK exponential softening for damage evolution (BK parameter=1.39)
GIc (kJ/m2)

GIIc (kJ/m2)

GIIIc (kJ/m2)

0.652

0.863

0.863

7.2.3.1 Model of double-lap joint with contaminant (Frekote)
The cohesive zones were used to simulate the fracture for the control models along
the upper HDS/Redux®319 (model A1) and the upper Al2014 T6/Redux®319
interface (model B1). The cohesive zones were also assigned to the non-contaminated
regions at the upper HDS/Redux®319 interface (model A2) and at the upper Al2014
T6/Redux®319 interface (model B2) as shown in Figure 7.8.
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Cohesive zone

Clamped end

Adhesive
2

1

Upper adherend/adhesive
interface

Loaded end

a) Edge section through the middle of the model

3

2

Line of symmetry

Cohesive zone at the upper
adherend/adhesive
interface (green)
1

3 layers for model A1
or
2 layers for model B1

3
Redux®319 (continuum solid)

b) Close-up edge section of the adhesive layer

2

3

1

c) Plane section through the upper adherend/Redux®319 interface
Figure 7.8: Bonded region in the control models A1 and B1 showing a) edge
section through the middle of the model; b) close-up edge section of the adhesive
layer and c) plane section through the upper adherend/adhesive interface.
The cohesive zone was not used to model the contaminated regions of models A2
and B2. Instead, the contaminated area (KBs) was modelled as uncoupled surfaces (no
cohesive zone). All the nodes of the contaminated area were uncoupled as shown in
Figure 7.9. This represents the most severe case of KBs where the adherend and
adhesive are in contact without any residual strength (or cohesive properties). It was
carefully checked that the meshes did not penetrate. The upper adherend/adhesive
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interface without contaminant was modelled using the cohesive zone (shown in green)
with the same properties as for models A1 and B1.
Uncoupled nodes (red)
(normal contact)

Coupled nodes (green)

Coupled nodes (green)

Clamped end

Adhesive
2

1
Upper adherend/adhesive
interface

Loaded end

3

a) Edge section through the middle of the model

Line of symmetry

Cohesive zone at the upper
adherend/adhesive
interfaces
Uncoupled nodes
2

1

3 layers for model A2
or
2 layers for model B2

3
Redux®319 (continuum solid)

b) Close-up edge section of the adhesive layer
6.35 mm
Coupled nodes (green)

Uncoupled nodes (red)

12.7 mm

2

3

1

c) Plane section through the upper adherend/Redux®319 interface
Figure 7.9: Bonded and debonded regions in the contaminated FE models A2
and B2 showing a) edge section through the middle of the model; b) close-up
edge section of the adhesive layer and c) plane section through the upper
adherend/adhesive interface.
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7.2.3.2 Model of double-lap joint with ElectRelease™ adhesive
For HDS/ElectRelease™ (model C1) prior to weakening with the applied voltage,
the cohesive zone with the non-degraded properties was placed a quarter of adhesive
thickness (0.05 mm) from the upper HDS/ElectRelease™ interface as shown in
Figure 7.10.
Cohesive zone
2

Clamped end

Adhesive

1

Upper adherend/adhesive
interface

Loaded end
3

a) Edge section through the middle of the model

2

Line of symmetry

Cohesive zone at 0.05 mm from the upper
HDS/ElectRelease™ interface
(green)

1

4 layers

3

ElectRelease™ (continuum solid)

b) Close-up edge section of the adhesive layer

2

3

1

c) Plane section through the cohesive zone in ElectRelease™ adhesive
Figure 7.10: Illustration of bonded region in model C1 showing a) edge section
through the middle of the model; b) close-up edge section of the adhesive layer
and c) plane section through the cohesive zone in ElectRelease™ adhesive.
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In case of HDS/ElectRelease™ adhesive after the application of applied voltage
(model C2), the cohesive zone was assigned using the degraded material properties
(see Table 7.10) at the anodic HDS/ElectRelease™ interface as shown in Figure 7.11.

Cohesive zone
2

1

Clamped end

Adhesive
Anodic adherend/adhesive
interface

Loaded end
3

a) Edge section through the middle of the model

Line of symmetry

Cohesive zone at anodic
HDS/ElectRelease™ interface
(green)
2

1

2 layers

3

ElectRelease™ (continuum solid)

b) Close-up edge section of the adhesive layer

2

3

1

c) Plane section through the anodic HDS/ElectRelease™ interface

Figure 7.11: Illustration of degraded HDS/ElectRelease™ interface after the
application of applied voltage (models C2) showing a) edge section through the
middle of the model; b) close-up edge section of the adhesive layer and c) plane
section through the anodic HDS/ElectRelease™ interface.
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7.3 Results and discussion (KBs simulated corresponding to
Frekote)
7.3.1 Failure strength and failure mechanisms
7.3.1.1 Failure strength
The applied displacement which resulted in complete failure of the cohesive zone
(both damage initiation and evolution) yielded the corresponding predicted failure
load. The computed failure strength of HDS/Redux®319 (model A1) and
HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 (model A2) with the average corresponding experimental
failure strength obtained from set S2 are shown in Figure 7.12.
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Tensile strength (MPa)
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NL damage initiation
Predicted damage initiation

40

Experimental
Finite element

NL damage initiation

30

Predicted damage initiation

20
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0

HDS/Redux319

HDS/Frekote/Redux319

Figure 7.12: Comparison of experimental failure strength with the FE results for
model A1 (HDS/ Redux®319) and model A2 (HDS/Frekote/Redux®319).

The comparison of predicted failure strength of Al2014 T6/Redux®319 (model B1)
and Al2014 T6/Frekote/Redux®319 (model B2) with the average corresponding
experimental failure strength obtained from set S3 are shown in Figure 7.13.
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Figure 7.13: Comparison of experimental failure strength with FE results for
model B1 Al/Redux®319 and model B2 (Al/Frekote/Redux®319).
A conservative predicted failure strength was obtained for the control
HDS/Redux®319 (6% lower than the average experimental), the control Al2014 T6/
Redux®319 (12% lower than the average experimental) and Al/Frekote/ Redux®319
(12% lower than the average experimental) as shown in Figures 7.12 and 7.13. This
may be due to the assumption of the traction at the failure initiation which was
assumed to be the same as the maximum applied strength deduced from fixed arm
peel and thick adherend shear tests. In fact, the actual maximum strengths (in normal
and two shear directions) at the damage onset appeared to be somewhat higher than
the values deduced from these tests. Reasonable agreement between the experimental
average failure strength and FEA was obtained for HDS/Frekote/Redux®319.

7.3.1.2 Failure mechanisms
Damage initiation of the cohesive zone can be monitored by quoting MAXSCRT
and SDEG outputs. At first, MAXSCRT is equal to zero at the beginning of the
analysis until it reaches the value of 1 when the initiation of stresses has been satisfied
in the constitutive equation for damage onset. Subsequent damage progression of the
cohesive zone can be checked by quoting SDEG output (SDEG=0 when MAXCRT=1
and after that SDEG increases to 1 when the failure evolution has been completed).
The locations of the first damage of the cohesive zone (SDEG=1) along the upper
adherend/adhesive interface at the corresponding applied loads and stress of models
A1, A2, B1 and B2 are shown in Figures 7.14, 7.15, 7.16 and 7.17, respectively.
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Unloaded end

(a)

P = 30.48 kN or 47.25 MPa
(c)

Unloaded end

Final failure at the upper
adherend/adhesive
interface

Loaded end

Figure 7.14: (a) The beginning of damage initiation, (b) predicted first complete
damage initiation of HDS/Redux®319 (model A1) and (c) the corresponding
fracture surfaces.
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P = 14.24 kN or 22.07 MPa
(c)
Final failure at the upper
adherend/adhesive
interface

Unloaded end

Loaded end

Final failure at the upper
adherend/adhesive
interface
Figure 7.15: (a) The beginning of damage initiation, (b) predicted first complete
damage initiation of HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 (model A2) and (c) the
corresponding fracture surfaces.
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Figure 7.16: (a) The beginning of damage initiation, (b) predicted first complete
damage initiation of Al2014 T6/Redux®319 (model B1) and (c) the
corresponding fracture surfaces.
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Figure 7.17: (a) The beginning of damage initiation, (b) predicted first complete
damage initiation of Al2014 T6/Frekote/Redux®319 (model B2) and (c) the
corresponding fracture surfaces.
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The predicted failure path of the control HDS/Redux®319 (model A1) started with
the first damage initiation at the edge of loaded end (MAXSCRT=1, see Figure 7.14a)
while the first complete failure was found near the corners of the loaded ends and the
unloaded end of the bonded area (SDEG=1, see Figure 7.14b). The fracture surfaces
of the control HDS/Redux®319 showed final interfacial failure (the upper
HDS/adhesive) mostly at the corners on one bonded pair and at the unloaded edges on
the other bonded pair (see Figure 7.14c). The locations of failure from the fracture
surfaces agreed with the predicted failure locations from the cohesive zone.
The predicted failure path of the control Al2014 T6/ Redux®319 (model B1) mainly
started with the first damage initiation along the edge of the unloaded end
(MAXSCRT=1, see Figure 7.16a). However, the predicted complete failure was
found mainly near the loaded end of the bonded area (SDEG=1, see Figure 7.16b).
The fracture surfaces of the control Al2014 T6/Redux®319 showed final interfacial
failure at/near the entire upper Al/adhesive interface for one bonded pair and
combined upper and lower Al/adhesive interfaces on the other bonded pair as shown
in Figure 7.16c. The latter location of failure from the fracture surfaces confirmed the
predicted final failure location at the upper adherend/adhesive interface.

For both contaminated HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 (model A2) and Al2014
T6/Frekote/Redux®319 (model B2), the predicted first damage initiation was found at
the narrow bonded region near the unloaded end of the bonded region
(MAXSCRT=1, see Figures 7.15a and 7.17a) while the first complete failure of these
contaminated models was predicted at the narrow bonded regions near both unloaded
and loaded ends of the bonded area (SDEG=1, see Figures 7.15b and 7.17b). The
fracture surfaces of HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 indicated the final interfacial failure at
upper HDS/adhesive near the edge of the loaded end of bonded area for one bonded
pair and near the corner edge of the unloaded end for another bonded pair as shown in
Figure 7.15c. The fracture surfaces of Al2014 T6/Frekote/Redux®319 showed the
final interfacial failure at the upper adherend/adhesive interface near the edge of the
loaded end of the bonded area for one bonded pair and on the entire upper Al/adhesive
interface for another bonded pair as shown in Figure 7.17c. For all models, the
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simulations mimicked the final failure path at the entire upper adherend/adhesive
interface of the contaminated area as mentioned in section 7.2.3.1.

7.3.2 Local strains response under tension
7.3.2.1 HDS/Redux®319 (A1) and HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 (A2)
Predicted local stiffness over 25 mm across bonded area and 1 mm in the middle of
bonded area above the contaminated area (P3) are compared with the experimental
values as shown in Figures 7.18 and 7.19.
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Figure 7.18: Local strain over 25 mm across bonded area with damage initiation
for models A1 and A2.
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Figure 7.19: Local strain 1 mm in the middle of bonded area above the
contaminated area for models A1 and A2.

Good agreement between the predicted and experimental initial stiffness was
obtained for both local strain positions (25 mm across bonded area and 1 mm in the
middle on the bonded area, P3). The initial stiffness at 25 mm across bonded area for
the control and contaminated DLJs was found to be the same at 26.5 GPa. The initial
stiffness at position P3 (1 mm in the middle on the bonded area) for the control and
contaminated DLJs was found to be the same at 47.3 GPa.
At 25 mm across bonded area, the agreement in the initial stiffness for the control
and contaminated DLJs was found up to 17 MPa and 14 MPa, respectively. Then, the
FE under predicted the local stiffness for both control and contaminated DLJs as
shown in Figure 7.18.
At position P3, the agreement in the initial stiffness for the control and contaminated
DLJs was found up to 10 MPa and 8 MPa, respectively. Then, the FE over predicted
the local stiffness for both control and contaminated DLJs as shown in Figure 7.19. It
was found that in all tests, strain gauges failed to detect any load drop which could be
used to determine damage initiation for metal/adhesive DLJs. The onset of damage
was initiated entirely within the bondline and/or at the metal/adhesive interfaces and
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obviously not within the adherend which is often the case for composite adherends. In
addition, the failure was always catastrophic which means when the cracks initiated,
they will rapidly propagate and cause the final failure to the structure. This made it
difficult to detect the applied stress at crack initiation which occurred in different
material from where the strain gauges were positioned. However, it is possible to
utilise the non-linear point (NL) from local stress-strain curve in the middle of bonded
area (P3) as an indication of damage initiation in DLJs. The local response from
extensometer (25 mm across bonded area) represents global behaviour compared to
the local response at position P3. In addition, this local response at position P3 closely
relates to the crack position (KBs) within the joints and therefore used to determine
the applied stress at damage initiation and compared with the prediction from FEA.
From

Figure

7.19,

the

NL

for

control

HDS/Redux®319

and

HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 were found at 44.23±2.33 MPa and 22.75±0.23 MPa,
respectively. These applied stress values can be correlated with the predicted damage
initiation from FEA for the corresponding models which were 47.25 MPa and 22.07
MPa, respectively. This predicted value for the control HDS/Redux®319 was 7%
higher than the average values from NL. However, FEA slightly under predicted the
damage initiation for HDS/Frekote/ Redux®319 which was 3% lower than the
average values from NL.

7.3.2.2 Al/Redux®319 (B1) and Al/Frekote/Redux®319 (B2)
Predicted local stiffness over 25 mm across bonded area and 1 mm in the middle of
bonded area above the contaminated area (P3) are compared with the experimental
values as shown in Figures 7.20 and 7.21.
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Figure 7.20: Local strain over 25 mm across bonded area with damage initiation
for models B1 and B2.
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Figure 7.21: Local strain 1 mm in the middle of bonded area above the
contaminated area for models B1 and B2.

Good agreement between the predicted and experimental initial stiffness was
obtained for both local strain positions (25 mm across bonded area and 1 mm in the
middle on the bonded area, P3). The initial stiffness at 25 mm across bonded area for
the control and contaminated DLJs was found to be the same at 12.2 GPa. The initial
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stiffness at position P3 for the control and contaminated DLJs was found to be the
same at 22.3 GPa.
At 25 mm across bonded area, the agreement in the initial stiffness was found up to
25 MPa for the control and until failure for the contaminated DLJ. Then, the FE
slightly over-predicted the local stiffness for the control DLJ as shown in Figure 7.20.
At position P3, the agreement in the initial stiffness for the control and contaminated
DLJs was found up to 13 MPa and 10 MPa, respectively. Then, the FE slightly overpredicted the local stiffness for both control and contaminated DLJs as shown in
Figure 7.21. The average values of applied stress at NL for damage initiation of the
control Al/Redux®319 and Al/Frekote/ Redux®319 was found at 49.21±1.29 MPa
and 20.90±1.58 MPa, respectively. The corresponding applied stress values at damage
initiation from FEA were predicted at 47.29 MPa and 26.48 MPa, respectively. This
predicted value from FEA for the control Al/Redux®319 was about 4% lower than
the average values from NL. FEA slightly over-predicted the damage initiation for
Al/Frekote/Redux®319 which was 27% higher than the average values from NL.

7.4 Results and discussion (KBs simulated corresponding to
ElectRelease™)
7.4.1 Failure strength and failure mechanisms
7.4.1.1 Failure strength
The computed failure strength of HDS/ElectRelease™ prior to electric field (model
C1) and HDS/ElectRelease™ subjected to the electric field (model C2) with the
average corresponding experimental failure strength obtained from set S4 are shown
in Figure 7.22.
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Figure 7.22: Comparison of experimental failure strength with the FE results for
model C1 (without current) and model C2 (with current).

Reasonable agreement between measured and predicted failure strength was
obtained for the weakened HDS/ElectRelease™. However, lower predicted failure
strength was obtained for control HDS/ElectRelease™ DLJ. This was probably due to
the conservative values of the maximum shear stress derived from TAST and used in
the cohesive zone. It was mentioned earlier that inaccuracies in the determination of
the maximum shear strength were apparent from the TAST results and this was
probably due to the non-reproducible fillet shape of TAST specimens. Another cause
of the error might have come from the conservative normal strength measured from
fixed arm peel test. In addition to the measured shear strength, large scatter was
apparent for the control HDS/ElectRelease™ DLJs and this was also responsible for
the discrepancy between the predicted and measured failure strength. The predicted
failure strength of the control HDS/ElectRelease™ was approximately 17% lower
than the measured average failure strength while the predicted failure strength of
weakened HDS/ElectRelease™ DLJ was around 11% higher than the measured value.

7.4.1.2 Failure mechanisms
Damage initiation in the cohesive zone can be monitored by quoting MAXSCRT and
SDEG outputs. The applied stresses at damage initiation are included in Figure 7.22.
The locations of the first damage of the cohesive zone (SDEG=1) in ElectRelease™
adhesive close to the interface (model C1) and along the upper HDS/ElectRelease™
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interface (model C2) at the corresponding applied loads and stress are shown in
Figures 7.23 and 7.24, respectively.
The predicted failure path of the control HDS/ElectRelease™ (model C1) started
with the first damage initiation near the edge of the unloaded end (MAXSCRT=1, see
Figure 7.23a). The predicted complete failure was also found near the unloaded end of
the bonded area (SDEG=1, see Figure 7.23b). It is noted that SDEG contour of the
control HDS/ElectRelease™ model uniformly distributed until the failure which was
opposed to the SDEG contours from the control HDS or Al/Redux®319 models when
the cohesive zone was placed at the upper adherend/adhesive interface. The fracture
surfaces of the control HDS/ElectRelease™ showed mixed mode failure with
cohesive failure dominant.
For the weakened HDS/ElectRelease™ (model C2), the same locations of the first
damage initiation and complete failure were found (see Figures 7.24a and 7.24b) as
for the control HDS/ElectRelease™ (model C1). It was also noted that uniform SDEG
contour was predicted for the weakened HDS/ElectRelease™ when the cohesive zone
was placed along the HDS/ElectRelease™ interface. The fracture surfaces of
weakened

HDS/ElectRelease™

showed

adhesive

adherend/adhesive interface for both bonded pairs.

failure

at

the

upper
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Figure 7.23: (a) Predicted first damage initiation; (b) predicted first complete
failure of control HDS/ElectRelease™ (model C1) and (c) the corresponding
fracture surfaces.
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Figure 7.24: (a) Predicted first damage initiation; (b) predicted first complete
failure of weakened HDS/ElectRelease™ (model C2) and (c) the corresponding
fracture surfaces.
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7.4.2 Local strains response under tension
Predicted local stiffness over 25 mm across bonded area and 1 mm in the middle of
bonded area above the contaminated area (P3) are compared with the experimental
values as shown in Figures 7.25 and 7.26.
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Figure 7.25: Local strain over 25 mm across bonded area with damage initiation
for models C1 and C2.
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The measured stress-strain curves at 25 mm across bonded area and 1 mm in the
middle on the bonded area, P3 from the test showed the sensitivity of the extensometer
and strain gauges in capturing the data from the more flexible adhesive
(ElectRelease™) as can be seen from the curved line in Figures 7.25 and 7.26.
Good agreement between the predicted and experimental initial stiffness was
obtained for both local strain positions (25 mm across bonded area and 1 mm in the
middle on the bonded area, P3). The initial stiffness at 25 mm across bonded area for
the control and weakened DLJs was found to be the same at around 20.5 GPa. The
initial stiffness at position P3 for the control and weakened DLJs was found to be the
same at 59.6 GPa.
At 25 mm across bonded area, the agreement in the initial stiffness was found up to
7.5 MPa for both control and weakened HDS/ElectRelease™ DLJs as expected when
using the elastic-plastic material model. Beyond this point, there was a considerable
deviation; lower predicted local stiffness for the control DLJ as shown in Figure 7.25.
This can be explained from the significant difference in tensile and shear behaviour of
the adhesive due to hydrostatic stress dependence after the yield point which is not
captured by a simple elastic-plastic model. The weakened DLJs were likely to fail in
linear manner while the FE predicted that the final failure was in the nonlinear region
as shown in Figure 7.25.

At position P3, good agreement in the initial stiffness for the weakened
HDS/ElectRelease™ DLJ was found until the joint failed as shown in Figure 7.26.
FEA showed bending of the weakened HDS/ElectRelease™ DLJ before the final
failure. Lower stiffness was predicted for the control HDS/ElectRelease™ DLJ as
shown in Figure 7.26. The values of applied stress at NL for damage initiation of the
control and weakened DLJs were found at 16.10±1.69 MPa and 7.85±0.25 MPa,
respectively. The corresponding applied stress values at damage initiation from FEA
were predicted at 16.22 and 9.43 MPa, respectively. This predicted value from FEA
for the control HDS/ElectRelease™ was 0.75% higher than the value from NL. For
weakened HDS/ElectRelease™ DLJ, FEA over-predicted the damage initiation which
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was 20% higher than the value from NL. This was probably due to the assumed
properties used for weakened DLJ model.

7.5 Predictions of surface strains
It is possible to utilise the strain profiles from the FEA to discriminate between the
control and contaminated or weakened (KBs) DLJs. This would be a useful piece of
information for developing the reliable NDT capable of detecting KBs. The location
of the strain profiles is shown in Figure 7.27.
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Figure 7.27: Strain profile on bonded area of a double-lap joint.

7.5.1 Strain profiles (KBs simulated corresponding to
Frekote)
The axial strain (LE11), transverse strain (LE22) and out-of-plane strain (LE33) at
different applied loads in the middle of bonded area of DLJs for model
A1(HDS/Redux®319) and model A2(HDS/Frekote/Redux®319) are shown in
Figures 7.28, 7.29 and 7.30, respectively.
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Figure 7.28: LE11 for non-contaminated (model A1) and contaminated (model
A2) DLJs at (a) the same applied load of 17.86 kN and (b) maximum load.
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Figure 7.29: LE22 for non-contaminated (model A1) and contaminated (model
A2) DLJs at (a) the same applied load of 17.86 kN and (b) maximum load.
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Figure 7.30: LE33 for non-contaminated (model A1) and contaminated (model
A2) DLJs at (a) the same applied load of 17.86 kN and (b) maximum load.
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It is seen from Figures 7.28 and 7.30 that the strain profiles (LE11 and LE33)
between the non-contaminated and contaminated DLJs exhibited the same trend
(gradient). For LE11 distribution at the same applied load and the maximum load, this
strain increases over the path across the middle of the bonded area except the small
regions near the free edge (0 mm) and the end of bonded area (12.7 mm) where
changes in gradient were found. For LE33 distribution at the same applied load and
the maximum load, this strain decreases over the path across the middle of the bonded
area except the small regions near the free edge (0 mm) and the end of bonded area
(12.7 mm) where changes in gradient were found. It is also noted that at the maximum
applied load, the joint model with KBs showed higher strain (LE33) all along the path
than the non-contaminated model. A complete difference trend in LE22 distribution
was found between the non-contaminated and contaminated DLJs at the same applied
load and at the maximum load. LE22 decreases over the distance across the middle of
the bonded area for non-contaminated DLJ but the trend reversed for the
contaminated DLJ except the region near the end of the path where the same trend
was predicted.
It should be noted that the scales of the strain profiles shown in Figures 7.28-7.30 are
in very different order of magnitudes particularly for LE11 and LE33. This was due to
the large variation in the scale of the strains for the non-contaminated and
contaminated DLJs over the entire path. To clarify the changes in local strains at the
same applied load of 17.86 kN, the percentage difference of strains in LE11, LE22
and LE33 between the non-contaminated and the contaminated HDS/Redux®319
DLJs are plotted against the distance across the middle of the bonded area (from about
1.5 mm-12.7 mm) as shown in Figure 7.31. Noted that a few points from the free edge
of the bonded area were neglected due to the stress singularity usually found on the
free edge.
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Figure 7.31: Difference in percentage of strains between the non-contaminated
and contaminated HDS/Redux®319 DLJs at the same applied load of 17.86 kN.

It is clearly seen from Figure 7.31 that strain LE33 showed the biggest percentage
difference between the non-contaminated and the contaminated DLJs as compared to
strains LE11 and LE22. The biggest percentage difference in LE33 was found at
around the edge of contaminated area (approximately 3.2 mm from the free edge of
bonded area). This difference was approximately 1400% as expected because of high
local peel stress found at this free edge. This out-of-plane strain (LE33) could be used
to distinguish the joint with KBs from the normal joints. The highest percentage
difference in LE11 and LE22 between the non-contaminated and the contaminated
DLJs at the same applied load of 17.86 kN was found to be 66% and 62%,
respectively.
The LE11, LE22 and LE33 strain results at different applied loads in the middle of
bonded area for DLJ models B1 (Al/Redux®319) and B2 (Al/Frekote/Redux®319)
are shown in Figures 7.32, 7.33 and 7.34, respectively.
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Figure 7.32: LE11 for non-contaminated (model B1) and contaminated (model
B2) DLJs at (a) the same applied load of 17 kN and (b) maximum load.
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Figure 7.33: LE22 for non-contaminated (model B1) and contaminated (model
B2) DLJs at (a) the same applied load of 17 kN and (b) maximum load.
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Figure 7.34: LE33 for non-contaminated (model B1) and contaminated (model
B2) DLJs at (a) the same applied load of 17 kN and (b) maximum load.
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It is seen from Figures 7.32 and 7.34 that the strain profiles (LE11 and LE33)
between the non-contaminated and the contaminated DLJs exhibited the same trend
(gradient). For LE11 distribution at the same applied load and the maximum load, this
strain increases over the path across the middle of the bonded area except the small
regions near the free edge (0 mm) and the end of bonded area (12.7 mm) where
changes in gradient were found. For LE33 distribution at the same applied load and
the maximum load, this strain decreases over the path across the middle of the bonded
area except the small regions near the free edge (0 mm) and the end of bonded area
(12.7 mm) where changes in gradient were found. As with HDS/Redux®319 DLJs at
the maximum applied load, the joints with KBs showed higher strain (LE33) all along
the path than the non-contaminated joints. A different trend in LE22 distribution was
found between the non-contaminated and contaminated DLJs at the same applied load
and at the maximum load. LE22 decreases over the distance across the middle of the
bonded area for the non-contaminated DLJ but the trend reversed for the
contaminated DLJ except the region near the end of the path where the same trend
was predicted.
As with models A1 and A2, the biggest difference in strains between the noncontaminated (model B1) and the contaminated (model B2) DLJs was found to be the
out-of-plane strain (LE33) as shown in Figure 7.35 compared with strains LE11 and
LE22. The highest difference in LE33 between the non-contaminated and the
contaminated DLJ was found to be around 360% at around the edge of the
contaminated area (approximately 3.56 mm from the free edge of bonded area) when
considering the same applied load of 17 kN. The highest percentage difference in
LE11 and LE22 between the non-contaminated and the contaminated DLJs at the
same applied load of 17 kN was found to be 57% and 30%, respectively.
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Figure 7.35: Difference in percentage of strains between the non-contaminated
and contaminated Al/Redux®319 DLJs at the same applied load of 17 kN.

7.5.2 Strain profiles (KBs simulated corresponding to
ElectRelease™)
The LE11, LE22 and LE33 strain results at different applied loads in the middle of
bonded area of DLJs for models C1(control HDS/ElectRelease™) and C2(weakened
HDS/ElectRelease™) are shown in Figures 7.36, 7.37 and 7.38, respectively.
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Figure 7.36: LE11 for control (model C1) and weakened (model B2) DLJs at (a)
the same applied load of 3.3 kN and (b) maximum load.
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Figure 7.37: LE22 for control (model C1) and weakened (model C2) DLJs at (a)
the same applied load of 3.3 kN and (b) maximum load.
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Figure 7.38: LE33 for control (model C1) and weakened (model C2) DLJs at (a)
the same applied load of 3.3 kN and (b) maximum load.
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It is seen from Figures 7.36-7.38 that all strains (LE11, LE22 and LE33) showed the
same trend (gradient). This is because of the residual strength used for the weakened
HDS/ElectRelease™ model while KBs in the contaminated HDS/Al Redux319 were
modelled without residual strength. As a result, the same trend in strain profiles was
expected for the weakened DLJ compared with the control DLJ. The distribution of
LE11 increases over the distance across the bonded area which is opposed to the
distributions of LE22 and LE33 except the small regions near the free edge (0 mm)
and the end of bonded area (12.7 mm) where changes in gradient were found.
In order to clearly see the percentage difference in strains at the same applied load of
3.3 kN between the control and the weakened DLJs, LE11, LE22 and LE33 were
plotted against the distance across the middle of bonded area as shown in Figures
7.39. The percentage difference of LE11 and LE22 between the control and weakened
DLJs were found to be around 43% and 2%, respectively. When considering the
strains LE11 and LE22 at maximum load (the graph is not shown here), the difference
in strains between the control and weakened DLJs became more evident around 69%
and 42%, respectively. The difference in strain LE33 between the control and
weakened DLJs was found to be 110% but this was considered to be too small as
compared with the contaminated DLJ which was modelled without any residual
strength. This was probably because the weakened DLJs still had considerable amount
of strengths at the interface and this made the weakened DLJs difficult to differentiate
from the control DLJs at the early stage of loading. However, when the applied load
approached the maximum load (the failure load), the difference in strains became
more apparent which could be found at the other side of the bonded area (12.7 mm
from the free edge of bonded area).
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Figure 7.39: Difference in percentage of strains between the control and
weakened HDS/ElectRelease™ DLJs at the same applied load of 3.3 kN.

7.6 Conclusions
Finite element analysis can be used to predict failure strength, local stiffness and
damage initiation in adhesively bonded double-lap joints containing kissing bonds or
weak bonds with careful selection of material models and parameters used in the
constitutive cohesive zone. The detailed failure mechanism including the failure path
can be monitored by quoting some variable outputs of the damage (cohesive) zone.
The out-of-plane strain profile can be used to distinguish the KBs from perfect bonds.
•

Kissing bonds produced by surface contamination

The use of the Drucker Prager model for Redux®319 adhesive for high accuracy is
required particularly when the local responses of the adhesive joints are of the
interest. This requirement was evident from the deviation of the stress-strain curves
between tensile and shear data. However, convergence issues may arise particularly
when using in combination with failure modelling with cohesive elements.
In consideration of kissing bonds produced by surface contamination, the predicted
failure strength of DLJs for the control and contaminated models was found to be
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conservative. This was probably due to the assumption that the measured values of the
maximum strengths from fixed arm peel test and thick adherend shear test were
assumed to be the same as the interface strengths used in the constitutive cohesive
models. In fact, these interface strengths appeared to be higher than the maximum
values deduced from the tests. Another possibility is that the accurate value of
interface strengths could be easily affected by many factors such as the specimen
alignment, the presence of fillet and fillet size. which can greatly influence these
strengths.
Good agreement between the predicted and measured local initial stiffness for the
control and the contaminated DLJs was found. When considering the local stiffness at
the same position, the control and the contaminated DLJs exhibited the same initial
stiffness when no crack was initiated in the bondline. However, when the crack began
to initiate, reduction in local stiffness over 25 mm across the bonded area for the
contaminated DLJs was observed from both experimental results and the analysis.
Disagreement of local stiffness for 1 mm in the middle of bonded area was found
between the experimental results and numerical prediction prior to final failure. The
measured values of the local stiffness for contaminated DLJs was somewhat lower
than the control DLJs. This trend was reversed when using FE to predict the stiffness
at this position. A possible explanation was that in reality the contaminant could
migrate further from the initial contaminated region and this further decreased the
local stiffness in that region and hence lowered the local stiffness as compared to the
contaminated area from the FE model which was modelled to be precise. In addition,
stiffening at the rectangular boundary between the contaminated and noncontaminated area due to the initially default tractions prior to final separation
(damage) from the FE models was also the cause of this higher predicted local
stiffness. This has a greater effect on the local stiffness at this position compared with
the position over 25 mm across the bonded area. The local stiffness from the position
over 25 mm across the bonded area was the average over the large region and
therefore resulted in closer agreement between the measured and predicted stiffness.

Initiation of the crack could be derived from the non-linear (NL) point of the local
stress-strain curve measured using a very small gauge length strain gauge (1 mm)
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placed in the middle of the bonded area (P3). This NL point for damage initiation can
be correlated with the prediction from the cohesive zone. It was found that damage
initiation of the contaminated DLJs could be detected using the NL point at
approximately 65% and 53% of failure stress for HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 and Al/
Frekote/Redux®319, respectively. In contrast, the damage initiation for the control
HDS/Redux®319 and Al/Redux®319 were not observed until approximately 86%
and 91% of their failure stress, respectively. The lower applied stress at damage
initiation for the contaminated DLJs compared to the control DLJs was expected as
the contaminated joints contained the embedded contaminated area acting as the
precrack within the bondline. In both cases (control and contaminated DLJs), the
agreement of damage initiation between the experimental results and the prediction
from FEA was reasonable.
It was found that the strain LE33 (out-of-plane strain) could be used to differentiate
the joints with KBs from the normal joints at the same applied load. The location at
the highest LE33 was predicted at the position above the edge of the contaminated
area close to the free edge of the bonded area. The reason for the highest LE33 at this
position close to the free edge was due to the contribution from the local peel stress at
this free edge. Strain LE11 (loading direction) and LE22 (perpendicular to the loading
direction) showed small differences in strain over the path across the bonded area as
compared with LE33.
•

Kissing bonds produced by using ElectRelease™ adhesive

It was clearly shown from the same initial stress-strain curves over the loading
history between tensile and shear data of ElectRelease™ adhesive that elastic-plastic
model could be sufficient to incorporate into the control and the weakened
HDS/ElectRelease™ system in order to obtain reasonable predictions within the
initial response of the joints.
In consideration of kissing bonds produced by weakening HDS/ElectRelease™
DLJs, the predicted failure strength of the control was found to be conservative while
higher predicted value was found for weakened DLJs. The same explanation can be
used for this system as for Redux®319 adhesive.
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Good correlation between the predicted and measured local initial stiffness for the
control and weakened DLJs was found. When considering the local stiffness at the
same position, the control and the weakened DLJs exhibited the same initial stiffness
when no crack was initiated in the bondline. Both experimental results and FE
predictions clearly showed bending prior to final failure. For the weakened
HDS/ElectRelease™ DLJs, the FE showed some bending prior to failure while the
experimental results showed final failure in the elastic region.
Damage initiation could be derived from the non-linear point of the local stressstrain curve from the strain gauge (1 mm) placed in the middle of bonded area (P3).
This measured point of damage initiation can be correlated with the prediction from
the cohesive zone. In contrast to KBs produced by surface contamination, the damage
initiation of the weakened DLJs could not be detected using NL point until
approximately 91% of its failure stress while the damage initiation of the control
HDS/ElectRelease™ could be observed at approximately 81% of its failure stress.
The damage initiation occurred at higher failure stress was expected as the weakened
DLJ did not contain any precrack as was the case for the contaminated DLJ. Since the
final failure of the weakened DLJs tended to occur in the elastic region, the NL point
was always found just before the final failure and hence gave the stress at damage
initiation close to/at the final failure stress. In both cases (control and weakened
DLJs), the agreement of damage initiation between the experimental results and the
prediction from FEA was reasonable.
In case of KBs containing residual strength as for the case of weakened
HDS/ElectRelease™, small difference in strains was predicted at lower applied loads
but this difference became more significant at higher applied loads. Out-of-plane
strain (LE33) showed the biggest percentage difference between the control and
weakened DLJs as compared with strains in other directions (LE11 and LE22). The
location of the biggest difference in strain LE33 at the same applied load was
predicted at approximately 3.5 mm from the free edge of the bonded area owing to the
contribution of peel stress at this location.
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8 Overall Discussion
This chapter combines the key findings from the previous chapters in order to better
understand the exact chemical and physical natures of kissing bonds as a whole. The
results in morphology and surface chemistry of weak bonds and/or kissing bonds
produced by (1) surface contamination and (2) by using ElectRelease™ adhesive will
be confirmed with the results from mechanical testing as well as the predictions from
finite element analysis. The changes in morphology and surface chemistry together
with the reductions in joint strength ensured the reliability and reproducibility of
kissing bonds produced by the two approaches. The criteria of kissing bonds have
been modified from the existing general criteria as a result from this study. This helps
to distinguish kissing bonds from other interfacial weak bonds found in adhesive
joints. The kissing bonds can then be used for non-destructive investigation to
develop reliable non-destructive techniques capable of detecting these interfacial
weak bonds in real structures.
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8.1 Suitability of the elemental/chemical analysis techniques
used for the interface examination
•

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) with EDS and WDS

SEM is a powerful technique that can be used to study the morphology and
topography of the interface/surface. It is a straightforward and economical technique.
Back scatter mode in SEM can reveal some information about the chemical
compositions of the examined interface or surface. Routine qualitative light element
analysis can be carried out using SEM with windowless detector EDS at a high
magnification (greater than 20,000) which is usually the case when a very thin layer
of the contaminant (e.g. a mould release agent, Frekote) present at the interface. The
spectrum of all elements can be collected at once but peak overlaps may become an
issue when using EDS. Light/trace element analysis can be obtained using SEM with
WDS spectrometer. However, routine quantitative analysis of elements of interest
from the standards is required prior to the analysis of the actual specimen. Despite the
low minimum detectability limit, the spectrum of each element can be collected at a
time. SEM with EDS proved to be one of the reliable techniques that can be used for
the study of surface morphology and chemistry for both KBs produced by surface
contamination and by using ElectRelease™ adhesive.
•

Photoacoustic Fourier Transfer Infrared Spectroscopy (PA-FTIR)

PA-FTIR can be used to identify various functional groups in organic molecules of
adhesives and contaminants. It is a rapid vibrational analysis technique. The sample
surface does not need to reflect or transmit light as required for other reflection or
transmission spectroscopic techniques. The bonds between atoms in the molecule of
the samples (adhesives and contaminants) stretch and bend, absorbing infrared energy
and creating the infrared spectrum. Wavelength assignment for the FTIR spectrum is
very repeatable and reproducible and data can be compared to available digital
libraries for quick identification purposes. This technique can discriminate between
the contaminated samples from the control sample, and identify the presence of
contaminant in the interphase region. FTIR technique appeared to favour the samples
with KBs produced by surface contamination over the KBs samples produced by
using ElectRelease™ since some of the key IR peaks arisen from the contaminant can
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be detected. However, the signal-to-noise ratio may cause a problem wit the quality of
the spectrum especially when the trace of contaminant is buried at the interface. This
signal-to-noise ratio can be reduced by increasing number of scans but this will take
longer to obtain the spectrum. Another issue which may occur during the analysis is
the presence of H2O and CO2 peaks. This can be compensated for by using an inert
gas such as Ar to eliminate H2O and CO2.
•

Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is a highly specific technique like a chemical fingerprint of a
material which is a preferred technique over PA-FTIR when analysing the weakened
HDS/ElectRelease™ interface by a low voltage DC. Firstly, this is because the
anionic part of NH4PF6 salt (hexafluorophosphates) which was found to play a key
role in the releasing mechanisms, exhibited distinct Raman peaks but not FTIR peaks.
Another advantage of Raman technique is that Raman spectra can be collected from a
very small area near the weakened interface (< 1 µm in diameter) without interference
from water. Therefore, Raman spectroscopy technique was used to study the chemical
interactions at/near the weakened HDS/ElectRelease™ interface. The disadvantage of
this technique is that the Raman effect is very weak. The detection needs a sensitive
and highly optimised instrumentation. Fluorescence of the sample itself and
impurities can overwhelm the Raman spectrum.

8.2 Approaches and outcomes
Two approaches were taken to create KBs; (1) by surface contamination using PTFE
spray lubricant, Frekote mould release agent, artificial sweat and cutting oil lubricant
and (2) by weakening the anodic adherend/ElectRelease™ adhesive interface using a
low voltage. Hardened steel (HDS) and aluminium alloy (Al2014 T6) were used as
substrates. Both HDS and Al2014 T6 were used in combination with a high
temperature cure adhesive (Redux®319) but only Al2014 T6 was used in combination
with a room temperature cure adhesive (E3348) when producing KBs by using
contaminants. Only HDS was used when producing KBs by using ElectRelease™
adhesive. The contaminated and electrically weakened double-lap joints (DLJs) were
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checked by a conventional C-scan in order to verify their detectability. DLJs with
undetectable weak bonds were subsequently characterised and tested in order to assess
their morphology, surface chemistry and joint strength. Measurement of contact
angles leading to the determination of the total surface free energy for the
contaminated HDS and Al2014 T6 substrates were performed. The surface free
energy of the contaminated substrates can be correlated with the loss of adhesion.
Various techniques were chosen to study the morphology, surface chemistry and
failure mechanisms of KBs. Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM)
with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) was used to obtain the
morphology and surface chemistry while Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
(FTIR) and Raman Spectroscopy were used to study the vibrations from various
chemical interactions which were associated with the contaminants at/near the
interface.

8.2.1 Producing KBs by surface contamination
Significant changes in morphology (interlayer and intermittent debonding) and
chemistry (presence of Si and O associated with polydimethyl siloxane, PDMS) of the
Frekote contaminated joints were evident when using both adhesives. FTIR showed
the presence of 1030 cm-1 peak and 865 cm-1 peak from Al/Redux®319 interphase
and Al/E3348 interphase, respectively which were closely related to the vibrations of
PDMS found in Frekote. The results from EDS and FTIR confirmed the stability of
Frekote on the substrate surface although it tended to diffuse slightly into the substrate
as well as the adhesives (within the interphase which was a few µm from the
interface). To verify that KBs produced using Frekote could not be detected using a
C-scan, DLJs contaminated with Frekote were examined using the C-scan and showed
no sign of Frekote. Nevertheless, when large voids or other debonds were formed or
when the PTFE release film was used, the C-scan results showed clearly the presence
of such defects. A reduction in joint strength of more than 35% and 27% (per 25% of
the contaminated area) was measured for the Frekote contaminated HDS and Al2014
T6 DLJs, respectively. A strong evidence supported the significant reduction in joint
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strength was the considerable reduction in total surface free energy of Frekote
contaminated HDS and Al substrates which was found to be approximately 51% and
67%, respectively. The reduction in joint strength with adhesive failure at the
contaminated area indicated the fully releasing property of Frekote while retaining
intimate contact between the substrate and adhesive (with little residual strength if
any) as can be seen from SEM. Moreover, this percent reduction in joint strength of
Frekote contaminated HDS joints was also found to be the same as for the joints with
the PTFE release film. Although the PTFE release film did not represent the real
nature of liquid layer KBs, its percentage reduction in joint strength can be used as a
benchmark for a severe case of KBs (completely free from residual strength). The
percentage of reduction in joint strength which was found to be higher than the 25%
of contaminated area was responsible for the adhesive failure beyond the initial
Frekote contaminated area which was clearly visible from the fracture surfaces. The
gradual decrease in local stiffness at the position of Frekote of DLJs as compared to
the control DLJs was probably due to the unzip or little traction surfaces (if any). The
presence of a considerable high local stiffness at this position could be due to the
contribution of the stiffness from the non-contaminated region.
The other contaminants (PTFE spray, sweat and oil) showed small changes in
morphology and chemistry at the contaminated interfaces when using Redux®319.
This was because of the migration and/or interdiffusion of the contaminants into the
adhesive due to the thermodynamic driving forces. The migration of the contaminants
(especially PTFE spray lubricant and oil) was confirmed by SEM images and the
elemental distribution from EDS. Similar to Frekote, C-scan failed to detect these
contaminants. In case of PTFE spray lubricant, a moderate decrease in joint strength
(15%) with the domination of cohesive failure was found when using Redux®319
adhesive which was confirmed by the presence of the contaminant at the interface
despite a certain degree of migration into the adhesive. In addition to this, the degree
of reduction in joint strength also depends on the structure of the contaminant present
on the substrate surface for instance the PTFE spray lubricant. A cluster of PTFE
particles in a chlorinated hydrocarbon was a good example which had an effect on the
joint strength of the contaminated substrate surface. This was in contrast to the
Frekote which was likely to spread and seal the substrate surface evenly creating a
stable and distinctive layer along the interface. The results from surface free energy
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measurement were found to be dependent on the surface preparation used for different
substrates. For instance, PTFE spray contaminated HDS substrate showed no
reduction in surface free energy compared with the control HDS surface. This can be
explained as the stage of measuring contact angles was performed prior to adhesive
bonding when the contaminant was entirely deposited on the substrate without any
migration into the adhesive (no adhesive use). However, reduction of 39% in the total
surface free energy of PTFE spray contaminated Al substrate was measured.
As expected the changes in morphology and chemistry of the sweat, oil/Al 2014 T6
interfaces and within the adhesive became more apparent when E3348 was used.
Reduction in joint strength (5% and 11% for DLJs contaminated with sweat and oil,
respectively) was found when using E3348 adhesive unlike using Redux®319
adhesive when no change of the joint strength was measured. This was also confirmed
by the fracture surfaces particularly when the cutting oil was used. The mixed mode
failure was found when using Redux®319 but the adhesive failure began to dominate
when E3348 was used. A small decrease in surface free energy of sweat contaminated
Al 2014 T6 substrate (13%) and a moderate decrease (43%) in surface free energy of
oil contaminated Al 2014 T6 substrate exhibited the same tendency with the
corresponding reduction of 5% and 11% in joint strength when using the room
temperature cure adhesive. The results from FTIR revealed similar spectra for the
Al/sweat/Redux®319 and Al/sweat/E3348 in comparison with the spectra obtained
from the control interphases indicating little change in chemical interactions at/near
the contaminated interfaces. Higher intensity of IR peak at 1457 cm-1 indicated the
inhibition of oil in the interphase when using Redux®319 adhesive. However, no
change in IR bands was observed when using E3348 adhesive. Most IR peaks from
Al/oil interphase coincided with the peaks produced by E3348 adhesive and hence the
change in IR peaks was hardly observed.
FEA can be used to predict damage initiation and failure strength of adhesive joints
with KBs by using a cohesive zone. In an extreme case of KBs (e.g. when using
Frekote which is free or with little residual strength if any), KBs can be modelled as
two discrete surfaces touching without tie constraint. Material properties for
adherened can be modelled as an elastic material when using a very high yield
strength adherened such as HDS. When a lower strength adherend is used e.g. Al2014
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T6, an elastic-plastic material model should be used. The use of Drucker Prager (DP)
for the adhesive model is necessary particularly when there is a difference in
hydrostatic components of stress (e.g. between tension and shear). Nevertheless, care
should be taken when DP is used with the failure modelling of cohesive zone as this
may lead to convergence problems. The properties of the cohesive zone can be
measured experimentally and implemented in the constitutive equations. Care must be
taken when measuring the maximum normal/shear strength of the cohesive zone from
the tests since these values are very sensitive to many factors such as fillet shape,
presence of voids or surface preparation. The non-linear (NL) point from the local
stress-strain response (e.g. 1mm in the middle of bonded area) can be used to
determine the point of damage initiation. SDEG can be quoted in the history output
and used as an indication of damage initiation. Reasonable agreement of predicted
damage initiation and failure strength between FEA and tensile tests are summarised
in Tables 8.1 and 8.2, respectively. In consideration of local stiffness response, in all
cases good agreement was obtained for the initial stiffness between the control and
Frekote contaminated DLJs however, the deviation became more apparent in some
cases at higher strains. It is possible to use strain profiles to differentiate the strain
distributions between the control and contaminated DLJs under the same applied load.
FEA revealed the biggest percentage difference in the out-of-plane strain LE33
(around 1400% and 360% for HDS/Redux®319 and Al/Redux®319, respectively)
between the control and contaminated DLJs under the same applied load. In addition
to this, the location where the biggest percentage difference in LE33 was predicted
around the contaminated boundary close to the free edge of the bonded area as would
be expected due to the contribution from the peel stress at this free edge of the bonded
area.
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Table 8.1: Applied stress (MPa) at damage initiations for the control
HDS/Redux®319,

HDS/Frekote/Redux®319,

control

Al/Redux®319

and

Al/Frekote/Redux®319.
Damage

HDS/Redux®319

Al/ Redux®319

initiation

Control

Frekote

Control

Frekote

EXP (NL)

44.23±2.33

22.75±0.23

49.21±1.29

20.90±1.58

FEA (SDEG)

47.25

22.07

47.29

26.48

Table 8.2: Failure strength

(MPa) for the control

HDS/Redux®319,

HDS/Frekote/Redux®319, control Al/Redux®319 and Al/Frekote/Redux®319.
Failure

HDS/Redux®319

Al/ Redux®319

strength

Control

Frekote

Control

Frekote

EXP

51.37±5.79

34.84±7.23

53.93±2.18

39.57±2.00

FEA

48.32

34.80

47.29

34.70

8.2.2 Producing kissing bonds by using ElectRelease™
adhesive
Two morphological changes (widening the interface and mushroom feature) were
observed at the anodic HDS/ElectRelease™ interface after the application of an
electric field. The former morphological change was believed to have resulted from
destabilisation of the coordination complex between positive ionic charge of iron
(substrate) and the ionic charge in the cured epoxy (adhesive) at the anodic HDS
interface. This morphological change was supported by a Raman shift from 674 cm-1
to the higher wave number at 684 cm-1 which may indicate the change in the
coordination of the PF6- in the cationic of iron and/or salt complex in the cured epoxy.
The latter change in morphology was likely to have been caused by swelling of the
remaining particles from dry-polishing due to the electric field. EDS revealed the
changes in Si and O contents near both interfaces (anodic and cathodic) probably due
to the split of PDMS-PEG after the application of the electric field. This would be a
contribution to the releasing mechanism. Another mechanism which was observed
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over the adhesive region was the chemical decomposition of anion of PF6- found in
ElectRelease™ adhesive as evidenced by a significant reduction of F and a small
reduction of P. Prior to the mechanical testing of the DLJ specimens, C-scan was
carried out to ensure that the weakened interfaces did not show any sign of gross
defects e.g. voids or large debonds. C-scan showed the same results (no sign of
debonds) between the weakened and control specimens. Significant reduction in joint
strength (57%) was measured when weakening the whole HDS/ElectRelease™
interface. It was clearly shown that there was still some residual strength along the
interface. This contrasts with KBs produced using Frekote which had no residual
strength or very little residual strength if any. It seemed that only the mechanical
properties of the anodic HDS/ElectRelease™ interface were altered (degraded) but
not the properties of the bulk ElectRelease™ adhesive. This could be confirmed by
the same experimental local stiffness obtained from the two positions (25 mm across
the bonded area and 1 mm in the middle of bonded area) between the control and
weakened DLJs until the point of failure for the weakened DLJ. Fracture surfaces of
weakened DLJs showed adhesive failure occurred at the anodic HDS substrate
confirming that the weakening mechanisms took place at this interface. On the other
hand, cohesive failure was dominant for the control HDS/ElectRelease™ DLJs.
An elastic-plastic material model was chosen for ElectRelease™ adhesive instead of
DP due to the convergence problems. The same initial response in tension and shear
of ElectRelease™ adhesive indicated sufficient accuracy of the analysis at least in the
elastic region. Cohesive zone with degraded properties after the application of an
electric field can be measured and used in the constitutive equations to model the
failure of KBs which produced by using ElectRelease™ adhesive. NL point and
SDEG can be used to determine the stress at damage initiation. Reasonable agreement
of predicted damage initiation and failure strength between FEA and tensile tests are
summarised in Tables 8.3 and 8.4, respectively. When modelling the cohesive zone
embedded in the adhesive with some residual strength (degraded cohesive properties),
a smaller percentage difference in the out-of-plane strain LE33 of around 110% was
obtained as compared with the KBs without any residual strength (around 1400% and
360% for HDS/Redux®319 and Al/Redux®319, respectively) under the same applied
load. The location where the biggest percentage difference in LE33 was found was
around 3.6 mm from the free edge of the bonded area. The out-of-plane strain (LE33)
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between the control and the weakened HDS/ElectRelease™ DLJs showed bigger
percentage difference as compared with the strains in other directions (LE11 and
LE22). It should be noted that the same trend of transverse strains (LE22)
distributions between the control and the weakened HDS/ElectRelease™ DLJs was
found. This was in contrast with the control and contaminated DLJs when the trend of
LE22 was different.

Table 8.3: Applied stress (MPa) at damage initiations for the control
HDS/ElectRelease™ and weakened HDS/ElectRelease™.
Damage initiation

HDS/ElectRelease™
Control

Weakened

EXP (NL)

16.10±1.69

7.85±0.25

FEA (SDEG)

16.22

9.43

Table 8.4: Failure strength (MPa) for the control HDS/ElectRelease™ and
weakened HDS/ElectRelease™.
Failure strength

HDS/ElectRelease™
Control

Weakened

EXP

19.85±2.18

8.60±0.71

FEA

16.45

9.52

8.3 Strain profiles from Digital Image Correlation (DIC) and
finite element analysis (FEA)
In the preliminary observation of strain distribution of HDS/Redux®319A with
PTFE release film (set S1), strain mappings over the bonded area were recorded
incrementally using a three-dimensional Digital Imaging Correlation (DIC) system,
ARAMIS, version 5.4.1 while loading double-lap joints under tension. This
investigation aimed to assess the possibility of this technique as a potential technique
to understand the mechanical response of KBs and to correlate with the results from
FEA. The mapping area on the bonded area is illustrated in Figure 8.1. It is noted that
the strain measured was the axial strain (LE11).
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1
2

Mapping area

3

Loaded end

Clamped end

Figure 8.1: Illustration of mapping surface on bonded area of a double-lap joint.

This strain mapping from DIC was compared with the strain contour computed from
FEA. The comparisons of strain in loading direction (LE11) between DIC and FEA
for the non-contaminated and the contaminated double-lap joints are shown in Figures
8.2 and 8.3, respectively. The recorded and predicted strain distributions were
obtained at approximately 90% of failure load.
In consideration of strain distributions over bonded area, an irregular pattern
(kinking pattern) was found especially for contaminated joints. This irregularity may
result from the deviation of the initial crack from the PTFE film (adhesive failure at
the adherend/epoxy interface) into the epoxy/nylon interface (cohesive failure along
the nylon carrier). Another reason is probably due to the contribution from the high
stress concentration at the boundary edges between the non-contaminated and
contaminated regions as well as the regions with voids and bubbles which were found
from this set of samples. Uniformly distributed LE11 pattern was found for some noncontaminated joints owing to higher directional stability of the cracks compared to
that of contaminated DLJ. The interface stiffness of control DLJ was also uniform
across the bonded area and this confirmed the evenly distributed strain profile.
However, some control DLJs exhibited curvy or non-uniform patterns probably
because of the stress concentration around the voids and bubbles which were evident
for this set of samples.
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(a)

(b)

1

Loading direction
2

Figure 8.2: Comparison of LE11 for non-contaminated double-lap joint (a) DIC
result (b) FEA prediction.
(a)

(b)

1
2

Loading direction

Figure 8.3: Comparison of LE11 for contaminated double-lap joint (a) DIC
result (b) FEA prediction.
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8.4 The use of strain measurement to detect kissing bonds
It is shown from FEA (in the case of KBs without or with very little residual strength
if any) that the biggest percentage difference in surface strain between the control and
the contaminated DLJs under the same applied load can be found in the out-of-plane
direction (LE33). This out-of-plane strain can be used to distinguish the joints with
KBs from normal joints. The location of the biggest percentage difference in LE33
between the control and the contaminated DLJs was predicted at the location above
the boundary of the contaminated area close to the free edge of the bonded area where
high stress concentration was expected. The contribution of such high percentage
difference in LE33 was due to (1) little traction surfaces if any of the contaminated
area, and (2) the local peel stress found at/near the free edge of the bonded area.
In the case of KBs with some residual strength, it is difficult to distinguish this joint
at lower applied loads. However, at higher applied loads or failure load, the difference
in the out-of-plane strain (LE33) between the control and the weakened DLJs became
more significant but this percentage difference in LE33 was still considerably less
than those of KBs without or with very little residual strength if any.
The use of DIC to measure the out-of-plane strain could be a way forward to detect
KBs in adhesive joints prior to destructive failure.

8.5 Criteria of kissing bonds
Possible criteria of KBs have been established upon the two approaches of producing
KBs; surface contamination and by using ElectRelease™ adhesive.
•

There will be some forms of interactions e.g. chemical interactions due to the
intimate contact between the contaminated substrate and adhesive,
mechanical interlocking or contact pressure present at the interface.
However, these interactions are considered to be non-permanent and very
weak.
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•

In case of KBs resulting from surface contamination, a significant reduction
in the polar component of surface energy of the metallic substrates could be
measured. This lead to the overall reduction in total surface free energy
which should be more than 50% compared with the control substrate.

•

Unable to be detected using conventional ultrasonic methods e.g. c-scan.

•

There should not be migration of the contaminants into bulk adhesive except
in the interphase region (a few µm from the interface).

•

Morphological and chemical changes can be detected at/near the interface.

•

A significant reduction in effective shear strength of more than 50% under
static loading must be achieved. The severity of KBs can be ranged from this
threshold.

•

Adhesive failure mode is dominant which can be observed from the fracture
surfaces.

•

The same initial stiffness between the control and the joints with KBs. Lower
stiffness with nonlinear response should be observed after 40% of failure
strain for the contaminated joints (or the joints with KBs).

•

In case of KBs with some residual strength (KBs produced using
ElectRelease™), the same local stiffness should be expected until the final
failure.
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9 Conclusions and Future work
Kissing bonds (KBs) are an interfacial adhesive defect in which the adhesive and the
adherend are in intimate contact or coupled through a weak bond or thin layer of
contaminant. The causes of these weak bonds are believed to be due to surface
contamination during manufacturing or environmental attack. When adhesive bonding
is used for safety critical applications the current approach is to undertake extremely
careful process control. However, premature failure of adhesive joints still occurs and
KBs are usually the most likely cause. One of the main reasons that prevent confident
use of adhesive bonding is the lack of quantitative non-destructive testing techniques
that are capable of detecting KBs. However, to achieve this, the understanding of the
physical nature of KBs and their failure mechanics are essential. The development of
the non-destructive testing can not be achieved without detailed understanding of the
morphology and surface chemistry of KBs as well as how KBs lead to a mechanical
failure.
KBs produced using Frekote showed some promising results as this contaminant was
stable at high temperature and tended to remain at/near the interface. Changes in
morphology and elemental distribution across the Frekote contaminated interface
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were evident for all sets of samples. FTIR can be used to detect the chemical
interactions resulted from the presence of Frekote at/near the interface. The reduction
in total surface free energy of Frekote contaminated hardened steel/aluminium alloy
substrates reflected the loss in failure strength of Frekote contaminated double-lap
joints. The percentage of reduction in failure strength indicated that there was very
little residual strength if any present at the adherend/adhesive interface. In addition,
adhesive failure was found for all the joints contaminated with Frekote confirming the
location of failure at/near the interface. Good agreement in failure initiation and
failure strength between the experimental results and finite element analysis was
obtained. Good correlation in initial local stiffness between the experimental results
and FEA for the contaminated double-lap joint was obtained. However, a deviation in
local stiffness from the experimental results could be found at higher applied load.
Further analysis of surface strain profiles showed the possibility of the detection of
KBs by using the out-of-plane strain (perpendicular to the plane where KBs locate).
KBs produced by using ElectRelease™ adhesive exhibited some interesting results
since morphological changes were evident at the anodic metal/adhesive interface.
Elemental distributions across the weakened interface supported the morphological
changes. Elemental decomposition was believed to occur as the weakening
mechanism progressed. A shift in a Raman peak could confirm the elemental
decomposition and the weakening mechanism at/near the anodic metal interface. A
significant reduction in joint strength with adhesive failure being dominant was found
for the weakened double-lap joints. However, considerable residual strength was still
apparent as compared with the Frekote contaminated double-lap joint which showed
no residual strength or very little residual strength if any. There was reasonable
agreement in failure strength and damage initiation between the experimental results
and finite element analysis. The same initial stiffness between the control and
weakened double-lap joint was measured and predicted. However, large deviation in
local stiffness at higher applied load between the experimental results and finite
element analysis was found due to the material model used. As with the Frekote
contaminated double-lap joint, the out-of-plane strain may be used to detect KBs
when some considerable residual strength is present. However, the effect of KBs on
this strain profile was less significant than when there was very little or no residual
strength as for the case of Frekote.
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Reliable and repeatable KBs were successfully produced by using (1) a mould
release agent or Frekote and (2) weakening an electrically debonding adhesive,
ElectRelease™, with a low voltage. These KBs present two different scenarios of
KBs in terms of the severity; free from residual strength or with very little if any
(Frekote) and with some considerable amount of residual strength (weakened
ElectRelease™). The surface morphology and chemistry and joint mechanics of KBs
has been successfully analysed using a wide range of techniques. The results have
been validated with finite element analysis. Improved understanding of KBs was
obtained and revised defining criteria of KBs were produced.
Various types of contaminants which exhibit the same releasing mechanism as the
mould release agent, Frekote could be used for future investigations. Different
techniques can also be used to study the morphology and mechanical response near
the contaminated interface or in the contaminated interphase, e.g. Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM). Other surface-sensitive characterisation techniques such as X-ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) or Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) can
also be used to analyse the composition of solid surfaces/interfaces in order to
determine the elemental, isotopic, or molecular composition of the surface/interfaces.
These techniques are some of the most sensitive surface analysis techniques, being
able to detect elements present in the parts per billion ranges.
Detection of surface strains from the joints containing KBs at the early stage of static
loading may be achieved using an advanced digital image correlation (DIC)
technique. With a high resolution digital image correlation system developed in the
future, strain mappings from this technique can be directly compared with the strain
profiles computed using finite element analysis. DIC could be developed in the future
for detection of kissing bonds. Another measurement of the local out-of-plane strain
when KBs are present could be carried out using two LVDT extensometers pointing
on opposite sides of each other on the bonded area. This out-of-plane measurement
can be used to confirm the results obtained from finite element analysis. The tests on
KBs can also be extended to a long-term testing (fatigue) under ambient and elevated
temperature in dry and wet conditions. The results from fatigue tests can be combined
with static results so that life-prediction of the joints with KBs can be developed.
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Finally, the main aim for future investigation will be further testing of KBs which
fulfil the revised criteria using state of the art non-linear ultrasonic techniques capable
of detecting these interfacial weak bonds.
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Appendix A

Tensile testing of metallic substrates
•

Gauge and hardened steel

Gauge steel and hardened steel from the same grade used for double lap joints
specimens were machined to prepare 3 gauge steel and 4 hardened steel dumbbell
specimens with the grain of material oriented along the specimen length. These
dumbbells have been tested in tension at 25 oC with 2 mm/min crosshead speed in
order to determine their nominal tensile stress versus strain curves, Young’ s modulus
and Poisson’ s ratio. 90o two-element strain gauges (FCA-2-11-1L) were used to
measure these properties. 100 kN load cell was used in the universal Instron testing
machine. The geometry of dumbbell and its dimensions are shown in Figure A1.

1.6 mm

20 mm

1mm gauge length strain gauge

10 mm
20 mm

100 mm

Figure A1: Dumbbell geometry with a position of strain gauge.

In order to define plasticity data as required in finite element models, it is necessary
to convert these nominal values into true stress and true strain values using the wellknown equations for the classical metal plasticity as shown in equations A.1, A.2 and
A.3:
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σt =

F
( force per unit area ) = σ nom (1 + ε nom )
A

(A.1)

and

ε ln pl = ε t − ε el = ε t −

σ

(A.2)

E

ε t = ln(1 + ε nom )

(A.3)

where:

ε ln pl is true plastic strain

εt

is true total strain

ε el is true elastic strain

σt

is true stress

σ nom is nominal stress

E

is Young’ s modulus

Nominal tensile stress versus strain for gauge and hardened steel specimens are
shown in Figures A2 and A3, respectively where the different colours represent data
from replicate tests. Solid lines show the measurement obtained from strain gauges in
loading (axial) direction while dash lines indicate the measurement in transverse
direction.

Nominal tensile stress (MPa)

700
600
500
400
GSDB_02 axial
GSDB_02 trans
GSDB_03 axial
GSDB_03 trans
GSDB_04 axial
GSDB_04 trans

300
200
100

-0.01 0.00

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.08

Nominal tensile strain

Figure A2: Nominal stress-strain behaviour of gauge steel specimens.
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Nominal tensile stress (MPa)

2500
2000
1500
HDSDB_01
HDSDB_01
HDSDB_02
HDSDB_02
HDSDB_03
HDSDB_03
HDSDB_04
HDSDB_04

1000
500

axial
trans
axial
trans
axial
trans
axial
trans

-0.006 -0.003 0.000 0.003 0.006 0.009 0.012 0.015 0.018
Nominal tensile strain

Figure A3: Nominal stress-strain behaviour of hardened steel specimens.

Please note that strain gauge of specimen 1 (GSDB_02) was debonded prior to the
failure of the specimen. However the results obtained from this strain gauge was
usable for elastic property and was therefore included in Figure A2.
In case of gauge steel specimens, small variation between tensile stress-strain curves
was observed while no variation was found amongst hardened steel specimens. It is
apparent that consistent values of Young’ s modulus and the 0.1% offset yield stress
and strain for these replicates were obtained. The average Young’ s modulus and
tensile yield strength of gauge steel is approximately 211.7 GPa and 207.3 MPa with
standard deviation of 5.760 and 16.56, respectively. The corresponding values for
hardened steel are 214.2 GPa and 1038.7 MPa with standard deviation of 2.830 and
17.17, respectively. It is worth noting that Young’ s modulus of gauge steel and
hardened steel are similar despite the difference in yield stress as expected. The
average Poisson’ s ratio for gauge and hardened steel were identical, 0.29, with
standard deviation of 0.030 and 0.006, respectively. Poisson’ s ratios were calculated
using equation A.4.
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ν =−

∆ε t
∆ε l

(A.4)

where:

ν = Poisson’ s ratio
∆ε t = difference in transverse strain between 1000 and 3000 longitudinal µ strain
∆ε l = difference in longitudinal strain between 1000 and 3000 longitudinal µ strain
•

Aluminium alloy

Five aluminium alloy grade 2014 T6 dumbbells were tested in tension at the same
cross head speed of 2 mm/min as the steel dumbbells. 30 kN load cell was used in the
universal Instron testing machine. Figure A4 shows the nominal tensile stress versus
strain curves for Al 2014 T6 dumbbells which were obtained from the tests. The
average Young’ s modulus and tensile yield strength of aluminium alloy 2014 T6 is
76.09 GPa and 395.9 MPa with standard deviation of 0.790 and 15.43, respectively.
The average of Poisson’ s ratio for this alloy was 0.330 with standard deviation of
0.002. Excellent agreement was found between these replicates and with the data
sheet supplied online by MatWeb [1] (Young’ s modulus = 72.4 GPa, tensile yield
strength = 414 MPa, and Poisson’ s ratio = 0.33).

Nominal tensile stress (MPa)
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AL2014T6DB_02 trans
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AL2014T6DB_05 axial
AL2014T6DB_05 trans
AL2014T6DB_06 axial
AL2014T6DB_06 trans
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Figure A4: Nominal tensile stress-strain behaviour of Al 2014 T6 specimens.
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Tensile testing of adhesives
•

Redux®319 adhesive

Five standard dumbbell-shaped specimens of Redux®319 adhesive were
manufactured according to ASTM D638-03 Type V [2]. Nineteen layers of
Redux®319 film adhesive were used to obtain about 4 mm thick stack. On placing
each adhesive layer on top of the other, pressure was applied using a plastic roll in
order to minimise air entrapment between each adhesive layer. The stacked film
adhesive was placed in 15 cm x 15 cm steel frame and cured in the hot press at 175 oC
for an hour under pressure of around 3 MPa. The dumbbell shape with 3.5 mm thick
of moulded Redux®319 adhesive was achieved by machining. The specimen
geometry is shown in Figure A5. Five Redux® 319 dumbbell specimens were tested
at 25 oC with 1 mm/min crosshead speed which results in rupture within 3 minutes. 5
kN load cell was used in the universal Instron testing machine.

3.5 mm

20 mm

1 mm gauge length strain gauge

3.18 mm
20 mm

63.5 mm

Figure A5: Dumbbell geometry of Redux®319 adhesives.

Cross strain gauges (FCA-1-11-1L) were used to obtain axial and transverse strain
leading to measurement of Young’ s modulus and Poisson’ s ratio of the adhesive.
Nominal tensile stress-strain curves of Redux®319 dumbbells are shown in Figure
A6. True values of the adhesive yield stress and strain (plastic region) were calculated
as for the steel specimens. The average Young’ s modulus and tensile yield strength of
Redux®319 is 3762.0 MPa and 21.80 MPa with standard deviation of 229.9 and
3.593, respectively. Young’ s modulus of this adhesive is in good agreement with the
value measured by Charalambides et al [3] (Young’ s modulus = 3.780±0.2 GPa).
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However, the measured value of tensile yield strength is somewhat lower than the
value obtained from the same author (34.7±3.4 MPa). The average of Poisson’ s ratio
was 0.332 with standard deviation of 0.016. The average tensile modulus, yield
strength and Poisson’ s ratio were measured from five dumbbells of Redux®319
adhesive. It is also noted that Redux319DB_06 specimen has relatively lower failure
tensile strength due to voids found at the fracture position. However, this did not alter
its modulus and Poisson’ s ratio; hence they were used in the calculation of the
corresponding average values.
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Figure A6: Nominal tensile stress-strain behaviour of Redux®319 specimens.

•

ElectRelease™ adhesive

Standard

dumbbell-shaped

specimens

of

ElectRelease™

adhesive

were

manufactured according to ASTM D638-03 Type V as illustrated in Figure A5. The
two parts of this adhesive were mixed through the cartridge and subsequently poured
into the PTFE mould consisting of five individual dumbbell shapes. The adhesive was
then degassed under moderate vacuum (600 mBar) before leaving to be cured at room
temperature for 24 hours. After cure, the individual dumbbell was removed from the
mould and machined to the thickness of 3.5 mm.
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Five specimens were tested in tension at 25 oC with 1 mm/min. 1 kN load cell was
incorporated in the universal Instron testing machine. Non-contact Advanced Video
Extensometer (AVE) manufactured by Instron was used to measure the axial strain
within 10 mm gauge length. In order to obtain Poisson’ s ratio of ElectRelease™
adhesive, cross axis strain gauges (FCA-1-11-1L) were incorporated with another set
of samples to simultaneously measure axial and transverse strain. Tensile stress strain
curves from the non contact extensometer of ElectRelease™ dumbbells are shown in
Figure A7.
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Figure A7: Nominal stress-strain behaviour of ElectRelease™ specimens.

The average Young’ s modulus and tensile yield strength of ElectRelease™ adhesive
is 1202.0 MPa and 11.03 MPa with standard deviation of 76.02 and 0.090,
respectively. The Young’ s modulus and yield strength were calculated from the data
shown in Figure A7. However, the average Poisson’ s ratio was measured at 0.250
with standard deviation of 0.026 from the data shown in Figure A8. It is noted that
although the local stiffness obtained from strain gauges between these three
specimens (ElectRelease_10, 11 and 12) was inconsistent, the Poisson’ s ratios
calculated from the corresponding data did not vary so much.
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Figure A8: Nominal tensile stress-strain behaviour of ElectRelease™ specimens.

Summary of the measured tensile properties of steels and aluminium alloy (Al 2014
T6) are shown in Table A1. The corresponding values for Redux®319 and
ElectRelease™ adhesive are shown in Table A2.

Table A1: Tensile properties of metal substrates.
Young’s modulus

0.1% Yield

(GPa)

strength (MPa)

Gauge steel

211.7±5.760

207.3±16.56

0.290±0.030

Hardened steel

214.2±2.830

1038.7±17.17

0.290±0.006

Al2014 T6

76.09±0.790

395.9±15.43

0.330±0.002

Specimen

Poisson’s ratio

Table A2: Tensile properties of adhesives.
Young’s modulus

0.1% Yield

(MPa)

strength (MPa)

Redux®319

3762.0±229.9

21.80±3.593

0.332±0.016

ElectRelease™

1202.0±76.02

11.03±0.090

0.250±0.026

Specimen

Poisson’s ratio
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Appendix B

Shear testing of adhesives
Thick adherend shear test with KGR-1 measuring device is a common test used to
determine shear properties of the adhesive. However, slippage of the measuring pins
because of adherend elongation during loading can cause significant error on the
measured properties. This problem was identified by different authors such as
Kassapoglou and Adelmann [1] who compared the measured values of shear strain
with the result obtained from FEA. As a result, in this study some replicates
influenced by the slipping effect have been discarded.

•

Redux®319 adhesive

Thick adherend shear specimens of Redux®319 adhesive were manufactured and
tested according to ASTM D5656-04 [2]. Two layers of Redux®319 film adhesive
were used to obtain about 0.6 mm adhesive thickness after curing. Each adhesive film
was applied onto a high carbon steel substrate which was previously heated at 70 oC.
The reason that we used the high stiffness adherend was to reduce the peel stresses at
the ends of overlap, hence increase the accuracy of measuring shear stress-strain.
Finally, both substrates were bonded and assembled in the mould. Pressure was
applied onto the thick adherend shear specimens by using weight during cure. The
specimens were cured at 175 oC for an hour. The excess cured adhesive was removed
from the notch area by using file and sand papers. A short overlap length and high
bondline thickness are preferred to minimise peel effects at the ends of the joint and
the state of pure shear can then be achieved. The specimen geometry is shown in
Figure B1. Five thick adherend lap shear test coupons were tested at 1 mm/min which
results in rupture within 2 minutes. KGR_1 extensometer which consists of Starboard
and Port extensometer was used to measure shear deformation of the adhesive layer in
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a thick adherend lap shear specimen as shown in Figure B2. The specimens were
tested in tension at 25 oC using the universal Instron testing machine.
110.0

25.0

8.0

1.8 5.0

2

~0.6

11.8

Figure B1: Schematic drawing of thick adherend lap shear specimen showing
three contact points from KGR_1 device (All dimensions in mm – not to scale).

Thick adherend
lap shear test
coupon
Starboard
extensometer

Port
extensometer

Figure B2: Thick adherend lap shear test specimen attached to starboard and
Port extensometer of KGR-1 device.

Starboard and Port extensometers, which were connected to an amplifier supplied
from Fylde Mechanical and Electrical Services Ltd Company and to a data logger,
were used to obtain shear deformation leading to shear modulus of Redux®319
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adhesive. A micrometer fixture was used for displacement calibration. Detailed
description of KGR-1, test specimen, calibration and test procedure can be found from
KGR-1 extensometer operating manual distributed by American Cyanamid Company
[3]. The adhesive shear strain measured by the KGR-1 device is given by equation
B.1.

γ =

∆u − ud [( ps − t a ) / ps]
ta

(B.1)

where ∆u is the relative deflection of the two pins measured by KGR-1
ud is the deflection of the adherends for the same load as measured by the
KGR-1 device on the dummy specimen
t a is the adhesive thickness
ps is the separation between the two measuring pins (perpendicular to the
loading direction)
Shear test was also performed on a dummy specimen made with the same steel
substrates. However, metal deformation from the dummy specimen test exhibited very
low strain up to the failure load of the thick adherend lap shear specimens with
adhesives; therefore shear deformation of the adherend was negligible and not
included in the calculation of the shear modulus of the adhesives as shown in Figure
B3. As a result, the adhesive shear strain was calculated from equation B.2. Shear
stress-strain curves of Redux®319 are shown in Figure B4. The average shear
modulus of Redux®319 is 1.492 GPa with standard deviation of 0.088 (see Table
B1). This measured shear modulus is close to the value reported by Charalambides et
al [4] who determined the corresponding value at 1.35 GPa. However, the measured
value of maximum shear strength is somewhat lower than the value reported by the
same author (60 MPa).
In comparison with an estimation of the shear modulus using the formula for
isotropic materials (see equation B.3), the average shear modulus was calculated at
1.412 GPa by using Young’ s modulus = 3.762 GPa and Poisson’ s ratio = 0.332 from
tensile test (see Table A2 in Appendix A). This gives approximately 6% higher than
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the estimated value. A very high degree of correlation of shear stress with shear strain
between the specimens until approximately 15 MPa is apparent. Nonlinearity started
from this point with variation of shear stress with shear strain until the joints failed.
Slippage of the measuring pins at higher strain just before the joints failed was seen
for Redux319_TAST_01, 02, 04 and 05 as shown in Figure B4. The fracture surface
revealed the adhesive remained on one adherend only (adhesive failure). This failure
mode was also found by Kadioglu [5] when testing TAST specimens without fillet.

Shear stress (MPa)
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0.08
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0.12
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Figure B3: Typical shear stress versus shear strain with and without strain
correction of dummy specimen.

Table B1: Shear strength and modulus of Redux®319 adhesive.
Adhesive thickness

Max shear

Shear modulus

(mm)

strength (MPa)

(GPa)

Redux319_TAST_01

0.65

46.31

1.598

Redux319_TAST_02

0.63

43.76

1.394

Redux319_TAST_03

0.63

53.29

1.410

Redux319_TAST_04

0.48

40.75

1.509

Redux319_TAST_05

0.59

41.03

1.548

Average

0.60

45.03

1.492

Standard deviation

0.07

5.14

0.088

Specimen
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∆u
ta

(B.2)

E
2 (1 + υ )

(B.3)

γ =
G=
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Figure B4: Shear stress-strain curves from thick adherend shear specimens of
Redux®319 adhesive.

•

ElectRelease™ adhesive

Thick adherend lap shear specimens of ElectRelease™ adhesive were manufactured
and tested in the same way as Redux®319 according to ASTM D5656-04. The two
parts of this adhesive were mixed through the cartridge and subsequently applied onto
each of the steel substrates. The thick adherends were then assembled in the jig.
Weights were used to apply the pressure of about 50 kPa during the curing of the
adhesive at room temperature for 48 hours. The excess of cured adhesive was
removed from the notch area by using file and sand papers.
The test procedure was carried out the same way as for the test of Redux®319
adhesive. Shear stress-strain curves of ElectRelease™ adhesive are shown in Figure
B5. The deformation of metal was so small that it was negligible in the calculation of
shear modulus of the adhesives. Three thick adherend lap shear specimens were tested
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at 25 oC and 1 mm/min crosshead speed. 1 kN load cell was incorporated in the
universal Instron testing machine. The average shear modulus of ElectRelease™
adhesive is 0.433 GPa with standard deviation of 0.036 (see Table B2). In comparison
with an estimation of the shear modulus using the formula for isotropic materials (see
equation B.3), the shear modulus was calculated at 0.481 GPa by using Young’ s
modulus = 1.202 GPa and Poisson’ s ratio = 0.250 from tensile test (see Appendix A).
This gives approximately 10% lower than the estimated value. It can be seen that the
adhesive remained linear until approximately 3 MPa and then levelled off until the
joints failed. A very good agreement was seen between the specimens. Shear modulus
measurements of the adhesive were consistent and reproducible. The fracture surface
revealed the adhesive remained on one adherend only (adhesive failure).

Table B2: Shear strength and modulus of ElectRelease™ adhesive.
Adhesive

Max shear

Shear modulus

thickness (mm)

strength (MPa)

(GPa)

ElectRelease_TAST_01

0.600

12.14

0.461

ElectRelease_TAST_02

0.660

11.93

0.393

ElectRelease_TAST_03

0.730

11.91

0.445

Average

0.663

11.99

0.433

Standard deviation

0.065

0.127

0.036

Specimen
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Figure B5: Shear stress-strain curves from thick adherend shear specimens of
ElectRelease™ adhesive.

Summary of the measured shear properties of Redux®319 and ElectRelease™
adhesive are shown in Table B3.

Table B3: Shear properties of adhesives.
Calculated shear

Measured shear

Max shear

modulus from eq.

modulus from

strength from

B.3 (GPa)

TAST (GPa)

TAST (MPa)

Redux®319

1.412

1.492±0.088

45.03±5.14

ElectRelease™

0.481

0.433±0.036

11.99±0.127

Specimen
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Appendix C

Fixed arm peel test (Mode I)
Fracture energy or fracture toughness in mode I or opening mode can be calculated
using the classical ICPeel (2006) together with IC Peel digitised stress-strain (2007)
protocol in which average peel force and peel angle derived from fixed arm peel test
were inserted. The software that can be used to calculate the value of GIc is available
via the Imperial College London website [1]. In the determination of adhesive fracture
toughness (GIc), it is necessary to calculate the plastic bending energy which is then
subtracted from the total input energy as shown in equation C.1:

GIc = G - Gp

(C.1)

where

G is the total input energy for peeling
Gp is the plastic bending energy calculated from the knowledge of the tensile stressstrain behaviour of the peel arm material
There are three methods of calculating GP which are:
(i) Bilinear: a bilinear fit to the stress-strain curve and an analytical calculation of GP
[2, 3].
(ii) Linear-power law: a linear elastic - power law plastic fit to the stress-strain curve
and an analytical calculation of GP [2, 3].
(iii) Digitised: digitisation of the stress-strain curve and a numerical calculation of GP
[1, 4].
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Two parts of substrate (a right angle flexible peel arm and a rigid plate which was
mechanically secured using four bolts to the surface of a linear bearing) were bonded
to produce peel specimens. The peel arm was made from 1.6 mm gauge steel (GS)
while the rigid plate was made from 3.2 mm hardened steel. Both peel arm and rigid
plate were treated with SiC paper P320 and degreased with acetone. The overall
length of peel arm was 200 mm and was shaped as a right angle in the middle. The
length of the rigid plate was 130 mm leaving unadhered length of nominal length 30
mm. The width of peel arm and plate were the same and was 25 mm. Bonded area
was 25 mm x 100 mm. The peel specimen geometry is displayed in Figure C1.
Load

1.6 mm

Peel angle (~90o)

Peel arm (flexible)

Rigid plate
3.2 mm

~ 0.2 mm

Linear bearing
system

Sliding slots

(Not to scale)

Figure C1: Peel specimen geometry for fixed arm peel test with 900 peel angle.

The peel angle was monitored by a digital camera while the peel test is being
operated and found to be around 900 and a peel test speed of 1 mm/min at 25 oC was
used as for tensile testing of double-lap joints. 5 kN load cell was used for all
specimens and at least 70 mm of peel fracture was established in each test.
The digitisation version has been selected for the calculation of GP of the peel arm
material since the actual stress-strain data of the peel arm material can be directly
imported in the protocol (the data obtained from Appendix A). However, the radii of
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curvature at the peeling front (R0) were initially calculated from the former version
(IC Peel 2006) for GS/Redux®319A, GS/Redux®319 and GS/ElectRelease™ system
which were 44, 40 and 65 mm, respectively. The number of segment through the peel
arm thickness and a dimensionless curvature parameter used for the integration of
stresses and moments acting on the peel arm were 3000 and 0.05, respectively. These
values were inputted into the IC Peel digitisation version to calculate the plastic
bending energy of the peel arm. In the final step, the input of further parameters
including the width of peel arm, thickness of the adhesive layer, adhesive Young’ s
modulus, average peel force and the peel angle, the adhesive fracture toughness (GIc)
can then be computed.

• Redux® 319A/steel (set F1)
Five peel specimens of Redux® 319A/steel were tested. The load versus
displacement curves to initiate and propagate peel fractures of Redux® 319A are
shown in Figure C2.
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Figure C2: Peel force versus displacement for peel specimens bonded with
Redux® 319A (with a woven nylon carrier).
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For Redux® 319A (with nylon carrier) the estimated Young’ s modulus of 3.62 GPa
from Hexcel was initially used to calculate the value of GIc in the preliminary
investigation. The average adhesive thickness and peel force used in the calculation of
fracture energy (GIc) for Redux® 319A are shown in Table C1, resulting in average
GIc of 0.843 kJ/m2 (standard deviation = 0.038). Mode of failure is cohesive with
stable crack growth. The failure path was found at nylon/epoxy interface within the
adhesive layer.

Table C1: Parameters required in IC peel protocol for the calculation of GIc.
Specimen

Adhesive
thickness (mm)

Average peel force
(N)

Calculated GIc
(kJ/m2)

1

0.210

134.94

0.815

2

0.210

134.64

0.814

3

0.260

148.37

0.860

4

0.210

138.68

0.825

5

0.240

164.00

0.903

Average

0.226

144.13

0.843

Standard deviation

0.023

12.42

0.038

• Redux® 319/steel (set F2)
Three peel specimens of Redux® 319/steel were tested. The load versus
displacement curves to initiate and propagate peel fractures of Redux® 319 is shown
in Figure C3.
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Figure C3: Peel force versus displacement for peel specimens bonded with
Redux® 319 (without a woven nylon carrier).

Young’ s modulus of Redux®319 was measured at 3.762 GPa (see Table A2 in
Appendix A) and used in the calculation of fracture energy (GIc). The average
adhesive thickness and peel force used in the calculation of fracture energy (GIc) for
Redux® 319 is shown in Table C2, resulting to the average GIC of 0.885 kJ/m2
(standard deviation = 0.045). Cohesive failure near the HDS/Redux®319 interface
dominated for all specimens with stable crack growth found within the adhesive.

Table C2: Parameters required in IC peel protocol for the calculation of GIc.
Specimen

Adhesive
thickness (mm)

Average peel force
(N)

Calculated GIc
(kJ/m2)

1

0.199

166.9

0.900

2

0.271

168.4

0.920

3

0.154

146.6

0.834

Average

0.208

160.6

0.885

Standard deviation

0.059

12.18

0.045
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• Redux® 319/steel contaminated with Frekote 700-NC (set F3)
In order to obtain the degraded fracture energy (GIc) due to the presence of
contaminant, Frekote 700-NC was applied on the peel table prior to adhesive bonding.
Five peel specimens of Redux® 319/steel contaminated with Frekote 700-NC were
tested. The load versus displacement curves to initiate and propagate peel fractures of
Redux® 319/steel contaminated with Frekote 700-NC are shown in Figure C4.
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Figure C4: Peel force versus displacement for peel specimens bonded with
Redux® 319 (without a woven nylon carrier) and steel contaminated with
Frekote 700-NC.

The average adhesive thickness and peel force used in the calculation of fracture
energy (GIc) for Redux® 319 in the presence of Frekote are shown in Table C3,
resulting in average GIc of 0.463 kJ/m2 (standard deviation = 0.017). Adhesive failure
with unstable crack growth with stick slip behaviour dominated for all contaminated
specimens.
It is noted that the region used for the calculation of GIc in case of the specimens
contaminated with Frekote 700-NC was found to be around 1.4-2.7 mm crosshead
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displacement which was lower than those displacement values compared with the
control peel samples. The measurements were taken at lower values of crosshead
displacement because the crack found in these specimens contaminated with Frekote
700-NC propagated relatively faster than those without the contaminant.

Table C3: Parameters required in IC peel protocol for the calculation of GIc.
Specimen

Adhesive
thickness (mm)

Average peel force
(N)

Calculated GIc
(kJ/m2)

1

0.174

28.85

0.469

2

0.161

25.87

0.452

3

0.163

24.87

0.447

4

0.124

26.16

0.456

5

0.159

32.48

0.490

Average

0.156

27.65

0.463

Standard deviation

0.019

3.08

0.017

• ElectRelease™ adhesive/steel prior to an electric field (set F8)
Peel specimens bonded with ElectRelease™ adhesive were prepared in the same
manner as double-lap shear specimens. The bondline thickness of around 0.2 mm was
maintained using a non-conductive thread (aramid fibre). Three replicates of the peel
specimen bonded with ElectRelease™ before the application of electric field were
tested. The load versus displacement curves to initiate and propagate peel fractures of
ElectRelease™ adhesive before the application of an electric field are shown in
Figure C5.
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Figure C5: Peel force versus displacement for peel specimens with
ElectRelease™ adhesive.

The measured Young’ s modulus of ElectRelease™ of 1.202 GPa (see Table A2 in
Appendix A) was used in the calculation of fracture energy (GIc). The average
adhesive thickness and peel force used in the calculation of fracture energy (GIc) for
ElectRelease™ are shown in Table C4, resulting in average GIc of 0.703 kJ/m2
(standard deviation = 0.028). Cohesive failure with stable crack growth was observed
for all specimens prior to applied voltage.

Table C4: Parameters required in IC peel digitized protocol for the calculation
of GIc.
Specimen

Adhesive
thickness (mm)

Average peel force
(N)

Calculated GIc
(kJ/m2)

1

0.161

91.58

0.701

2

0.096

86.32

0.676

3

0.244

98.17

0.731

Average

0.167

92.02

0.703

Standard deviation

0.074

5.937

0.028
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• ElectRelease™ adhesive/steel after an electric field (set F9)
Weakened bond was achieved by applying 10 Volts DC across the peel specimens
for 30 minutes. Typical current flowing across the adhesive bondline versus time of
the peel specimen is shown in Figure C6.
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Figure C6: Variation of current across the adhesive layer as a function of time
for a peel specimen bonded with ElectRelease™ adhesive.

Four peel specimens subjected to the application of electric field were tested. The
load versus displacement curves to initiate and propagate peel fractures of
ElectRelease™ adhesive subjected to an electric field is shown in Figure C7.
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Figure C7: Peel force versus displacement for peel specimens bonded with
ElectRelease™ adhesive after the application of electric field.

The measured Young’ s modulus of ElectRelease™ of 1.202 GPa (see Table A2 in
Appendix A) was used in the calculation of GIc. The average adhesive thickness and
peel force used in the calculation of fracture energy (GIc) for ElectRelease™ are
shown in Table C5, resulting in average GIc of 0.652 kJ/m2 (standard deviation =
0.082). Adhesive failure with unstable crack growth was found for all contaminated
specimens particularly EA_301 specimen. It is worth noting that for the peel
specimens subjected to the electric field, crack tended to propagate unstably with
brittle behaviour as can be seen in Figure C7.
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Table C5: Parameters required in IC peel digitized protocol for the calculation
of GIc.
Specimen

Adhesive
thickness (mm)

Average peel force
(N)

Calculated GIc
(kJ/m2)

1

0.371

55.50

0.598

2

0.369

94.67

0.732

3

0.250

48.40

0.567

4

0.280

90.84

0.711

Average

0.318

72.35

0.652

Standard deviation

0.062

23.79

0.082

Summary of the average peel force and the measured values of GIc from the peel test
for

HDS/Redux®319A,

HDS/Redux®319,

HDS/Frekote/Redux®319,

HDS/ElectRelease™ adhesive before and after the applied voltage are shown in Table
C6.

Table C6: Average peel force and GIc from 90o fixed arm peel test.
Specimen

Average peel force (N)

GIc (kJ/m2)

HDS/Redux®319A

144.13±12.42

0.843±0.038

HDS/Redux®319

160.60±12.18

0.885±0.045

HDS/Frekote/Redux®319

27.65±3.08

0.463±0.017

HDS/ElectRelease™ without current

119.07±18.40

0.703±0.028

HDS/ElectRelease™ with current

72.35±23.79

0.652±0.082
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Appendix D

Four point bend end notch flexure test or 4ENF (Mode II)
Fracture energy of adhesive in Mode II or in-plane shear mode can be obtained by
using the 4ENF procedure proposed by Material Engineering Research Laboratory
Ltd. (MERL). The 4ENF specimen configuration and the test set up are shown in
Figures D1 and D2, respectively. The width and length of the specimen are 25.4 and
232 mm, respectively. PTFE film of 12 m thick and 58 mm long was inserted within
the adhesive. The width span for the support rollers and the loading roller are 160 and
105 mm, respectively, giving an effective crack length (ao) of 27.5 mm. The surfaces
of the substrates were grit blasted with 320 grit size and subsequently cleaned with
acetone prior to adhesive bonding. Scale lines were painted every 1 mm ahead of the
inserted film for a distance of about 60 mm.

232 mm

ao
105 mm

1.6 mm
~0.2 mm
25.4 mm

PTFE film
160 mm

Figure D1: Schematic of 4ENF specimen configurations.
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Figure D2: 4ENF experimental set up in HOUNDSFIELD with a camera
recording the propagation of crack length.

A minimum of three specimens were tested for each adhesive under different
conditions e.g. with contaminant (Frekote 700NC) and an electric field. The
specimens were tested in an HOUNDSFIELD testing machine with 25 kN load cell
under a constant crosshead rate of 1 mm/min at 25 oC. To create Mode II precracking
from the insert, the specimens were firstly loaded with crosshead speed of 1 mm/min
until the initiation of the crack was found between the first 0-5 mm. The load and
displacement where the first crack within 0-5 mm initiated were also recorded by a
camera, and then the specimens were unloaded at the higher constant crosshead speed
of 10 mm/min. The image showing the position of the crack tip from this precrack
was taken before unloading. To observe the crack propagation, the same specimen
was loaded at constant speed of 1 mm/min and crack length (a) and the corresponding
load (P) and crosshead displacement ( ) were simultaneously recorded including the
initiation points (NL and 5%/MAX) for as many crack length increments as possible
within 40-50 mm propagation length. After the crack length of about 40-50 mm had
been reached, the specimen was unloaded at 10 mm/min crosshead speed. This
unloading stage served as plastic deformation check. If the adherends are subjected to
plasticity, an offset displacement will be evident on the load versus displacement
curve. The entire procedure was carried out for 3 specimens each batch.
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Mode II fracture energy ( G IIc ) can be calculated from equation D.1 (Martin, 1999).

G IIc

=

P2 m
2b

(D.1)

where P = load (kN)

m = gradient of compliance (C) and crack length (a) after crack propagation
(10-3/kN)
b = width of specimen (mm)

•

HDS/Redux®319 (set F4)

Typical example of load versus crosshead displacement and compliance versus crack
length (second loading) for HDS/Redux®319 are shown in Figures D3 and D4,
respectively. An example for the calculation of GIIc from HDS/Redux®319 ENF
specimen no. 3 is shown below:

First loading (precrack)
(mm)
5.706

P (kN)

a

1.987

1

a
0
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Second loading
P

a

a

P2

C

2

GIIc

(mm)

(kN)

(mm)

(mm)

(kN/mm)

(N )

(kJ/m2)

5.460

1.809

NL

-

3.0182

3272481

3.910

6.222

2.045

5%/MAX

-

3.0425

4182025

4.997

5.706

1.987

1

0

2.8717

3948169

4.865

6.207

2.069

3

2

3.0000

4280761

5.275

7.063

2.109

6

5

3.3490

4447881

5.481

7.464

2.087

13

12

3.5764

4355569

5.367

7.814

2.072

17

16

3.7712

4293184

5.290

8.056

2.052

20

19

3.9260

4210704

5.189

8.415

2.007

23

22

4.1928

4028049

4.964

8.644

1.978

26

25

4.3701

3912484

4.821

8.904

1.960

28

27

4.5429

3841600

4.734

9.078

1.943

30

29

4.6722

3775249

4.652

9.219

1.932

31

30

4.7717

3732624

4.600

9.478

1.923

34

33

4.9288

3697929

4.557

2.5

Load (kN)

2.0

5%/MAX

NL

1.5
1.0
HDS/Redux319
NL
5%/MAX
Propagation

0.5
0.0

0

2

4

6

8

10

Displacement (mm)
Figure D3: Typical example of load versus crosshead displacement for
HDS/Redux®319 ENF specimen.
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Figure D4: Gradient (m) from the corresponding compliance versus crack length
after 5%/MAX for HDS/Redux®319 ENF specimen.

The average GIIc values calculated from NL and 5%/MAX from three
HDS/Redux®319 ENF specimens was 3.636±0.330 kJ/m2 and 4.457±0.790 kJ/m2,
respectively (see Table D1). Crack propagation was found to be stable.

Table D1: Value of mode II fracture energy at crack initiation for
HDS/Redux®319.
Specimen

GIIc (kJ/m2)

Failure type

NL

5%/MAX

1

3.729

4.824

Stable

2

3.269

3.551

Stable

3

3.910

4.997

Stable

Average

3.636

4.457

Standard deviation

0.330

0.790
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•

HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 (set F5)

Typical example of load versus crosshead displacement and compliance versus crack
length (second loading) for HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 are shown in Figures D5 and
D6, respectively.

Load (kN)

0.4

0.3

NL

5%/MAX

0.2
HDS/Frekote/Redux319
NL
5%/MAX
Propagation

0.1

0.0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

Displacement (mm)
Figure D5: Typical example of load versus crosshead displacement for
HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 ENF specimen.
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Figure D6: Gradient (m) from the corresponding compliance versus crack length
after 5%/MAX for HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 ENF specimen.
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The average GIIc values calculated from NL and 5%/MAX from three
HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 ENF specimens was 0.379±0.160 kJ/m2 and 0.404±0.166
kJ/m2, respectively (see Table D2). It is noted although load point displacement at
initiations (NL and 5%/MAX) could be recorded in most cases, crack propagation was
so rapid and unstable that load point displacement during the propagation could not be
easily attained. This may arise from stick-slip behaviour.

Table D2: Value of mode II fracture energy at crack initiation for
HDS/Frekote/Redux®319.
Specimen

GIIc (kJ/m2)

Failure type

NL

5%/MAX

1

0.478

0.539

Unstable (rapid)

2

0.463

0.453

Unstable (rapid)

3

0.194

0.219

Unstable (rapid)

Average

0.379

0.404

Standard deviation

0.160

0.166

•

HDS/ElectRelease™ adhesive prior to an electric field (set F10)

Typical example of load versus crosshead displacement and compliance versus crack
length (second loading) for HDS/ElectRelease™ before the applied voltage are shown
in Figures D7 and D8, respectively.
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Figure D7: Typical example of load versus crosshead displacement for
HDS/ElectRelease™ ENF specimen.
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Figure D8: Gradient (m) from the corresponding compliance versus crack length
after 5%/MAX for HDS/ElectRelease™ ENF specimen.
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The average GIIc values calculated from NL and 5%/MAX from three
HDS/ElectRelease™ ENF specimens was 1.425±0.198 kJ/m2 and 1.600±0.246 kJ/m2,
respectively (see Table D3). It was found that crack propagation was stable.

Table D3: Value of mode II fracture energy at crack initiation for
HDS/ElectRelease™ prior to an electric field.
Specimen

GIIc (kJ/m2)

Failure type

NL

5%/MAX

1

1.223

1.385

Stable

2

1.434

1.545

Stable

3

1.619

1.868

Stable

Average

1.425

1.600

Standard deviation

0.198

0.246

•

HDS/ElectRelease™ adhesive after an electric field (set F11)

Typical example of load versus crosshead displacement and compliance versus crack
length (second loading) for HDS/ElectRelease™ after the applied voltage are shown
in Figures D9 and D10, respectively.
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Figure D9: Typical example of load versus crosshead displacement for
HDS/ElectRelease™ ENF specimen after the application of an electric field.
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Figure D10: Gradient (m) from the corresponding compliance versus crack
length after 5%/MAX for HDS/ElectRelease™ ENF specimen after the
application of an electric field.
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The average GIIc values calculated from NL and 5%/MAX from three
HDS/ElectRelease™ ENF specimens subjected to an electric field was 0.849±0.300
kJ/m2 and 0.863±0.219 kJ/m2, respectively (see Table D4). It was found that crack
propagation was stable.

Table D4: Value of mode II fracture energy at crack initiation for
HDS/ElectRelease™ subjected to an electric field.
Specimen

GIIc (kJ/m2)

Failure type

NL

5%/MAX

1

0.872

0.875

Stable

2

1.137

1.076

Stable

3

0.538

0.639

Stable

Average

0.849

0.863

Standard deviation

0.300

0.219

Summary of the average GIIc calculated using NL and 5%/MAX criteria for
HDS/Redux®319, HDS/Frekote/Redux®319, HDS/ElectRelease™ adhesive before
and after the applied voltage are shown in Table D5.

Table D5: Average GIIc calculated using NL and 5%/MAX criteria.
GIIc (kJ/m2)

GIIc (kJ/m2)

NL

5%/MAX

HDS/Redux®319

3.636±0.330

4.457±0.790

HDS/Frekote/Redux®319

0.379±0.160

0.404±0.166

HDS/ElectRelease™ without current

1.425±0.198

1.600±0.246

HDS/ElectRelease™ with current

0.849±0.300

0.863±0.219

Specimen
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Appendix E

Mixed mode bending test or MMB (Mode I+II)
Values of fracture energy (G) of Redux®319 adhesive bonded to hardened steel
(HDS)

substrates

at

various

mode

I

to

mode

II

loading

ratios

G II / GT = 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 (where GT = G I + G II ) were obtained by performing
MMB tests according to ASTM D6671 [1]. The BK parameters ( ) used in damage
propagation of the cohesive zone in FEA can be deduced from the results obtained
from fixed arm peel, 4-ENF and MMB test. The MMB test was performed using
Instron 5584 with a constant crosshead speed of 1 mm/min. The test configuration is
shown in Figure E1. PTFE film with 12 m thick was used as a starter crack. At least
three samples for each of the mixed mode ratios were tested. The load point
displacement was taken from the crosshead separation of the load frame from the test
machine with the correction of the compliance of MMB loading system. Load
displacement curves at various mode ratios were recorded.

Hinge

25.4 mm

P

20 mm
55 mm
232 mm

c
L=70 mm

Hardened steel
Adhesive

Hardened steel

Figure E1: Illustration of MMB specimen and fixture.

1.6 mm
0.2 mm
1.6 mm
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The length of the lever (c) of the MMB fixture at different mode mixtures
( G II / GT = 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 ) can be calculated using equation E1 which is derived
from simple beam theory and can be found from ASTM D6671-01 standard. Halfspan length (L) of the MMB apparatus was fixed at 70 mm. The calculation of
Γ, Χ and A for hardened steel (HDS)/Redux®319 system gave the corresponding

values of 22.44, 3.90 and 5.28, respectively. The values of c for the same system at

G II / GT = 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 were calculated using equation E1 and yielded c values of
67.13, 48.72 and 37.30 mm, respectively.

c = 0.167 + 0.000137 Α 2 − 0.108 ln Α

G II
GT

− 1400 + 0.725Α 2 − 141 ln Α − 302 ln

4

+

G
219 − 5000 II + 55 ln Α
GT

(E1)

where Α =

a
hΧ

a = delamination length, mm
h = half thickness of the overall bonded specimen thickness ( h = 1.7 mm)

Χ=

E steel
Γ
3− 2
11Gadhesive
1+ Γ

Γ = 1.18

2

E steel E adhesive
Gadhesive

The fracture energy according to each mode mixture can be derived using equation
E2.

GT = G I + G II

where G I =

12 P 2 (3c − L) 2
(a + Χh) 2
2 3 2
16b h L E1 f

(E2)

G II
GT

L
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G II =
E1 f =

where

9 P 2 (c + L ) 2
(a + 0.42Χh) 2
2 3 2
16b h L E1 f
8(a o + Χh) 3 (3c − L) 2 + [6(a o + 0.43Χh) 3 + 4 L3 ](c + L) 2
1
16 L2 bh 3
− C sys
m

a o = initial delamination length ( a o = 35 mm)

m = the gradient of loading curve from MMB specimen
C sys =

1
− C cal ( mcal is the gradient of the loading curve from calibration
mcal
specimen without adhesive)

E1 f = bending modulus of the bonded specimen, MPa

C cal is the compliance of the calibration specimen which can be calculated from

equation E3 at the corresponding mode ratios.

C cal =

2 L (c + L ) 2
E cal bcal t 3

(E3)

where E cal = modulus of the calibration specimen, MPa
bcal = width of calibration specimen, mm
t = thickness of the calibration specimen ( t =3.2 mm)

The calculated values of C sys for HDS/Redux®319 system at mixed mode ratios of
0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 are 0.0027, 0.0013 and 0.0016, respectively.

•

HDS/Redux®319 (set F6)

Some examples of load versus crosshead displacement at mixed mode ratios of 0.4,
0.6 and 0.8 are shown in Figures E2, E3 and E4, respectively. The calculated values
of GI, GII and G were obtained using 5%/MAX load point for all HDS/Redux®319
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MMB specimens at the corresponding mixed mode ratios due to their reproducible
values and are shown in Tables E1, E2 and E3.
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Figure E2: Example of load versus crosshead displacement of HDS/Redux®319
MMB specimen no. 2 at mixed mode ratio of 0.4.
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Figure E3: Example of load versus crosshead displacement of HDS/Redux®319
MMB specimen no. 1 at mixed mode ratio of 0.6.
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Figure E4: Example of load versus crosshead displacement of HDS/Redux®319
MMB specimen no. 2 at mixed mode ratio of 0.8.

Table E1: 5%/MAX, GI, GII and G of HDS/Redux®319 specimens at the mixed
mode ratio of 0.4.
Specimen

5%/MAX (N)

GI (kJ/m2)

GII (kJ/m2)

G (kJ/m2)

1

185

0.531

0.359

0.890

2

291

0.500

0.343

0.843

3

249

0.400

0.270

0.670

Average

0.801±0.116

Table E2: 5%/MAX, GI, GII and G of HDS/Redux®319 specimens at the mixed
mode ratio of 0.6.
Specimen

5%/MAX (N)

GI (kJ/m2)

GII (kJ/m2)

G (kJ/m2)

1

384

0.434

0.653

1.087

2

391

0.557

0.875

1.432

3

446

0.455

0.715

1.170

Average

1.230±0.180
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Table E3: 5%/MAX, GI, GII and G of HDS/Redux®319 specimens at the mixed
mode ratio of 0.8.
Specimen

5%/MAX (N)

GI (kJ/m2)

GII (kJ/m2)

G (kJ/m2)

1

891

0.510

2.147

2.657

2

957

0.582

2.451

3.033

3

902

0.506

2.129

2.635

Average

2.775±0.224

From equation E2, the average G at different mixed mode ratios of HDS/Redux®319
together with the average values of GIC and GIIC derived from fixed arm peel and
4ENF test (5%/MAX), respectively are presented in Figure E5. The least square fit
was assigned in order to obtain the mixed mode parameter,

which was found to be

3.552.
5.5
5.0

GIIc

4.5

Experimental
A least square fit

Gc (kJ/m2)

4.0
3.5
3.0

GII/GT = 0.885+3.572(GII/GT)

3.552

2.5
2.0
1.5

GIc

1.0
0.5
0.0

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

GII/GT

Figure E5: Mixed mode fracture envelope of HDS/Redux®319 adhesive.
It should be noted that the value of G at mixed mode ratio of 0.4 was found to be
slightly lower than the value of GIc derived from pure mode I loading (fixed arm peel
test). This discrepancies were also reported from different authors [2] at the low
mixed mode ratio of 0.3 for carbon fibre reinforced a thermoplastic composite
(AS4/PEEK) . However, the values of G began to follow the classical fracture
envelope when higher mixed mode ratios were used.
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•

HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 (set F7)

Some examples of load versus crosshead displacement at mixed mode ratios of 0.4,
0.6 and 0.8 are shown in Figures E6, E7 and E8, respectively. The calculated values
of GI,

GII and

G were obtained

using

5%/MAX

load

point

for all

HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 MMB specimens at the corresponding mixed mode ratios
and are shown in Tables E4, E5 and E6.
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of

HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 MMB specimen no. 2 at the mixed mode ratio of 0.4.
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HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 MMB specimen no. 3 at the mixed mode ratio of 0.6.
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HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 MMB specimen no. 3 at the mixed mode ratio of 0.8.

Table E4: 5%/MAX, GI, GII and G of HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 specimens at the
mixed mode ratio of 0.4.
Specimen

5%/MAX (N)

GI (kJ/m2)

GII (kJ/m2)

G (kJ/m2)

1

37

0.016

0.011

0.027

2

89

0.062

0.042

0.104

3

28

0.018

0.012

0.030

Average

0.054±0.044

Table E5: 5%/MAX, GI, GII and G of HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 specimens at the
mixed mode ratio of 0.6.
Specimen

5%/MAX (N)

GI (kJ/m2)

GII (kJ/m2)

G (kJ/m2)

1

34

0.004

0.006

0.010

2

12

0.0005

0.0007

0.001

3

44

0.006

0.009

0.015

Average

0.009±0.007
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Table E6: 5%/MAX, GI, GII and G of HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 specimens at the
mixed mode ratio of 0.8.
Specimen

5%/MAX (N)

GI (kJ/m2)

GII (kJ/m2)

G (kJ/m2)

1

10

0.0001

0.0005

0.0006

2

55

0.0116

0.0488

0.0604

3

42

0.0016

0.0069

0.0085

Average

0.0232±0.0325

It was clearly seen that the average G at different mixed mode ratios of
HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 presented in Tables E4-E6 did not follow the expected
trend and there was a considerable scatter. The values are all very low. This was due
to the unstable rapid crack growth which was often found under mixed mode loading
and this caused inaccuracy in determination of the G values, especially at these
relatively low values of fracture energy surface. As a result, the mixed mode fracture
envelope of HDS/Frekote/Redux®319 adhesive is not usable.
Summary of the average mixed mode fracture energy G at different mode mixities
which was calculated using 5%/MAX criterion for HDS/Redux®319 are shown in
Table E7.

Table E7: Average G at mixed mode ratios of 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8.
Specimen

G at 0.4 (kJ/m2)

G at 0.6 (kJ/m2)

G at 0.8 (kJ/m2)

HDS/Redux®319

0.801±0.116

1.230±0.180

2.775±0.224
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